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OF ALL the rulers of

ancient Egypt, Hatshepsut
—who reigned almost 3500
years ago—remains the

most mysterious. As the
queen who assumed not

only the power and duties

of Pharaoh but the outward
appearance as well, she is

a unique figure in the

history of women who were
not content with their

station in life.

She was the daughter of

Thutmose I and married
her half-brother Thutmose
II. On her husband's death
in 1504 B.C. the Two Lands
came under her control for

Thutmose III, the successor
to the throne was only a

boy.
In the beginning of her

reign she contented herself

with the position of co-ruler

and regent, only later

assuming the title of king

and donning masculine
garb . . .

(Continued on page 71)



You may have the wrong idea about how ICC's secret

system of Cosolargy develops cosmic consciousness

There still are a few confused people
around who do not fully understand or
appreciate the way ICC develops cos-

'.c consciousness. Cosolargy is some-
thing new and dynamic, yet it is as old

as the history of civilization.

These people believe that we offer a
hodge-podge of old ideas put into mod-

i form. They are wrong — completely
wrong.
Cosolargy is a religious system based

>n science. Yet it is the nucleus of what
such teachers as Jesus, Buddha and
Viracocha taught. They were the

Tld's first nuclear physicists who ap-
plied cosmic/solar forces. It was the
key to the universe which gave them
power to work miracles.
Cosolargy is in repossession of some-

thing lost for centuries. How we re-dls-
covered it is a story in itself. A story
worth reading about if you happen to
be seeking self-realization.
The Incas of Peru were the last to

apply this system. Isolated on the

American continent, priesthood orders
maintained the tradition until the Span-
ish conquistadores drove them into ref-

uge. We came upon the secret in the
Amazon jungles beyond the towering
Andes.
We can understand why some people

are curious as to how Cosolargy is able
to put the individual in contact with
cosmic powers of the universe. This is

our secret of course and we are rather
selective in choosing those with whom
we share it.

If you wish, we will send you our
free dossier via air mail upon request.
It will explain how the system was re-

claimed, how research continues and
how you may participate in its living
concepts. Perhaps you've been consid-
ering other systems. You won't once
you've learned the truth about Coso-
largy.

THE FAMOUS MYSTERY
SCHOOL OF THE ANDES

NOW TEACHING IN THE USA.

Please send n s without obligation
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T//EBIBLE—are westi/l

WE ARE, says Alvin Boyd Kuhn in this new book. Yet, he writes,"the

break with 2,000 years of a literal reading of the cryptograms of

arcarte wisdom is. in every respect, tremendous!" Kuhn bids the

Christian world penetrate the Biblical myths, dramas, symbols &
allegories for their embodied spiritual vision. Lest, he warns, Christi-

anity topple under the weight of modern criticism. Powerful.

A/vmBoi/dKu/m
a peDiPGh pop GiiPiSGianiGy

Compare 11 faiths
BUDDHISM

/ CHRISTIANITY

/ CONFUCIANISM

HINDUISM

ISLAM

JAINISM
* JUDAISM

SHINTO

SIKHISM TAOSIM
ZOROASTRIANISM

Every reader who is concerned with interfaith

brotherhood and world understanding will

find this book invaluable. Here, in parallel

passages from the Scriptures of the religions

named at the left, is revealed the basic unity

of thought. Big easy-reading type. 739 pages.
Paperbound. Exceptional value—$2.75

The Essential Unity

of All Religions

BY BHAGAVAN DAS

APPROACHES TO MEDITATION
JUST PUBLISHED! Edited by Virginia Hanson.

Fourteen writers of greatly differing religious and philosophical back-
grounds join in this up-to-date "roundtable" on the benefits, kinds, and practi-
cal applications of personal meditation. Both our Western world and the Oriental
world contribute to this useful inside look at Meditation—a subject that is today
increasingly valuable to the life of Ihe civilized individual, 160 pages Paper-
bound, $1.75

AT YOUR BOOKSTORE-or postpaid return mail from Quest Books Dept. FT,

306 West Geneva Road. Wheaton, Illinois 60187- ISorry. no C.O.D.)

QUEST BOOKS
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Are there really angels?

Does God love me even
when I'm naughty?

What does God Jook like?

Where is heaven?

Will I see God?

Where do we go
when we die?
One of the most valuable things you can do for your children is to give them a feeling

of security in their relationship to God, a knowledge that will serve as a safe anchor

in the storms of life.

Astara distills the wisdom of the ages, the basic concepts of all religions, reveals the

mysteries which are basic to all religions but are largely omitted in ihe teachings, helps

you understand better the truths in the drama of life and death, enables you to explain

in your own words — in a loving parent-child relationship — exactly what life is all

about, why we are here, and what we can do to have a richer, fuller life with meaning

and purpose.

Astara is a non-profit organization created solely for the purpose of helping you,

does not interfere with your present religious affiliations. Send coupon for a free copy

of "Finding Your Place in the Golden Age." Ad¥ 12

r
"J

J
Robert and Earlyne Chaney, Directors Send coupon row for free copy

,

Please send me a free city-
copy of "Finding Your
Place in the Golden Age." Stati Zi

"AN ASTARIAN IN NEED NEVER WALKS ALONE"
(NON PROFIT

;

Los Angeles, Ca. 90004
JL
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3
QUOTE OF THE MONTH

. . . An ethic, biologically, is a

limitation on freedom of action

in the struggle for existence. An
ethic, philosophically, is a differ-

entiation of social from antisocial

conduct. These are two definitions

of one thing. The thing has its

origin in the tendency of inter-

dependent individuals or societies

to evolve modes of cooperation.

The biologist calls these symbi-

oses. Man elaborated certain sym-

bioses called politics and econom-

ics. Like their simpler biological

antecedents, they enable individ-

uals or groups to exploit each

other in an orderly way. . . .

— Aldo Leopold

in The Conservation Ethic.

TN THE PAST in this column
-i- we have expressed concern

about overpopulating and plun-

dering the resources of our planet

Earth. Now it is time— in a

somewhat unFATE-like sally — to

examine what we believe to be
the greatest challenge facing our

modern industrial civilization, the

energy crisis.

I go back to the days when the

electrical supply in my small

Wisconsin hometown was pow-
ered by one small river held

back by one small dam. In emer-

gencies a creaky coal-powered

steam plant took over. Later a

more modern generating plant

was built but in recent years even

that has been abandoned because

power produced in enormous

quantities by giant coal-burning

plants is cheaper than that pro-

duced by the river— even though

the waterpower itself is free.

Now we are encouraged to do

everything electrically, including

heating our homes.

In a sense the coal that is dug

out of the ground for use by the

Wisconsin Electric Company and

Commonwealth Edison is trans-

ported over power lines into our

homes. And the world has grown
immeasurably richer since I was
a boy throwing chunk wood into

the family furnace and building

morning fires in the kitchen

range. The reason for this wealth

is energy. We have harnessed

7
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Improve personal X
and business relationships

. . . enhance your chances for success!

NUMBERS
WILL TELL
BY GERUN MOORE.

with Ruth Bricson Setley £
Yes, now you can tune into the un-
tapped powers of numbers 1 Learn the
secrets of numerology from Gerun
Moore—nationally acclaimed for his
astounding accuracy! In 32 fascinat-

ing, fact-tilled chapters, he reveals
the results of 30 years of research In

medicine, music, science and religion,
Plus spellbinding case histories of
successful experiments with celeb-
rities and people in all walks of life.

Moore shows you how to discover:

• the lucky numbers in your blrthdate,

address, phone number; in licenses,
checks, and credit cards . . .

• favorable days, months, years . . .

• the flowers, colors, gems -and people
that vibrate to your numbers . . .

• numerology's relationship to music
—and sex . .

.

Plus predictions lor the future!

Don't delay! Use this no risk coupon
and send for your copy today.

| GROSSET & DUNLAP, INC. Dept. ES-FA

I 51 Madison Avenue. New York City 10010

I Please send me . copies of NUM-
L BERS WILL TELL at $5.95 each plua 55(

tor postage and handling. My payment ot

. Is enclosed. I understand that 1

can examine the book for ten days entirely

I a! your risk. It, at the end of that time. I

am not completely satisfied, I will return
the book to you and receive a lull refund.

I Name

_ Address

enormous amounts of energy to

machines which have become our

mechanical slaves — replacing

the human slaves of the great

civilized epochs of the past.

I think this is all to the good.

Surely, we all prefer mechanical

slaves to human slaves.

00
FUTURE WITHOUT ENERGY

"DUT NOW we face an energy
JD crisis which has both short

and long run implications. In the

short run it has serious implica-

tions for America. In the long

run it has serious implications

for the world.

If we do not solve our short run
crisis we are going to lose our

balance of payments battle; our

travel overseas and purchases

from overseas will be drastically

curtailed with the exception of

the purchase of oil. The oil-rich

Middle East countries, which al-

ready have billions of American
dollars (enabling them to specu-

late with our currency) will end

up not only with many more of

our dollars but with substantial

ownership of America itself.

If we do not solve the long run

crisis our hard-won and comfort-

able wealth will be dispersed to

the winds and we will be reduced

to a poverty level with what we
are pleased to call our modern
civilization destroyed.

oo



uumes Decisions.

Visual ... No Memorization.

Ideal for Self, Parties or
Serious Application.

Ideal Gill . . . Leatherette

bound.

PREDICT, AMAZE, ASTOUND

NOW. FOR THE FIRST TIME, Kafin Koal'

,ima;mg new Galaxy Gajer is available 1o

unlock the mysteries of Astrology ant) Tarol

for you. No need for computerized stale-

ments. Reach beyond "programmed" limita-

tions and journey mto the celestial world oi

clairvoyance 1 Results in only minutes
not years! Enjoyment guaranteed. See how
easily you can analyze yourself and loved

ones; present and future!

I COMPLETELY VISUAL . . .

I NOTHING TO MEMORIZE

I Game comes complete with beautiful, deluxe,

lApuarian Tarot Deck of 78 cards with im-

printed meanings. These anctent-wisflom mean-
give both predictions and character

analysis. When laid on the board, they relate

| to specific life areas as: love, money, job,

Vivid, full-color, Galaiy Gazer board
(22" i 24") with concentration wheel visually

applies planetary influences which astrologically affect meanings of the cards being read.

Simple instruction booklet includes game variations and a handy Glossary card with card-layout
Time table. Handsomely bound m leatherette, bookcase form, to elegantly complement any decor.

'KARIN KOAL ENTERPRISES, INC. • BOX 64, CLARKSVILLE, MD. 21029

TarAstrD Guide "j. on a 10-day Money-back, it not

Price Effective Feb. 1

"Member of; Amcr Fed Astrologers. Astrologers' Guild of America, Inc.
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FREE
Metaphysical • Self-Help

Occult • Inspirational

BOOK LIST ON REQUEST —
DeVORSS & CO.
1641 Lincoln Blvd.

SontO Monica, CA 90404

THEOSOPHY
Free lirerolure Study courses.
GEORGE CARDINAL LeGROS

301 N. Wall Ave., Joplin, MO 64801

SCIENCE OF TAROT
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES BY THE

FOREMOST CUSTODIAN AND SPIRITUAL
CENTER OF THE ESOTERIC WISDOM OF

TAROT AND THE HOLY QABALAH
Sincere aspirants send for free booklet
THE OPEN DOOR and documentation

on the "Tzaddl Miracle."
BUILDERS OF THE ADYTUM, Dept. A

5105 N. Flgnwa St., Lot Angela*, CA 90043

INSTANT A
EVOLUTION AAA
Evolve FASTER, easier,

without years of study. A
new way to QUICKLY ex-

perience The Infinite One-
ness. Discover a "mental"
body, MYSTIC powers,

ECSTASY. No meditation, no

denials, no positive thinking.

Reveals world's GREATEST
living teacher. Send for free

information.

INSTITUTE OF AOVANCED THINKING

Dept. F-673
P.O. Box 606

Pacific Palisades. Calif. 90272

WANTED: AN ENERGY POLICY

I AM NOT inventing this crisis.

Many thousands of northern

homes were short of petroleum

to heat their homes this winter.

Part of this crisis was manufac-

tured by Washington because this

administration—and previous ad-

ministrations — have maintained

an oil import quota system to en-

rich the already enormously rich

oil companies in our own country.

In considering the present prob-

lem I propose to take a strictly

nationalistic American viewpoint.

Our present program has been

called a "drain America first"

policy. I draw on the words of S.

David Freeman, former chief of

energy policy in the White House

Office of Science and Technology

and currently directing a Ford

Foundation study of our policies.

Freeman says that this past

winter's energy crisis could have

been averted "with a stroke of

the President's pen." He deplores

present government plans which

he fears will "serve as a smoke
screen for a massive exercise in

picking the pocket of the Ameri-

can consumer to the tune of bil-

lions of dollars a year."

These plans, as he sees them,

are to boost our own production

of oil, natural gas and coal. This

will be done by continuing to

limit the quantities of cheaper

petroleum from abroad, by de-

controlling natural gas prices and



HAROLD SHERMAN ESP WORKSHOP
JUNE 9-10-11 HOT SPRINGS NATIONAL PARK, ARK.
Hear and meet these most gifted personalities of the Psychic World ... at the world-famous Arling-

ton Hotel . . . during the Foundation's Fifth Annual Workshop . . . "one of the finest conventions for

the serious study of the paranormal in the world." says the NATIONAL TATTLER. Your life's most
memorable event . . .

for BODY I MIND I SPIRIT

ElK__ _____ J
SHERMAN

Wo rid' i treat i si It)

authority on ESP and

renowned sensitive.

His books h»t been

Kid by millions

KRIPPNEfi

im plications of thotiftlt

STEKJER JONSSON
A prolific luthor in An outstanding demon
Held o( psychical re- stralor of the psycho

search; he'll participate kinetic lone. He'll

with lonison in Work- demonstrate mentil c«n-

ihop domomIn lion i. trol of inanimate otlects

GEHMAN
ler Workshop demon

nunication ire astoundini.

he returns to Korishop

y unanimous request

ferHy
WORRALL

She it one of the world's

spiritual healers— back

Irom lenilhy lecture

D -LOACH

psychologist end healer

Si.e mill collaborate with

Olga Worrell in Workshop

UPHOFF MONAHAN
He has deeply eiplored One of today's most

pronl o! survival Ihioujti knowled|eabla demon
recorded spirit voices. slirtli sensitives, she 1

He'll prison! amazing help Works hoppers at-

lirst-hand report quire Ihe "how-to."

DEAN
Top luthority on

tojraphy. Foremost in

field of ESP research.

ESP Research Associates Foundation
1630 Union National Plaza
Little Rock, Arkansas 72201 501 / 375-5561

Please send me
donation of $75 per person lo

RESERVATION
TODAY!

Fifth Annua] Healing Workshop Reservations fur which I enclose
' all Workshop sessions. My check or money ordei

ADDRESS . . .

CITY STATE ZIP

f will make my own reservations at the Arlington or other hotels/motels of my choice. I am
checking this box TO RECEIVE FREE Workshop Brochure.
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CCCVLT e&f

SUPPLIES f£
LEGENDARY INCENSES & OILS

OILS
Attraction 'Patchouli • Voodoo "Money • Van
Van • Obeah "Witches Formula • Crossing
Evil Eve • Jockey Club • Black Arts •Anoint-
ing • Compelling • Controlling • Irresistible •
King Solomon •Uncrossing •Musk
1 Dram Bottle, $1 .00. 2 Dram Bottle. S2.00.

INCENSES
Money Drawing • Attraction • Uncrossing
Success • John the Conqueror • Fast Luck •
Love* Hi-Conquering • jinx Removing •

2 oi. Box. $1.25 each.

NEW. REVISED ENLARGED EDITION:
"PERFUME OILS, CANDLES, SEALS

AND INCENSE'.byAima
$4.95 per copy

50% Deposit on all C.O.D. orders.
Californians please add 5% Sales Tan.
We ship to continents! U.S.A. only.

Catalogs 25d each

HOUSE OF HERMETIC
5224 SANTA MONICA BLVD., Dept F

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90029

raising oil prices. There will be

more strip mining, more drilling

off our coasts.

Instead, says Freeman, for the

short run we should scrap our oil

import system and abandon our

more wasteful patterns of con-

sumption. This represents, he ad-

mits, only a delaying action to

buy enough time to enable us to

develop new sources of energy.

"Government should fashion a

policy of energy conservation to

replace the policies of promotion,

protection and privilege which
dominate our present government
energy policies."

00
CONCERNS OF SCIENCE

FREEMAN'S SPEECH, given

before the Consumer Federa-
tion of America on January 25,

was reported in the February 23

issue of Science, The following

week Philip H. Abelson, editor of

Science, devoted his editorial to

this crucial problem.
Abelson is deeply concerned

about our increasing dependence
on petroleum for power, about
our lack of reserve storage facil-

ities and about the trend away
from coal.

In principle, Abelson points

out, we have enormous coal re-

serves but in practice we are
making them unavailable for use
because we are scrapping coal-

firing equipment in our power



The time has come for

the Cosmic Guardians
to bring your rewards!

I
Prepare for a whole new life

| of wealth, joy and happiness!

You have waited a long, long time — and
you have earned every wonderful reward
which you are now about to receive. Yes, your
turn has come to accept the warmth and gen-
erosity of the world's most powerful helping
force: THE COSMIC GUARDIANS.

Untold wealth and success
The Cosmic Guardians know how many

years you have been working and struggling
.lust to make ends meet. And they also know
how long you have kept the faith. At last, the
time has come for your just rewards. The
Guardians will set you up with enough money
and security to last you the reit of your life!

They'll bring you a streak of Good Luck
that will dazzle you. Everywhere you turn,
sudden wealth will come surging toward you— In winnings, windfalls, gifts and much,

The Guardians will "steer'' your every en-
deavor toward perfect performance. Perhaps
you've always wanted to paint a great picture,
or write a best-selling book, or make a great
money-saving discovery on the job, or in-
fluence others through your ideas and manner
of speaking. Now you'll have the power t

itl Wir

Lasting friendship and love
The Cosmic Guardians will help you win an

army of loyal friends . . . men and women
who'll love you and respect you for the kind
of person you are. Never again will you have
to exchange cross or bitter words with anyone.
The Guardians will free you from every bit of
gossip, "backs tabbing." and double-dealing
that threaten your peace of mind.
From the moment your help arrives, actions

Intended to hurt you will be nullified. All evil
and malevolent thoughts harbored toward you
will Immediately turn to love and esteem.

Perform superhumon fears

• Win others to your point of view without
saying a word I

• Know what's going to happen ahead of
time as if you had just read tomorrow's
newspaper!

• Command affection with a glance!
• Project your consciousness into someone

else's mind and see, feel, and think every-
thing he does!

• Find precious minerals, oil, water, and
hidden treasures in the ground just by
pointing your finger!

• Receive valuable news and Information
about missing friends and relatives!

• Have an invisible protective shield against
trouble and misfortune!

• Go on a psychic journey and talk to people
on other worlds!

Who are The Cosmic Guardians?
The Guardians are the devoted servants of

the Ruling Power of the Universe. Their only
job Is to bring peace and happiness wherever
they are sent. And, right now, they are being
sent to you. They have been specifically com-
manded not to leave you until they have satis-
fied your every desire.
Once they do leave, they will bestow on

you the greatest gift of all: Psychic Energy.
With this amazing power you will be able
to contact The Guardians again — at any
lime — and receive. Immediately, anything

How you can contact The Guardians
You must believe in The Cosmic Guardians.

Let them know that you have been contacted,
are ready and willing to receive their help,
You must affirm your need, recognize and wel-
come their assistance as soon as it Is offered.
You will be able to do this merely by reading
about them and their wonderful feats In the
pages of the mosl thrilling book ever written:
PSYCHIC ENERGY: How to Change Desires
into Realities, by Joseph J Weed

10-DAY, NO-RISK TRIAL OFFER
We want you to see the tremendous change

in your life caused by The Cosmic Guardians
and know the Joy and happiness The Guard-
ians can bring you. Just fill out and return
the coupon below and we'll send you a copy
of "PSYCHIC ENERGY: How to Change De-
sires into Realities", by Joseph J. Weed for
ten days at no risk or obligation.
You've earned these wonderful rewards!

They are yours by right! Don't waste another
moment. Fill out the coupon below for your
copy of "PSYCHIC ENERGY: How to Change
Desires Into Realities ", and mall It right now!

I
NO RISK, MAIL COUPON TODAY-— -i

Parker Publishing Co., Dept. 6218-H1
I West Nyock, New York 10994
I Yes! Send a copy of Joseph J. Weed's I

amazing book "PSYCHIC ENERGY: How
jChange Deslrt Realities", i

completely
I delighted with this book, 1 will simply I

i»™ it for a complete refund.

| Address
|Cii

I

State Zip I

j
YOU RISK NOTHING! Send $6.95 plus

j
I sales tax with coupon and publisher pays'
I all postage, shipping and handling charges

|

J
for you! Refund guaranteed If you decide

I to return book.
(Dept. 4 73221(4) B218-HI(2I|
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! LEARN HOW scicntiac morality and I

I personal effort are the true foundation for
I conscious expansion Into Divine Wisdom, I

I Method perfected by the greatest Living I
Masters over the centuries. Read "The I
GREAT WORK" and THE GREAT |

• CRIME," paperback. S3. 15 each, plus FREE |

I
brochure and information. Read entire |

! Harmonic Series. S15.T5. before applying
! for our four-year course.

SCHOOL OF NATURAL SCIENCE
75355 Spanish Ranch Rd., Los Gatos, CA 95030 !

How to

MAKE MONEYWRITING
...Short Paragraphs! Hundreds of beginners
now making money writing short paragraphs. I

tell you what to write, where arm how to sell;

and supply list of editors who buy from begin-

ners. No tedious study. Get free fads by mail.

Benson Barrett's "Home Studies in Writing".
Dept. 305-Z, 6216 N. Clark, Chicago, IL 60660

HERBS
Pure imported Ginsenit or Fo-li-lciijt

60 rapsules. S4.5Q.
Hiitn-Kula or Comfrcy

60 capsules. S3. On.

Postpaid. Other herbs available.

GOLDEN GATE HERB RESEARCH
Box 77I12-F. San Franrl<co. Calif. 9tl07

BOOKS ON YOGA
Rare, Choice, Hard-to-find, Out-of-print

WILLIAM 5LATER
80 Easr 11th St., New York, N.Y. 10003

Specialist In Yoga

A famed classic — now available!

THE BLUE ISLAND
Here is an enthralling account of the ad-
ventures of a new arrival beyond the
veil. Received through the hand of Estelle
Stead from her father W. T. Stead, the
book relates the experiences encountered
during and after the channe called death

$2.50
Callfornians pis. add 3% tax.

H. G. Whits
420 Sutter Street

San Francisco, Calif. 94108

plants and the new oil-fired plants

can't be quickly converted back

to coal.

Theoretically we can obtain

liquid hydrocarbons from our coal

and treat coal or stack gases to

remove sulfur. In practice we are

doing comparatively little to ac-

complish these ends.

We possess other sources of

energy which we are hardly be-

ginning to develop — the Colorado

oil shales and the tar sands in

Canada. We are not solving these

great problems nor safeguarding

ourselves from petroleum black-

mail.

Abelson questions whether the

giant petroleum companies can

serve our national interest. Mean-
while, he warns, "we cannot af-

ford the luxury of sleeping for

another 12 years."

In the longer view it becomes
ever clearer : to maintain our

present society and culture— to

stay even with our present stan-

dard of living— we are going to

have to discover new energy

sources. Otherwise our slave-

machines will gradually disap-

pear and inevitably we will slide

back to the poverty of our ances-

tors.

00
BACK AT THE RANCH . , .

HAVING delivered ourselves

of this diatribe, let's go on

to another. Those innocents who



INVITES YOU TO DISCOVERTHE

tsssmsssassr.
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Do you have E.S.P.? How
strong is your intuition and per-

ception? A new 3 month Com-

petitive Testing Program is now

available from E.S.P. Interna-

tional. Let us measure your E.S.P.

Send for your test today.

E.S.P. Award Certificates will

be issued to individuals with ex-

ceptional scores.

In addition to the 3 month

E.S.P. Testing Program, you will

receive membership in E.S.P.

International. PLUS a 500 Data

Input Psychic Questionnaire.

For your complete package,

please mail your request with

check or M.O. for $10 to:

E.S.P. INTERNATIONAL

BOX K, RESEARCH GROUP

FREDERICK, MARYLAND 21701

FATE

believe that the Soviet Union is

more open than the United States

on occult and psychic matters

should be aware of the contro-

versy on yoga that is going on

there, according to a dispatch by
Theodore Shabad in the New
York Times.

For reasons of proximity, if no

other, the Soviet ought to be re-

ceptive to yoga. The Soviet peo-

ples with Asiatic backgrounds

certainly are aware of yoga and

we have seen a book on Cauca-

sian yoga which must have circu-

lated widely in Russia at one
time.

However, the newspaper Sovet-

sky Sport condemns hatha-yoga

and reports that a meeting of

athletic officials denounced yoga
on the grounds that ' 'it does

nothing to promote the develop-

ment of active working people

and is based on an idealistic

philosophy full of mysticism."
Widespread interest in yoga in

the Soviet Union appears to be
only about four years old, accord-

ing to Shabad. Private transla-

tions of foreign yoga manuals
are said to be passed along and
the Sunday supplement Nedelya

recently published a favorable

article by Ashok Thaker, an In-

dian physician trained in the

Soviet Union.

This article was attacked by a

Soviet physician, Dr. A. Avdy-
kovich, who called for a broad



When you look into the unfathomable depths of a flawless crystal ball, what do you
see? A point of light on which to meditate? Psychic images? A dark nothingness?
Or do you seek a self-hypnotic experience, a light trance state, a transcendental
insight?

teed free of any flaw, bubble, mold mark
or cloudiness — and each ball is the finest

now available anywhere at any price!"Few phenomena are more fantastic
than true crystal vision. Perhaps one
man or woman in 20 will experience
it. The vision often begins with a
milky clouding of the ball, coming at
the beginning of a series of pictures. . .

."

Perfection Quality balls in 4-inch. 3-

tnch. 2'i-lnch, and 2-inch sizes are now
in stock for immediate delivery from the
Venture Bookshop. Each ball is guaran-

These Optical Acrylic Plexiglas crystal
balls are the result of years of searching
for a method of manufacturing flawless
balls, and we believe they are exactly
what is needed by the occult student.
Order the ball that best meets your
needs and begin your adventures in the
age-old science of Visualization today.

A At S7.95 this 2-lnch ball with an unusual
spiral stand of crystal-clear Acrylic represents
an outstanding value for the new student.

D For S12.95 this impressive 2'i-lnch ball

with suuare-based stand will effectively meet
average requirements and provide beauty
with pride of ownership.

C This 3-iuch ball at $18.95 Is suitable for
almost all occult work and cannot be matched

for duality at twice the price. Conical stand
included.

D The 4-inch ball at $39.93 is the largest and
finest crystal ball available in the world to-

day. It Is unconditionally guaranteed.

Please add 50c for postage and handling.
Each ball Is exactly as shown In these un-
rctouched photos, and comes complete with a
sculpted stand and authentic instructions.

THE VENTURE BOOKSHOP Highland Pork, IL 60035
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ADD 30 YEARS

TO YOUR LIFE!

Discover the secrets for

adding years to your life

and life to your years.

Dr. Marcus Bach, popular lecturer,

author of more than 20 books and
acknowledged as the world's
leading researcher of spiritual and
physical disciplines, has just com-
pleted a series of lessons on the

POWER OF ETERNAL LIVING.

These provocative lessons by Dr.

Bach deal with life and health of the

total person — body, mind and
spirit. They explain how to over-

come the "threescore and ten
years" syndrome of life expectancy
and reveal basic, practical life exten-

sion techniques that can be easily

integrated into every person's daily

lifestyle.

All five lessons plus a parchment on
HEALTH & HEALING IN THE
WORLD'S GREAT RELIGIONS will

be sent to you for only $3.00 (pos-

tage paid).

MAIL THIS C0UP0« TODAY

The Fellowship for Spiritual Understanding

P.O. Box 816, Fikn Verde* EiUtai. CA 90274

Please send me Dr. Marcus Bach's curtem series

of five lessons on the POWER OF ETERNAL
LIVING and (he HEALTH & HEALING IN THE
WORLD'S GREAT RELIGIONS parchment. My
$3.00 is enclosed.

*************************

Theodore Von der Lyn, Ph.D.
Eminent British Astrologer
Principal of the Center

i 1973 i

% 1974 i

{ 1975

J

I YOUR YEAR *

OF DESTINY? %

J One of England's leading As- *
* trologers will furnish you with *
* a delineation of your general life J
4t conditions, including a forecast *
* of many influences affecting your J
{ destiny in 1973. 1974 and 1975, J
* based on the sign of the Zodiac j* under which you were born. J* '

*
+ Document will reach you by *

J airmail in a few days, if you jj.

* airmail (costs 21c U.S.A., 15c J* Canada) full birthdate, name, J
.)< address and $2.00 (cash, check *
* or M.O.). Details of individual J
J services will be included. I

J Address requests to: 34-

* STRAND ZODIAC CENTER *
* 28/29 Southampton Street— F Z
+ Strand, London W.C.2, England ^



Are they or are they not f01till? The molds and cash are of fossil-like objects 12

to IB inches long discovered August 27, 1972, in a 1.2 billion-year-old sandstone

formation in the Sierra Ancha region near Phoenix, Ariz. The find has sparked inter-

est among U.S. Geological Survey geologists because the forms appear to resemble

parts of segmented animals such as crabs and scorpions that lived on earth less than

600 million years ago. Rocks older than 600 million years (such as those in which

these were found) usually are devoid of fossils of higher invertebrates. (DPI Photo)

anti-yoga campaign and insisted

that the system was not suitable

to Soviet life, character or cli-

mate.

00
AND IN MIAMI . . .

SHABAD SEEMS to be expect-

ing an official Soviet cam-
paign against yoga. But it could

hardly be more repressive than

an ordinance against "fortune-

tellers" passed in Miami, Fla.,

last November which is so broad

it seems to forbid even ESP ex-

periments conducted in private

homes, according to Brad Stei-

ger's Notebook.

The ordinance was designed

to crack down on unscrupulous

"fortune-tellers" but in actuality

forbids clairvoyance, astrology,

palmistry, phrenology, character

reading, mind reading and men-
tal healing. Apparently church-

going will still be permitted!
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15% DISCOUNT
on OCCULT BOOKS

OSIRIS LTD.

Dept. 279
P.O. Box 9043, Chicago, IL 60690

VOl It DAYS ARE NUMBERED
By Florence Campbell

Know yourself and all others throuKh this
world -fnmnus NUMEROLOGY manual 12th
ed. H.n ppd (Pa res 54.901. Bookshops or:

THE GATEWAY, Ferndale, Bucks Co., PA 18921

The MYSTIC. EYE:
Experiment in Automatism

Use the MYSTIC EYE to investigate
automatism - the phenomenon de-

scribed by Webster's as "the power
or fact of movement independent of

external stimuli" or. alternately,
"suspension of the conscious mind
to release subconscious images."
Hold the pendulum furnished with

this set over the MYSTIC EY'E and
ask a question—the pendulum swings
to Indicate your answer. Answers may
be " Yes" or "No"; numbers: or dates.

Deluxe set includes pendulum, board
and complete instructions, S3. 95 ppd.

Please add 50c postage and handling.

VENTURE BOOKSHOP
P.O. Box 249, Highland Park, III. 60035

Mayor Jack Orr, according to

Steiger, is dismayed at the broad

interpretation given to the ordi-

nance and asked Dade County

Attorney Stuart Simon to soften

it somewhat. Instead Simon has

seized on the matter gleefully and

apparently plans to prosecute

everyone in sight. The only modi-

fication he made was to eliminate

astrology from the list of crimes.

You'd better not try to hold a

seance in Miami, Fla., U.S.A.

00
A LOOK AT OURSELVES?

RICHARD Philbrick, religion

editor of the Chicago Tri-

bune, recently commented on the

ideas propounded by Prof. Charles

Glock. a University of California

sociologist, as to why some peo-

ple turn to the occult. According

to Philbrick, Glock believes many
persons reason like this:

"If I pray to God and He
answers, all I will receive is what

I deserve. But the spooks may
give me what I want. Besides,

bargaining with God is out and I

may be able to make a deal with

the gremlins or what have you."

The people who believe that

the stars or psychic forces will

give them a better break than

God — as well as those who do

believe in God — are classified by

Glock as in the "fated mode." He
estimates they make up 35 per-

cent of the persons he questioned.



A higher

intelligence

as a message
for you.

Brad Steiger

knows what it is.

BV WAD ST€IG€R
They came to him by the hundreds.

Letters from people who claim to

have received messages from super-

human beings, each with the same
ieme: the day of judgment is near. Now
those letters, along with interviews and

evaluations by o number of clergymen,

scientists and psychics, are contained in this

surprising book which also shows you how
surprisingly easy it is to cultivate the Revelation

Experience yourself. $7.95

At your bookseller

RJPRENTICE-HALL
Att: Addison Tredd

Englewood Cliffs, N.J. 07632

Please send me copies of Reve/ofion. The Divine Fire @ $7.95 ea.

I enclose Q check money order for $... _ totol. [Please odd 50? for posl-

age and handling plui soles tax where applicable.)

Address

City
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NOW IN QUALITY PAPERBACK!

THINKING AND DESTINY
By H. W. Percival

The ereat SELF-HELP book on COM-
PLETE SELF-KNOWLEDGE. Mystery
school teachings now yours. Guide to
using your own powers. Only $6.95. Your
bookstore, or:

THE WORD FOUNDATION. INC.
7 Wtil 44th St., New York. NY 1(1036

HYPNOTISM • SELF-HYPNOSIS
SLEEP LEARNING

Books, Tapes, Recordings. Courses, Equipment
For FREE Catalog write:

M.M.I., Drawer F4M, Ruidoso, New Met. S8345

I Can Heal
Myself and
I Will

by Dr. Cushing Smith
A practicing metaphysician for fifty years.

This book analyzes hundreds of
diseases according to mental etiology,
the real cause of all ailments. It far
transcends the researches of psycho-
analysis, psychosomatic medicine, and
other approaches to the mental aspects
of disease.

A specific metaphysical treatment is

recommended for each ailment.

$6.35
postpaid

Order your copy today

Frederick Fell, Inc., Publisher Dept. FF
386 Park Avenue So., N.Y. N.Y. 10016

Those persons who don't believe

some kind of fate is shaping their

lives but believe they are pri-

marily or exclusively in control

of their own destinies are in the

"Horatio Alger mode," by Glock's

definition. They make up 38 per-

cent of the people Glock inter-

viewed.

Persons who look to the natur-

al and social sciences for fore-

casts of their futures make up 17

percent of the questioned and are

in the "scientific mode."
These three classifications only

add up to 90 percent and Glock

assigns a proportion of the re-

mainder to the "new conscious-

ness mode" — those searching for

"new ways to express reality."

Philbrick concludes that if

Glock's sample is representative

of all Americans, only about a

third of us (at most) believe

God is deciding our fate and may-
be 20 percent of us prefer to

believe that some form of psychic

force really is in charge. He pic-

tures "a large number of wretch-

edly lonely people so laden with

guilt they dare not trust God to

view their burdens with mercy,

of people so timid that a gremlin,

small and folksy, seems more ap-

proachable than Almighty God."

Personally, we wonder about

Philbrick's conclusions. We've
never happened to encounter a

gremlin in a seance and don't

offhand know anyone who has.

PICK WINNING HORSES!
Amazing new ACCU-RATER almost
sweeps Santa Anita card. Picks seven
" 'liners at $11.00, (19.40. $8.G0. $3.20. $17.40,

40. and $9.00—plus BIG $113.20 Daily
Double. If you want to MAKE RACING
PAY, send this ad with your name, ad-
dress and zip for FREE details nowi

FAR WEST RESEARCH
P.O. Box 191 Goleta, Calif. n:ioi?



You've neverseen a horoscope
like this before

A One Year Horoscope-With a 365 Day Money Back Guarantee
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SPRING

1973

Wholesale

Catalog

Occultism Astrology Yoga
Tarot • Meditation • Masters
Suflsm • Astral Travel • UFO
ESP Reincarnation • Herbs
Kabbalah • Mysticism

Send 50c for
vlng 1073 catalog

of paper & hardback books,
refunded with first order.

VILLAGE BOOK SHOP
P.O. Box E-2, Station A
Champaign, 111. 61820

7 ARE YOU FASCINATED?
... by Astrology. ESP. Hypnotism. UFO
& Occult subjects? Then SPACEVIEW
MAGAZINE IS iust for YOU I Special:
Six issues only $2.95.

Spacevlew-F
Suite 103. Goodhue Bide. Beaumont, TX 77701

A PRESTIGE CAREER
IN ASTROLOGY

can win you recognition and Independence.
Home-study courses in Natal. Forecasting,
Medical and Esoteric Astrology. Free details.

THE ASSEMBLY OF
SCIENTIFIC ASTROLOGERS

P. O. Box 262, Neosho, MO 64850

EXOTIC JEWELRY
Collector's Items

From the Legendary Past

HINDU GOD COIN
Genuine relic over 70(1

years old represents
Vishnu. Copper, 6llver
mounted. S9.95

ANKH PENDANT
Authentic Sterling sil-

ver reproduction. An-
cient symbol of immor-
tality. SI4.95

TIBETAN COIN
Genuine "Tanska" al-
most 200 years old. Sil-

ver with silver mount-
ing $14.95

Each item is attractively gift-boxed and
accompanied by note giving its history.
Limited supply. Add 50c on each for
postage and handling.

Venture Bookshop

P.O. Box 249, Highland Pork, IL 60035

Perhaps he should define grem-

lin?

00
ANOTHER WEEPING ICON

rpHE TINY Gulf Coast village

-I of Tarpon Springs , Fla.

,

boasts a weeping oil painting

of St. Nicholas, patron saint of

seamen, reports Associated Press.

Sporadically over the last two

years unexplained drops of wa-
ter have appeared on the face

of the glass-enclosed icon in St.

Nicholas Church. The streaks of

moisture were first noticed by a

cleaning woman just before

Christmas two years ago and
then it was noticed the drops of

fluid appeared only after sun-

down.

"It's been perplexing us since

it started," remarked the Rev.

Elias Kalariotes, pastor of the

Greek Orthodox congregation.

He explained that the moisture

collects on the forehead of the

image and flows down the cheeks

giving the appearance of tears.

The droplets also fall on the left

hand — which holds a Bible.

The tears were noticed occa-

sionally during the following

months until November 7, 1971,

the eve of a feast day. Then the

phenomenon ceased and Kala-

riotes thought it had ended. But

the tears broke out anew during

a funeral service a year later.

Now devout Greek Orthodox



BREAK OUT . . . and Soar to the Outer Limits of

Sensory Experience

BEYOND HYPNOSIS:
Explorations in Hyperempiria
by DON GIBBONS, Ph.D., West Georgia College

The long-awaited book by Professor Gibbons opens up a new channel of

communication with the Inner Mind that dispenses with the need for the
"sleeping trance." Indeed, by stripping away the trappings and embellish-

ments of the 'hypnotic' situation, hyperempiria may well short-cut the path
to that realm of Expanded Consciousness that we have all been striving

to reach.

The author of this book is not a
dreamer . . . certainly not a cultist

trying to impose upon the public another
gimmick system. His findings are based
on the cold, calculating experimentations
of the scientist; his formulations are in-

genious though cautious; his results are
promising without being exorbitant.
The explorations by scientists of the

altered states of consciousness have led

to an increased awareness of the largely
untapped resources slumbering beneath
the threshold of our waking selves. The
author describes a method by means of
which these subwaking powers may be
stimulated to enhance our sensory ex-
periences, expand our consciousness and
lead us to a fuller realization of human
potential than is possible by other, less
scientific systems.

Partial Contents

• How to induce hyperempiria * Time distortion

• How to heighten (deepen) it • Psychedelic experience

• Creative fantasy • Mutual hyperempiria

• Jungian fantasy • Auto-hyperempiria

• Revivication (regression) • Transcendental relaxation

• Ecstasy * Ego strengthening

• Examples of use for learning, excessive smoking, obesity, etc.

Power Publishers, Dept. F8H 2

60 Vose Ave., So. Orange, N.J. 07079

.. copies of BEYOND HYPNO-

I enclose $ . (N.J. residents add 5% sales

Address

City ,

Stat* _._ Zip

POWER PUBLISHERS, Inc., 60 Vose Avenue, South Orange, N.J. 07079
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SEE

INNER-EYE GREEN:
the color of

health and healing

r 1

Watch Group Vibration
Remarkable new Karma Color
Organ, picks up conversation and
music, transforms sound into light

energy. Unbreakable 8" diameter
sphere, sensitive patented audio-
receiver in base, plugs into any
electric outlet. No troublesome
hook-up to speakers!

Gives Inwardly Unifying

Experience
Perfect for self-hypnosis, improv-
ing perception and visualization.

Used with appropriate music and
soft lighting, the KARMA (or

MEDITATION) light creates a

tranquil meditative atmosphere,
allowing you to see INNER-EYE
GREEN — ancient color of

HEALTH.
ONLY $19-95 (pa . residents add
6% tax). Does more than lights

costing $60 and up.

Unconditional factory guarantee.

D. J. Mills A Associate*, Inc.

P.O. Box 8252
Phila., Pa. 19101 U.S.A.

worshipers stand in line to light

vigil candles before the icon,

Thus far no normal explana-

tion for the tears has been found.

00
MARS MAPPED

PUBLICATION of a map of the

Sl planet Mars by the United

States Geological Survey's Cen-

ter of Astrogeology in Flagstaff,

Ariz., graphically points up how
far our knowledge of the red

planet has come since Italian

astronomer Schiaparelli reported

seeing its "canals" in 1877. (The

"canals" generally are believed

to be optical illusions resulting

from the inadequate telescopes

of Schiaparelli's day.) The nu-

merous photos taken during our

Mariner flights made possible

the detailed map at the scale

of one inch to 400 miles.

A prominent feature on the

new map is Nix Olympica which
Mariner 9 proved was a volcanic

mountain. It tapers from 300

miles wide at the base to 40

miles at the crater rim nearly

IOV2 miles up. Three smaller

volcanoes lie southeast of Nix
Olympica. Stretching eastward
from the volcanoes is an enor-

mous rift valley, a canyon nearly

2500 miles long, almost one-fourth

the circumference of Mars. Mar-
iner's ultraviolet instruments

measured the chasm depth at

nearly 20,000 feet.



The vision ofa master
can changeyoar life

Deep down inside have you felt for a long time there must
somehow be a way of achieving piece of mind, joy and inner tranquility?

Have you seen it in certain other persons? And has it eluded you? If so,

your attitudes may have been the major hindrance.

Many who seek a calmer and happier life are really searching for

self-enlightenment ... to know who they really are. Yet the unknowing
failure to open your mind may be restricting you . . . you think you know,

but you're not "seeing" reality.

Often, the greatest progress is made by viewing your life and

actions through the eyes of someone more enlightened than yourself.

This permits you to examine your viewpoint objectively and allows the

opportunity to alter attitudes which have blocked progress in the past.

For years Sri John-Roger Hinkins has given public seminars and
private readings allowing those who search for self-enlightenment a view

of their life through the eyes of a spiritually enlightened Master.

His teachings apply to every aspect of daily living. They also

explain many subjects denied or misunderstood by the general public . . .

linking them like pieces of a jigsaw puzzle, to better known and accepted

truths. Sri John-Roger explains auras, ESP, telepathic communication
and multi-level awareness which are a byproduct of higher consciousness,

not a goal in themselves. He also explains reincarnation and out of the

body travel.

Now the teachings of this renowned mystic and founder of the

Movement of Spiritual Inner Awareness are available in cassette and
printed form. The cassettes are actual recordings of Sri John-Roger's

seminars around the world. The publications are extracts of his

teachings and writings designed to open the mind to new receptivity

and personal insight.

FREE PAMPHLET
Those wishing more information about cassette and publication

subjects may write for a free pamphlet to:

The Movement of Spiritual inner A wareness. Dept. FA - 1-4

P.O. Box 676, Rosemead, Ca. 91770
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A Great Christian Leader

Speaks Out On Survival

Sherwood Eddy, one-time all-

Asia executive secretary of the
YMCA, friend and associate of

Gandhi and Nehru—man of action
and world renowned scholar, re-

ports on 12 years of research into

survival.

He writes of his work with such
famous mediums as Arthur Ford
and Edgar Cayce, of Pamela
Nash and the little-known Dr. E.
A. Macbeth. His co-helpers in-

cluded Gerald Heard, Upton Sin-

clair and Prof. William McDou-
gall.

From each of these great
figures Eddy obtained the stun-
ning evidence he sets down here.
A classic in its field. Only $3.95

Add 35c for handling and mailing.

I enclose S3.95, plus 35c for handling and
• mailing. Please send me Dr. Sherwood
, Eddy's great book, "You Will Survive

j VENTURE BOOKSHOP
P.O. Box 249, Highland Park, III. 60035

I

I After Death.

"

Addrew
. State Zip

Contrasting with these rugged

features are circular flatlands

and broad plains. Five of the

latter have been identified by

NASA scientists as possible land-

ing sites for the two Viking

spacecraft to be sent to Mars in

the summer of 1976. NASA scien-

tists have concentrated their at-

tention on a broad band adjacent

to the Martian equator where

the sunlight is brighter and the

temperatures higher. They be-

lieve that chances for finding

biological activity are greatest

there, explains Dr. Ichtiaque

Rasool, deputy director of

NASA's planetary programs.

00
THE FARTHER REACHES

ALONG WITH these enormous
strides in understanding our

solar system and the universe

our advanced technology also

has presented us with further

mysteries to solve. In Septem-

ber 1972, for instance, four gi-

gantic explosions occurred at the

edges of the Milky Way, the

galaxy (or star system) of which

the earth's sun is a part. The
blasts are unprecedented in as-

tronomical history, both in in-

tensity and in nearness to our

solar system. Dr. Philip C.

Gregory of Toronto's Algonquin

Radio Observatory discovered

the first blast by chance on

September 2. Gregory is inter-



FREE! Exclusive Astrological LP Record with:

A HOROSCOPE AS INDIVIDUAL

AS YOUR OWN PERSONALITY...

AS ACCURATEJQO

• INDIVIDUALLY PREPARED COMPLETE CHARACTER ANALYSIS
• OVER 40 BIG PAGES. . .OVER 18,000 WORDS
• FULL YEAR OF PROJECTIONS INCLUDING
IMPORTANT DAYS. . .TRENDS. . .EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
ONE-YEAR, MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

IN FACT, FUTURESCOPE IS SO ASTONISHINGLY ACCURATE, WE GUARANTEE

EVERY STATEMENT IN WRITING, OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

How can we. .

.

will show you,

FUTURESCOPE
Thanks to today's sop hist Scaled computer technology, our

astrologers can use millions of pieces of astrological

information to give you the most personalized, in-depth

look at yourself ever attempted. Your FUTURESCOPE
will reveal yout strengths and weaknesses, . . yout
emotional make up. . . opportunities for advancement in

il life, love. . . the real you that's waiting to

Try looking at your FUTURESCOPE. You've nothing ti

lose, and a world of information to gain. And should yoi

be dissatistifed for any reason, simply return you

FUTURESCOPE for a full, unquestioned tcTund. Fill ii

and mail the coupon today. . , it will bring you a fabulous

accurate FUTURESCOPE, v
'

be dis< ered.

Designed by one of (he foremost astrological authorities

working today, FUTURESCOPE took years lo develop.

But it was well worth (he wait. . . as one look will show.

You'll be amazed at the telescopic accuracy FUTURE-
SCOPE presenls pinpointing djys ul significance to you.

And every FUTURESCOPE is t full-length personality

study: more than 40 pages, more than 18,000 words, more
information and insight than any olhet computerized

horoscope. Based on the exact month, day, year, time and

place of your birth. FUTURESCOPE is as unique as you
are. Every FUTURESCOPE contains:

A full Natal Chart outlining the position of the Sun, the

Moon, and all the planets at the lime of your birth.

A personality profile that analyses and interprets your

character, giving you a better understanding of yourself,

your motivations, and your relations with other*.

A complete, twelve-month forecast that highlights

important days. . , periods of opportunity, . . general

trends, the ups, downs, fluctuations of the year ahead.

FREE BONUS exclusive astrology
LP RECORD by HANS H0LZER author

1

ot 26 books, professor, tv personality

side 1: How Astrology Really Works
side 2: Astrology, Love & You

$6 .35 Retail Value TOURS FREE
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Learn to Sing H**nuli fully!
Free details. Terrific, easy and inexpensive

WILLIAMSBURG PCBt.ISHERS
Bex US-SK, Brooklyn. NY 11203

LOBSANG RAMPA BOOKS
The Hermit • Wisdom of the Ancients
Feeding thr Flames • Doctor From Lhasa
The Third Eye • Living with the Lama
The Rampa Story • Chapters of Life
Beyond the Tenth • You Forever
The 13th Candle • The SafTron Bobe

Caves of the Ancients • SI .30 each
Californfans please add 5°o tax

H. G. WHITE
430 Sutter St., San Franciico, CA 941 OS

Direct From Spirit

The World's First New Age
Revolving Circled Cross

This Heavenly Gift
was Riven to Rev.
Sam S. Sweet by
his Master Teacher,
"SALIMAH," who
has assured him
that anyone owning
the Revolving Cir-
cled Cross would be
greatly rewarded
spiritually and also
be amazed at the
results obtained

when used for meditation and prayer.
The Circled Cross is not a mere trin-

ket, but a lifetime Symbol of Truth in

its purest form. When all other meth-
ods of meditation have failed, prove
for yourself the power of the method
that has come directly from the High-
ly Evolved Master. "SALIMAH." Ap-
proximately three inches.

Moderately priced at only S19.B5
Please add 50c for postage & handling.
C.O.D. $5.00 with order. Send check or
Money Order to:

ested primarily in studying ra-

dio emission from the binary

star system of Algol but when
Algol is below the horizon he

trains the radio telescope on

other stars. On September 2 he

aimed the telescope at Cygnus
X-3, a weak source of X-ray

waves in the constellation of

Cygnus (the swan).

Radio emission from Cygnus
X-3 suddenly increased 1000

times over what Gregory ex-

pected and a second burst oc-

curred 20 seconds later. Gregory
alerted observatories throughout

the world to the mysterious ex-

plosions and before the month
was out two more blasts were
recorded. Such bursts of radio

emission are known to be caused

by supernovas, explosions in

which stars are literally torn

apart. But a supernova would
not produce two such enormous
bursts in rapid succession.

Furthermore a supernova typi-

cally produces enormous light.

A famous instance reported by

Chinese astronomers in 1054 A.D.

was brilliant enough to be seen

in daylight. Cygnus X-3 produced

radio emission but no visible

light. Later observations by
Mount Palomar's 200-inch tele-

scope proved that Cygnus X-3 was
also the source of powerful infra-

red radiation. X-ray scanners

aboard three earth satellites de-

tected X-ray emission from the
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The BRAIN WAVE SYNCHRONIZER
PROFESSIONAL MODEL

With every improvement developed over
the past 14 years. Now In use in hos-
pitals, universities and private practice
in 40 countries of the world.

TECHNICIAN MODEL

Designed especially for individual use.
Operates on the same principle hut omits
the professional features.

$295.00 F.O.B. FACTORY $145.00 F.O.B. FACTORY

BOTH MODELS HAVE REMOTE CONTROL FOR SELF-HYPNOSIS

plus- BRAIN WAVE SENSOR
For feedback studies in THETA and ALPHA ranges.

Patented headband doesn't use electrode cream.

$125.00 F.O.B. FACTORY
Each with complete instructions, operating technics and service warranty. Include payment
with order. Shipping charge will be collected on delivery. Add SB for each item for prepaid
delivery only if addressed to APO or FPO box. BL residents please Include 5% sales tax.

SCHNEIDER INSTRUMENT CO.
Gross Point Medical Center 063

9631 Gross Point Road, Skokie. IL 60076

SPECIAL:
"Handbook of Self-Hypnosis," 173 pages — S3.45.

"Handbook of Professional Hypnosis." 324 pages — $10,011.

Add 35c postage on each hook
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The way of the

initiate is the

way of grace and

understanding

Read this compre-

hensive master-

text which shows

the way to spiri-

tual understand-

ing.

Roy Eugene Davis

Roy Eugene Davis writes in clear factual

terms. The Way of the Initiate is one of

the prescribed books used by all students

who take his in-depth meditation classes.

You will find it a convenient and reliable

guide through the inner realms and levels

of consciousness.

Chapters: The Totality of Being— Gene-
sis Unveiled —Ten Thousand Years of

Light— The Lightbearers— Man's Glorious

Destiny — Step* to Mystical Experience —
Seven Levels of Soul Unfoldment — Ex-

ploring Inner Realms— The Revelation of

the Supreme Self and The Final Perfec-

tion. A "must" for all serious truth stu-

dents.

Deluxe Softbound — 144 Pages — $3.00

Center for Spiritual Awarentts

Bex 7
Lakemont, Go. 30552

Name

Address

City «

same general vicinity fluctuating

in a cycle of 288 minutes. The
X-rays might be due to an object

"about the size of a star" that

"probably is spinning once every

288 minutes," speculates science

writer Walter Sullivan in The
New York Times. But some as-

tronomers question whether the

X-rays and the explosions of ra-

dio emission necessarily come
from the same source. Clearly

there is much we don't as yet

know about our universe.

00
GHOSTLY LAWBREAKER

PATROLMAN Craig Roberts,

26, of the Tulsa, Okla., police

serves on the tactical unit and

"is really burglar-conscious,"

reports the Tulsa Daily World.

Furthermore, his wife Rita, 25,

assists citizens who come to the

city prosecutor's office to file

charges against other citizens.

But both are baffled over what

to do about whoever keeps open-

ing the windows in their sun-

room and walks up and down
their stairs at night.

"I don't think trespassing

would stick," jokes Mrs . Rob-

erts, "because he was appar-

ently there before we were.

Breaking and entering wouldn't

work because I don't think he

has to worry about getting

through closed doors." Phil Mul-

kins, who interviewed the couple
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Ray Stanford, one of America's best _
documented psychics, has used his

extraordinary E.S.P. abilities to

5 obtain this insight into the hitherto
unpublished secret FATIMA MES-
SAGE.

• Important prophecies even
more timely than today's news.

• Nonsectarian, ecumenical, uni-
fying.

• Speaks to the questions of to-

day's youth and adults, alike.

• Explains who the "Lady of
Light" really is, and our spiri-

tual relationship to her.

• Explains: The timing of a great miracle to come. What
the future holds—internationally and individually. What
roles Israel and Egypt play in our spiritual evolution and
destiny. The realignment of nations in a coming crisis.

S CHANGE YOUR LIFE AND THE WORLD AROUND YOU. SEND
TODAY FOR THIS REMARKABLE fiOOK.

To: A.U.M.,* P. 0. Box 5310, Austin. Texas 78763 F2
Please rush postpaid copies of Fatima Prophecy at
$6.95 each (Texas residents add 5% tax). My check or money order
is enclosed. If dissatisfied for any reason, I may return the book
in good condition within two weeks for a complete refund.

Name
.

,

City/State Zip
•Association for the Understanding of Man, a nonprofit corporation.
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Vernon Howard's new book!

The Power of Psycho-Pictography
First published 1973. End false duties, anx-
iety, hurt feelings. Win confidence, ease,
newness and much more. Reads like a
story! $6.95. Also tapes, classes.

NEW LIFE BOOKS
Box 684, Boulder City, Nevada B9005

E.S.P. BY TELEPHONE
A classic gag. Fool your friends. They will
never know how you do it.

Send 55 to:
RAYMOND VICTOR

4818 Scioto St., Pittsburgh, PA 13214

Nearly 2,000 years ego a mysteri-

ous white man walked tram tribe

to tribe throughout America . . .

WAS HE JESUS?
mfiii&£

HE WALKED THE AMERICAS is the

documented story of this pilgrimage
northward through South and Central

America. Mexico, and across North
America. L. Taylor Hansen, who devoted

25 years to collecting legends from
scores of Indian tribes, asks this ques-

tion: "Was this white Prophet who spoke

a thousand languages, healed the sick,

raised the dead, and taught in the same
words He used, Jesus himself?"
Magnificently printed In 256 king-sized

pages, color on every page,

gold-stamped leatherette cover.

- HE WALKED THE AMERICAS -
By L. Taylor Hansen

VENTURE BOOKSHOP
P.O. Boi 349, Highland Park, III. 40035

for the World, also pointed out

the difficulty of serving a sub-

poena on the invisible intruder.

The Robertses moved into the

house in downtown Tulsa in

March 1972. During spring show-

ers several items left in the

second-story sun-room were
ruined by water coming in the

open windows. Rita scolded her

husband for leaving the windows

open but he denied responsibility.

The couple didn't think of a

ghost until one day they both

saw that the windows were se-

curely closed and went down-
stairs only to find them open

when they returned later.

Craig Roberts dabbles in oil

painting and stores his paintings

in the sun-room until they dry.

During the summer the odor of

oil paint became rather oppres-

sive and Mrs. Roberts found the

windows open nearly every time

she entered the room. "I wore
a path walking back and forth

to the sun-room," she complains.

During a two-month spell when
Craig was too occupied to paint

the ghost apparently decided to

take up the hobby himself. The
Robertses would find the paints

and brushes rearranged and sev-

eral times they discovered dirty

brushes soaking in the solvent.

But no artwork by the strange

guest ever turned up.

One night in November 1972

the couple were both in bed
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when they heard footsteps on the

stairs. Craig got out of bed,

seized his revolver and took after

the "burglar." He followed the

footsteps down the stairs, around

the living room and back up the

stairs to the sun-room without

seeing a living soul.

The couple doesn't know what,

if anything, they can do about

their houseguest. Rita said re-

signedly, "I guess we'll just have
to stick it out with him, unless

he turns into an art critic."

00
POLTERGEIST CHASING

NO WORD yet as to whether
the Detroit family has

"solved" their mystery — but it

seems ironic that the foremost

investigator of such disturbances

has had to curtail his activities

due to financial problems.

I am referring of course to

William Roll of the Psychical Re-

search Foundation of Durham,
N.C. David Techter mentioned
the financial plight of the P.R.F.

in his January 1973 "New Books"
column. I can only add my own
voice to urge that Fate readers

come to the aid of the Psychical

Research Foundation (Duke Sta-

tion, Durham, N.C. 27706).

00
A PHOTO OF NESSIE?

EARLY IN November a team
of American and British scien-

tists released photos and sonar

"HOW TO DO IT"

SELECTIONS

KNOWLEDGE CAN BRING SUCCESS!

Magical Charms, Potions, And
Secrets For Love $2.00

By C. A. Nogle. Largest collection of leg-

endary magical methods for obtaining &
keeping love. Love charm*, prayers, amu-
lets, potions, foods, aphrodisiacs, & more.

Out Of Body Consciousness
By J.M.Shoy.The wonderful and $2.50
marvelous mysteries of Astral

Projection yours to command .Contains 7

methods.. .more than any other book.This

i s a complete course.

Black And White Magic Of

Marie Laveau $2.00
Old Voodoo spells and remedies with

all ingredients ond methods shown in

detoil. How to conquer many problems.

Complete Book Of Voodoo
By R.W.Pelton

Hordbound..$6.95, Paperback..$1.50
Secret* of American Voodoo, Hundreds
of sp* I Is,charms, pot ions, oils,etc.Now
book that tells all you want to know.

Modern Witchcraft Spellbook
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Master Bock Of Candleburning

By Henri Gomoche $2.00
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life's problems.

Mastering Witchcraft by p.Hu.on

Hardbound... $6*95, Paperback. .$1.50
The best guide to the entire system of

witchcraft rituals, spel Is.You can qualify

as an expert with this book.

Plus 15$ postage and handling

MARLAR PUBLISHING CO.
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graphs of what they say is a 30-

foot-long amphibious animal they

tracked in Loch Ness.

Robert H. Rines, president of

the Academy of Applied Science

and a member of the team, said

their records show "something

big that needs explaining."

The sonar graphs show one or

two creatures 20 to 30 feet long.

Four photographs taken under

water show what appears to be

an appendage perhaps 10 feet

long with an enlarged "flipper"

at the end measuring six to eight

feet by two to four feet.

John A. Peters, reptile authori-

ty at the Smithsonian Institution,

said that the appendage seems

"to have the shape of a palmate

newt." Newts are lizard-like am-

phibians about two feet long.

However, Tom Hueser, a scien-

tist with the Florida Central and

Southern Flood Control District,

said that the appendage looks

"astonishingly like the front flip-

per of a large manatee." Mana-

tees, also known as sea cows,

are mammals which seldom come
farther north than Florida but

they can be 18 to 24 feet long.

However, there was a northern

animal called the Stellar sea cow,

popularly believed to be extinct

since 1917. Occasional reports of

such animals still are received

from the Arctic. Is Loch Ness

harboring a shy Stellar sea cow?
— Curtis Fuller.

SEARCHING FOR ANSWERS?
Our books will light your path

Send for FREE catalog. East-West philos-
ophy, metaphysics, occultism, astrology,
yoga, Zen, ESP, psychic phenomena, Ta-
rot, etc. Special section for children and

The Emerald Tablet
Box 821, Aptos, Calif. 95003

DEVELOP YOUR ESP

THE FUN WAY
with our exciting new game

"I HAVE A HUNCH"
Occult supplies, self-help tapes,

etc. also available. Order your game

NOW, and/or ask for our free catalog.



AYE-SEE
(I SEE)

THE ILLUMINATED

MESSAGE BOARD
AYE-SEE is a custom-made psychic appliance

offered only to the readers of FATE. AYE-SEE is not mass-produced.

It is manufactured only in limited quantities by the Venture Bookshop.

WHAT IT 15

The essential parts of the AYE-SEE are the

all-wood Table, the Planchette, and the Light

Beam. The Planchette is a disc of translucent

styrene bearing the letters of the alphabet,

numerals and symbols tn gold relief. The Light

Beam streams softly from a lens in the center

of the Table.

HOW IT WORKS

Touch the Planchette lightly with your finger-

tips and as it moves about the Table, the Light

Beam Illuminates the appropriate letter or

symbol as your message comes through.

OPERATES IN DIM LIGHT

bright light if you wish — but it is especially

valuable in the dim light of seance-room

conditions.

DEVELOPED BY SENSITIVES

The superior features of AYE-SEE are the

product of careful experimentation by sensi-

tives adept at using message boards. From
coast to coast, accomplished psychics have
contributed suggestions which now emerge as

AYE-SEE.

ALL-WOOD BOARD
The entire Table is built of wood because

psychics have advised that wood produces the

strongest vibrations. The furniture-quality

construction has a sandalwood finish, pro-

tected by a coat of Tung Oil, and polished

with carnuba wax — all natural materials.

ORDER NOW! AVAILABLE IN LIMITED QUANTITIES ONLY
NO RISK—
ABSOLUTE
GUARANTEE

Many sensitives find
AYE-SEE the most suc-
cessful psychic appli-
ance they have ever
used. You Invest only
$14.95 to buy your AYE-
SEE. You risk nothing.
If you are dissatisfied
for any reason, return
within 15 days and Ven-
ture Bookshop guaran-
tees to refund your
money in full.

VENTURE BOOKSHOP
P.O. BOX 249
HIGHLAND PARK, ILL. 60035
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You need only a candle and a baking pan filled with water in order

to give professional, precise and prophetic readings on any subject.

NO FORM of psychic phenom-
ena is more exciting to me

than divination by means of

candle wax. The only equip-

ment needed for this art besides

a candle is a baking pan about

eight by 12 inches filled with

water. I prefer to divine in a

dimly-lit room in order to have

asks a question or makes a wish.

Then the candle is tilted slightly

so that drops of the wax fall onto

the surface of the water in the

pan. The drops solidify into tiny

spheres about one-eighth inch in

diameter and float on the sur-

face of the water. The first drops

will go straight to the edges of

Tell Your Fortune with

By James It. Cole

the proper atmosphere.

You may use any variety of

candle and a candle of any color

except black (black has exces-

sively low, negative vibrations).

I most often use a white candle

as my readings are fairly gen-

eral and comprehensive. But

when divining for information

concerning a violently unhappy
romance I employ a red candle;

when dealing with severe finan-

cial problems I use a green can-

dle and when seeking informa-

tion relative to business matters,

a yellow candle.

The client lights the candle

and at the same time silently

the pan as if drawn by a magnet
and gradually fill out a border.

As you continue to drop wax the

drops begin to form symbols or

patterns on the surface of the

water. An inexperienced seer

sometimes does not let enough
wax fall. The more wax that

falls, the more symbols are

formed and the more complete

the reading will be.

Some seers prefer to use boil-

ing water in the pan, claiming

that the molten wax gives "clear-

er" symbols. I prefer cold water

in which the wax solidifies into

precise forms. The novice might

try both methods and select the

38



Illustration No- I:

Candle-wax reading

for Janet R. warned
her lover was insin-

cere.

9 10 11 12 l

one which suits him better. In

any event, use fresh water and a

relit candle for each client or

new question. For additional

questions on the same topic sim-

ply blow on the surface of the

water and the wax droplets will

regroup into new symbols.

Interpretation begins with the

border. If the border is smooth

and unbroken you can be sure

your question will be answered

11 12 13 14 15 i
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favorably. If the border is solid

but wavy (if the lines leave the

edge of the pan and then return)

there is doubt as to whether your

wish will come true and quite

likely things will work out differ-

ently than you expect. If the bor-

der is broken the answer is a

definite "no" and the ensuing

symbols will explain the nega-

tive response.

I read the symbols as fast as

they appear. If I am in doubt as

to what a symbol means I rub

my palms together to create

psychic power and facilitate un-

derstanding. Over a lifetime of

symbol hunting I have compiled

a list of the commonest symbols
and their meanings. A word
here, a revelation there, study

with a new teacher — all have
added to my list. However, while

some symbols seem universal

and appear the same to every-

one, others will be personal to

you. What means one thing to

me may mean quite another

thing to you. Through experience

you should be able to compile

your own list of symbol mean-

ings.

Geographical location fre-

quently is indicated in the form

of a map. The astrological signs

appear continually and should be

memorized. A particularly inter-

esting symbol is the one I call

the "thunderbird." While a typi-

cal bird symbol is one to two

inches across the thunderbird is

six to eight inches wide and al-

ways indicates a major catas-

trophe such as the crash of a jet

airliner or a major earthquake.

The following examples illus-

trate how the various symbols

are combined into a reading.
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One day a young lady, Janet
R., came to me for consultation.

We lit a candle and followed the

procedure to produce a candle-

wax reading (see Illustration No.

1). From the break in the border

(8) I told her that the answer to

her question was no. She sadly

informed me that she had asked
if her current boyfriend John
really loved her. From the sym-
bol of the guitar (7) I surmised
that he considered her a "pass-

ing fancy" and his whole ap-

proach was based on deceit (the

mask, 11).

But within three weeks — had
the "three" (2) been larger I

would have told her three

days — John would receive bad
news from the east (indicated by
the direction of the arrow, 3) ;

perhaps he would receive a draft

notice. The anchor (4) told me
John would wind up in the navy,
or if in the army, he would sail

overseas.

Janet herself faced two major
changes in her life. One change
(indicated by the foot, 5) would
be in romance. A new love would
come into her life (the canoe, 6)

;

this one would be honest and
sincere. Also she would change
her location (the jumping figure,

12). An unexpected journey (the

airplane, 10) would end with her
finding a new home (the house,

1) and a new business opportu-

nity (the gate, 9). Although she

was saddened by the impressions

about John I assured her she had
a promising and lucrative fu-

ture.

On another occasion Frank W.
came to me asking if he would
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receive a raise soon. The resul-

tant candle-wax reading is shown
in Illustration No. 2. The solid

border indicated he would re-

ceive his raise. The good luck

symbol, the triangle (9), was
very close to the border and
meant the raise would come
soon. In fact, the figure "7" (8)

indicated it would be within a

week.
The baby (2) indicated that

Frank was beset by bills and

financial problems. But solu-

tion was assured by the eye (14),

which always means going to the

root of the problem and coming

up with the correct solution. The
bricks (11), Mercury (7) and

birds flying (6) all indicate new
approaches toward solving the

problem.

The dragon (5) signified a sud-

den change, probably as the re-

sult of a legal document (the

scales, 3). The ace of diamonds

(4) indicated the new venture

would prosper financially.

The hand (1) pointing to the

line of journey (15) showed that

Frank either would do a lot of

traveling in his work or would

make a major trip to a new loca-

tion. The opportunity for this

new position seemed to come
from the death (the bed, 12) of a

man (13), probably his boss.

Frank later told me that my
reading proved accurate except

his boss did not die, he retired.

Sometimes the candle-wax

reading will supply the back-

ground to a client's question.

One day Michael O. came for a

reading because of his concern

about getting a new car (see

Illustration No. 3). From the un-

even border (8) I immediately

concluded his wish would not be

fulfilled in the manner he hoped.

The policeman (9) and the

stork (10) both told me his car

had been stolen. This seemed to

be the result of carelessness (the

broken oar, 4) on Michael's part,

perhaps leaving the keys in the

ignition. A friend or acquaint-

ance stole the car (the pan-

ther, 7). The antlers (12) indi-

cated an accident while the car

was stolen; probably it was de-

molished as no cars show up in

the symbols.

Michael eventually would get

his wish (the circle, 5) but he

would be without transportation

(birds sitting on a branch, 6) for

a while. He would have to make
some financial adjustments (the

bees, 3) and earn added income
(the camel, 11). Because of the

money problems and the uneven
border I felt he would settle for a

used car rather than a new one.

The initial "C" (2) suggested

either a Cadillac or a Chevrolet.

I ended this reading by lectur-

ing Michael about leaving keys

in the ignition. The whole prob-

lem could have been avoided if
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he had been more careful.

Many seers dislike reading on
questions concerning death, di-

vorce or gambling. When the

seer is correct the client all too

often blames him for the nega-

tive event. When the seer is

wrong his reputation suffers. I

have learned to handle all such

problems in the same fashion.

After the candle-wax reading

has been made I hand the client

my list of symbols and their

meanings and let him figure out

the meaning of the reading.

Unlike some occultists I do not

hesitate to answer questions con-

cerning the stock market, horse

racing, lotteries, etc. I do not

advise clients to bet and do not

feel responsible for what they do

with the knowledge obtained dur-

ing a reading.

An example of this type of

reading is Illustration No. 4. An-

gelo J. approached me asking

for a prognostication concerning

his fortunes at the racetrack the

next day. From the solid border

(8) I knew he would be success-

ful. This was emphasized by

several symbols indicating good
luck or fortune: the cap (6), cir-

cle (4), crown (5), star (9), sign-

post (11) and palm tree (10).

From the Mars symbol (7) I

guessed that the young man was
just out of service, which he ad-

mitted.

Angelo himself recognized only

the lion (1), the initial "M" (2)

and the figure "100" (12).

The next day at the track he
found there was a horse by the

name of Mama's Cat running

and he bet $100 on that horse to

win. Mama's Cat won the race

and Angelo won $700. 1 should

have gone with him to the track!

As you develop your percep-

tion through practice with the

candle-wax media you too will

come to give professional and
precise readings, including ini-

tials, dates, names and places.

To help you with your initial

trials I am including the list I

have compiled for my own use.

You will modify and change this

for yourself as you continue to

practice this fascinating form of

divination.

GLOSSARY OF MOST-USED PSYCHIC SYMBOLS

MARS - ^ NEPTUNE -

MOON -

MERCURY - Q VENUS -

?
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ace OF clubs: good news; letter

ace of diamonds: present; money
ace of hearts: love

ace of spades: town; building

airplane: unexpected journey; news
anchor: sailor

angel: love; happiness
antlers: accident

arrow: unpleasant news from direc-

tion it comes
ax: overcome difficulties; separation

baby: money worries
basket of flowers: fulfilled desires

bat: sickness; trouble; with other
signs, death

bayonet: operation

bed: illness; with other symbols, death

bees: success through your own ability

bell: wedding
birds: (flying) news; Ccn a branch)

delay
boat: new enterprise

bottle: happy times
bricks: new enterprises

bull: slanderous misfortune
camel: unexpected money
candle: trials; worries
canoe: new friendship; happy love af-

fair

cap: secrets become known
castle: success; (crumbling) unsuc-

cessful ventures
cat: trickery

chain: engagement; trip; (broken)

trouble
child: (running) bad news; (playing)

party
church: legacy
circle: successful wish; money; new

friend
clock: expectancy
club: see ace of clubs

cobra: warning of danger
coffin: bereavement; (sword) soldier;

(flag) sailor; (flowers) infant

crab: an enemy
cross: obstacles
crown: high advancement
dagger: wounds; operation
dandelion: unexpected marriage
deer: failure in business
devil: caught in karmic bonds

doc: unfortunate love affair

dragon: sudden changes
dwarf: disgrace

eggs: new ideas; birth

eye: deep problems solved through
inner self; (closed, with tears) dis-

appointment
face: invitation; (two faces) decep-

tion
fan: flirtation

fence: obstacles

figures: see numbers
fish: overseas news; (starfish) good
luck

flag: rebellion; war
foot: change in your life; journey
frog: change of residence
gallows: tragedy
gate: opportunity of a lifetime

geese: unexpected visitor

giraffe: blunder
goat: great risk

guitar: sex attraction; love affair

gun: grave danger
hammer: trouble
hand: loyalty; (pointing) read symbol
pointed out

handcuffs: imprisonment; disgrace

harp: nervous breakdown
hat: good luck
heart: see ace of hearts

hollyhock: friend; lover

horse: involvement with sex; changes
horseshoe: good fortune; (reversed)

vexation; (broken) court proceed-

ings
house: a new home
Indian: spiritual progress

initials: names of people or places
jockey: successful enterprise; luck in

speculation
jumping figure: change
key: smooth sailing

knife: quarrels; broken friendship

ladder: advancement
line of dots: journey; (wavy) diffi-

culties encountered; (go to edge of

pan) journey to mountains
lion: great good fortune
man: visitor

mars: soldier; danger of fire; accident
mask: deceit
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meerschaum pipe: disturbing news
mercury: new business; fast news;
writing success

monk: disturbances
monkey: scandal
moon: (crescent) great honor; love;

(full circle) wish
mushroom: broken engagement
nail: false teeth; inadequate founda-

tions for success
native with drum: protest; anxiety
neptune: of the sea; see surrounding
symbols

numbers: read in conjunction with
surrounding symbols

nun: remain unmarried
oar: sports; (broken) restlessness

onions: secret discovered
orchids: wealth
organ: wedding; death; (musician)
achievement

ostrich: success in art; (running)
public disgrace

owl: illness; poverty; unpleasant news
padlock: (open) surprise; (closed)

precaution
pagoda: foreign travels

pail: disgusting tasks
palace; favors received
palm tree: fame; wealth
panther: treachery of a friend
pelican: loneliness; separation
penguin: new discoveries

piano: gained achievement
pig: legacy
pistol: disaster; possibly death
playing cards: see ace of correct suit

policeman: theft, trouble
pope: unexpected gains
postman: important news
pyramid: honor; wealth
question mark: shows doubt about
surrounding signs

rag doll: folly

rake: speculation
rat; treachery
raven: gloom; disappointment in love;

death for the aged
reptile: illness, misfortune
rider: news from overseas

rocket: events of expediency
running figures: emergency; urgent
messages

saddle: success with plans
sailor: news from overseas
saucepan: many troubles
saw: legal difficulties

scepter: honor
scissors: quarrels
sea gull: storms
seesaw: loss of opportunity
ship: news from a distance; journey;
voyage

shoes: new spiritual awakening; new
arrangements

signpost: emphasizes surrounding
symbols

skeleton: disgusting secrets

snail: mischief
snake: treachery
spade: see ace of spades
spider: inheritance
star: lucky sign; see surrounding sym-

bols
stork: robbery
swan: tribulation in the home
sword; illness; death
telephone: inconvenience
tent: travel

thimble: changes in the household
thunderbird; major disaster

tombstone: negates surrounding signs
torpedo: violence
tower: opportunity
triangle: good luck
trousers: misfortune
umbrella: (open) grumbling; (closed)

bad luck avoided
vampire: news of death
vase: good health
venus: peace; love
violin: success

vulture: evil; sorrow
wagon: change for better

wasp: distress

wedding cake: speedy marriage
wheel: prosperity; good fortune
witch on broom: psychic involvement
women: (more than one) scandal
wreath; marriage



Hammered to pieces by vandals about five

years ago, stone now has been framed, set

in base of concrete and circled by steel rails.

UsnqcancfL fbodsL cl dbtitoL

And a horse played matchmaker a century ago—
a fact that citizens of Somerset, Ohio, are not likely to forget.

A MYSTERIOUS tombstone
bearing a vivid imprint of

a horseshoe stands in a church
cemetery near Somerset, Ohio.

Citizens of Perry County still

whisper about the strange events

that seem to account for the

horseshoe's appearance there

more than a century ago.

John Tyler was president of

the United States and Samuel
Morse was fooling around with a

gadget he called a telegraph ma-
chine when southern Ohio farm-

er James K. Henry was faced

with a dilemma. Henry was not

the sort of man to rush into tak-

ing such an important step as

marriage and he found himself

By Robert Wuiiderlin

attracted to two of the county's

fairest ladies at the same time.

Both Mary Angle and beautiful

Rachel Hodge were anxious to

accompany Henry down the

aisle. But Henry simply couldn't

decide between them and con-

tinued to court them both.

Then came the event that

James Henry considered a sign.

One moonlit night, so the story

goes, tired after a hard day's

work on a nearby farm, Henry
dozed off behind the clippety-

clop of his horse as he headed
home after dusk. The reins hung
loosely. The horse knew the way.
As the buggy joggled over the

rugged road Henry would wake
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from time to time, stare at the

full yellow moon overhead, then

lapse back into his pleasant nap.

When the buggy stopped

abruptly Henry woke and looked

around in amazement. The horse

had stopped in front of Mary
Angle's house, miles from his

own home. He dashed up the

walk to the porch and knocked.

That night James Henry asked

Mary Angle to be his wife.

Mary accepted of course and

the happy pair were wed in 1844.

Their marriage was obviously a

happy one. Hand in hand they

would stroll down the dusty

roads. Other times they rode

across country on horseback.

The only person who envied

them their happiness was Rachel

Hodge, who admitted to friends

that James' marriage had been

a real blow to her. She did not

try to conceal her sadness and
disappointment.

Less than a year after her

marriage, on February 28, 1845,

Mary Henry gave birth to a son.

The couple was ecstatic — but

not for long. A few months later

Mary suddenly died.

Grief-stricken, James buried

her in the cemetery behind the

Evangelical United Brethren

Church on Otterbein Road near

Somerset. Over her grave he

erected a marker reading, "Mary
Henry, wife of James K. Henry."
The tombstone stands there to

this day, its epitaph clearly legi-

ble.

James visited the cemetery
daily to stand near Mary's
grave, shading his eyes as he
peered through the foggy mists

that often shroud the surround-

ing hills. On his way to one such
visit Henry met Rachel Hodge
coming from a friend's home
nearby. For a time they talked

as they walked along the deep

ruts of the road that runs along

the cemetery. Together they vis-

ited Mary's grave.

That evening marked the be-

ginning of a renewed friendship

between Rachel Hodge and
James Henry — and the start

of some unexplainable events.

Strange sounds rent the air

Thousands of curious persons annually

visit cemetery to see the mark of the

horseshoe on Mary Henry's tombstone.
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around Mary's grave, especially

when the fog lay thick and low
around the cemetery. Folks saw
flashes of light as they hurried

past the graveyard. But James
and Rachel continued their court-

ship.

One evening after James had
finished work in nearby Rush-
ville he visited the cemetery just

before sunset. Returning to his

surrey, he wrapped a warming
blanket around his legs and
clucked his horse to a trot. Then,

just as he had done a few years

earlier, James fell asleep. The
reins hung loose.

Sometime later when James
awoke with a start and shaded
his eyes against the almost bril-

liant moonlight a chilly shudder

passed through him. The horse

had come to a stop before the

Tattletown home of Rachel
Hodge! Was this another sign?

Rachel was waiting for him
as he walked j auntily up the

steps. She opened the door be-

fore he could tap. That night

James K. Henry asked Rachel
Hodge to be his wife.

On December 7, 1848, the pair

were married in the Otterbein

Road church. After the quiet cer-

emony they stood in silent com-
munion beside the grave of Mary
Angle Henry. A chilly gust swept
the naked trees and whistled

through the bare thickets.

After this the strange events

around the cemetery intensi-

fied. Terrible screams were
heard coming from the rolling

hills surrounding the graveyard.

Vivid lights hovered over the

area, spurted and vanished.

Some persons swore they heard

the sounds of horses clambering

up the hillside. Folks began to

avoid the area in the daytime as

well as at night.

Less than three weeks after

the wedding the Henrys were
awakened by frantic pounding
on their door. ' 'Quickly, Mr.

Henry," a neighbor shouted.

"Come quickly. You just ain't

gonna like this."

Bundling up against the winter

chill the newlyweds followed the

early-morning caller toward the

Otterbein Road church. The sun
was just beginning to peek over

the far eastern horizon in the

direction of Somerset but al-

ready a small crowd had gath-

ered in the cemetery behind the

church. As James and Rachel
made their way to Mary's grave

someone exclaimed, ' 'Look

!

Look what come up overnight."

There on the gravestone the

clear impression of a horseshoe

was deeply etched into the stone

— and it was bloodred!

All stood aghast, wondering
what the image meant. Dazed,

puzzled and somewhat shaken,

the people finally trudged slowly

away through the light snow that
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covered the cemetery grounds.

That night people living in the

area shuttered their windows,

bolted their doors and brought

their dogs inside.

There was little sleep in James
K. Henry's house that night. All

too soon the sun came up over

the hills and Rachel put a big pot

of coffee on the old wood-burning

stove. James bundled up, tossing

his scarf around his neck, and
kissed Rachel fondly. "Get the

coffee hot. I'll be right back. I

want to feed the horses."

He gave Rachel another peck

on the cheek, opened the kitchen

door and headed for the barn.

The coffee pot steamed and

puffed. Rachel poured out two

cups of the black brew and

sipped one as she watched the

second cup slowly cool. She

peered out into the yard through

the frost-covered window but saw
no sign of James' returning from

the barn.

Rachel refilled her cup but

grew restless and began to pace

the floor. A chill clutched her

heart. She opened the kitchen

door and called out. Not even a

whinny from the horses broke

the silence. Pulling her shawl

over her shoulders Rachel hur-

ried towards the barn. A moment
later neighbors as far as a mile

away heard her scream.

A farmer from up the road and

a doctor who was calling on a

nearby patient were the first to

arrive at James K. Henry's

barn. They found a sobbing

Rachel slumped on the cold

ground just inside the barn. In

front of her lay her husband, his

face caved in by a horse's hoof.

James K. Henry had been kicked

to death by Mary's favorite rid-

ing horse! On his head, bloodied

and battered as it was, the

bloodred mark of the horse's shoe

could be seen.

That mysterious horseshoe

gravestone still stands in Otter-

bein Road church cemetery on

Perry County road 62, just west

of Somerset, Ohio, about 40 miles

east of Columbus. Thousands vis-

it the site every year. And there

are some who say that on partic-

ularly calm nights you still can

hear the clatter of horses' hooves

somewhere out in the mist.

HOW TO GET OUT OF JAIL

IN LATE 1969 Earl Prather, a 24-year-old convicted burglar, walked
out of the police station in Birmingham, Mich., when the doors

were left unlocked. Officials took no disciplinary action against the

two policemen on duty who at the time Prather escaped were lectur-

ing to a group of citizens on "how to run a police station."



Medical Men Confront

THE NEW DIMENSIONS IN

HEALING
Acupuncture, biofeedback training, mind control, even

dematerialization receive serious scientific attention.

By James Crenshaw

PART ONE

HAT IS the force that makes
a tumor disappear under

the hands of a psychic healer?

What power almost instantly

heals a bleeding wound? Can
patients suffering so-called in-

curable cancer or arthritis be

healed through mind training?

Can the dematerialization and

materialization of solid objects,

regardless of their substance or

form, be explained in terms of

physics?

These are a few of the ques-

tions considered in a series of

conferences on the west coast

last fall and while the final an-

swers are not in they provide

exciting evidence that orthodox

medicine— or at least a signifi-

cant segment of it — is facing up
to the possibility that unorthodox

procedures in healing well may
be effective.

Dedicated to exploring "The
Dimensions of Healing" these

meetings were held at the Uni-

versity of California at Los An-
geles in October 1972 following

an impressive lecture series at

Stanford University. Other meet-

ings, sponsored by the new
Academy of Parapsychology and
Medicine (whose doctor-mem-

bers and lay associates do not

shy away from exploring the

realms of the psychic and the

unorthodox), were held in other

California cities.

Audiences heard unabashed
references to spiritual healing,

etheric forces, mind training

therapies, mediumistic phenom-
ena of materialization and de-

materialization, yoga medita-

tion, ESP, radionics and radi-

esthesia (the force supposedly

associated with pendulum diag-

nosis and dowsing), astrology

and — would you believe? — ta-

ble-tipping and ghosts.

This four-day Los Angeles
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symposium was sponsored joint-

ly by the UCLA Department of

Continuing Education in Health
Sciences of the University Ex-
tension Division and the UCLA
School of Medicine in coopera-

tion with the Academy of Para-

psychology and Medicine. Only
two days of the lectures were
open to the public (approximate-

ly 1000 persons attended each

day), the other two days having

been reserved for doctors and
professionals engaged in the

treatment of mental and physi-

cal illnesses. Some 200 medical

men were present for the work-

shops, discussions and demon-
strations.

DR. HENRY Andrija Puharich,

well known as a psychical

researcher and author of books

on related subjects (The Sacred
Mushroom and Beyond Telep-

athy) , addressed both the pro-

fessional and public meetings

and also spoke at Stanford Uni-

versity. As he outlined the kind

of investigation necessary in at-

tempting to find a common de-

nominator for medicine and
healing he used such terms as

photonic energy, magnetic mo-
ment polarization in protons,

particle spin states, proton lattice

systems and proton spin coup-

ling. Perhaps such references

were over the heads of persons

not well-grounded in physics and

chemistry but before he was
through his listeners knew what
he was talking about.

First he made the plea that

more work be done with psychic

sensitives, especially those who
claim to read auras. Earlier Dr.

William A. McGarey, presiding

over a daylong discussion of

acupuncture, used this same
word in describing how sickness

apparently can be observed "in

the aura of an ill person — an
aura that most of us do not see."

Dr. Puharich called for serious

experimentation with medium-
istic phenomena, not simply in-

vestigation of it. And at this

point he delivered a real shocker

by talking of the importance of

studying the materialization and
dematerialization of objects.

These phenomena, as manifested

through mediumship, have been
the subject of psychical research

(and controversy) for more than
a century. One researcher who
investigated and reported on
them was Sir William Crookes,

at one time president of Britain's

leading scientific organization,

the Royal Society.

It is interesting that the ap-

ports produced by Charles Bai-

ley about the turn of the century

have a direct connection with

Stanford University, where the

first symposium on "The Dimen-
sions of Healing" was conducted.

The Australian experimenter
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who worked with Bailey was
Thomas Stanford, brother of Ice-

land Stanford, the university's

founder.

Thomas Stanford built a small

cage in which to ' 'imprison"

Bailey during the experiments.

It could be securely locked and

sealed. Repeatedly over a period

of months Bailey materialized

and dematerialized objects with-

in this cage. Such things as jew-

elry, clay tablets, costumes,

even a mandarin coat, and living

things — plants, fish, birds and

eggs — mysteriously appeared in

the cage. Many of the objects

were sent to the university for

safekeeping but in recent years

it has been reported that only a

few are left."

Thomas Stanford also set aside

funds for psychical research at

the university and some work in

this field has been done through

the years. The kind of phenom-
ena Dr. Puharich described for

his startled listeners seems to

fall exactly into the category of

manifestations that Thomas
Stanford wanted researchers to

study.

Dr. Puharich reported that in

Israel in 1971 he studied a re-

markable young sensitive whose

ability to make objects appear
and disappear — under strict

laboratory controls— hardly has

•Photographs of many of these remark-
able apports are In my possession.

been equaled in recent times.

Uri Geller, a 24-year-old Israeli

ex-paratrooper, worked with Dr.

Puharich and five other scientists

for several months.

"He can make steel, gold and
other metals disappear and re-

appear at will under the strictest

conditions," Dr. Puharich re-

ported. "When a physicist sees

this sort of thing, he has a prob-

lem. It is repeatable and real. If

(Geller) can do this it should be

possible to put the principles of

physics to a test."

Then the doctor asked, "What
are the boundaries of these phe-

nomena?" Among other things,

he answered, they should extend

the present boundaries of phys-

ics and medicine and they sug-

gest the need for hypothesizing a

fifth dimension (in addition to

the three known dimensions plus

time) and for discarding the

speed of light as the maximum
velocity in the universe.

Two other experiences related

by Dr. Puharich indicate we
may have to abandon a number
of other concepts. Asked by a
member of the audience whether
Geller ever had made a watch
disappear, the doctor displayed

his own gold wristwatch which
he said Geller had dematerial-

ized. The next question was: Did
the watch show the correct time
when it reappeared? It did . . .

but Geller also has the ability to
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hold a watch in his hands and
move the hands without touching

the stem

!

Dr. Puharich said on one occa-

sion he introduced Uri Geller

(then on a visit to the United
States) to rocket expert Wernher
von Braun. While they were
talking the scientist's secretary

brought in a small portable com-
puter and reported that it was no
longer functioning.

Geller offered to help. He held

it in his hands and then handed
it to von Braun. The computer
went wild. Lights flashed, it

made clicking sounds, but still

it did not work properly.

Geller guessed he had done
something wrong. He took the

computer again and after he
held it a second time, it worked,

according to Dr. Puharich.

His conclusion: "We shall have
to reach into dimensions beyond
those with which we deal now.

We will have to construct new
spaces in order to confront new
phenomena. I further believe we
are dealing with pure law. We
are in the first step of an infinite

ladder toward rationalizing our

universe."

Dr. Puharich foresees the day
when a less departmentalized

science will find the denomina-
tor common to both medicine
and healing by broadening the

foundations of physical laws.

The new principles when applied

to education should produce "an
optimum individual" in an inte-

grated society, he predicted.

THE MEETINGS reserved for

the professional men were
held in the auditorium of the

Neuropsychiatric Institute at the

university. One day was devoted

to biofeedback training— "theo-

ry and practice" — and the other

to acupuncture. In both instances

speakers objected to the word
"unorthodox" in connection with

these subjects.

Elmer Green, Ph.D., director

of the voluntary controls project

at the Menninger Foundation in

Topeka, Kans., believes that bio-

feedback research is far from
unorthodox in its present devel-

opmental stage, while Dr. Wil-

liam A. McGarey, Phoenix,

Ariz., physician who presided

over the acupuncture discus-

sions, similarly suggested that a

practice in use for more than

5,000 years hardly can be consid-

ered "unorthodox."

However, Dr. Green warned
against the misuse of shortcut

training methods and mechani-
cally unreliable alpha wave gad-

gets touted by those who have
climbed on the biofeedback

bandwagon in search of mir-

acles.

He and Alyce Green, his wife

and associate in the Menninger
research, presented evidence
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that biofeedback does work. Not
only can the mind be trained to

control certain involuntary func-

tions of the body but therapeutic

results can be obtained, especial-

ly with the alpha rhythm tech-

nique.

This involves an individual's

conscious induction of the so-

called alpha state, a condition of

deep relaxation which can be re-

corded on the electroencephalo-

graph. The subject knows when
he is producing alpha waves be-

cause he sees or hears a measur-
ing device that tells him so. He
soon knows how it feels to be "in

alpha" and learns to produce
this relaxed condition at will.

The Greens compared the self-

induced state of deep relaxation

with the conscious self-regulation

aspect of yoga. Dr. Green had
experimented with a yogi,

Swami Rama, at Menninger.*
While hooked up to various in-

struments Swami Rama demon-
strated control of his blood flow,

was able to stop his heartbeat
and raised the temperature of

one hand while lowering that of

the other.

The Greens showed that al-

most anyone can enhance volun-

tary control of internal states by
inviting members of the audi-

ence to test themselves. Small

'"The Yogi in the Lab" by John White,
a comprehensive report of the Greens
research, was published in two parts in
the June and July 1971 issues of Fate.

thermometers were distributed

and taped to the volunteers' mid-
dle fingers. Under Mrs. Green's

direction a relaxation procedure

began, accompanied by self-sug-

gestion that their hands were
growing warmer.
Seven persons said the ther-

mometers registered rises of

four to five degrees; 11 persons

had increases of as much as 10

degrees ; 10 reported a rise of

more than 10 degrees; one re-

ported a 14-degree rise and one

said his thermometer registered

an astounding increase of 17 de-

grees.

The possibility of self-control

of involuntary functions was
shown also in an experiment

with persons who regularly

suffered migraine headaches.

Many of them were taught to

recognize the symptoms early

enough to prevent the onset of

the migraine by "autogenic"

means — that is, by self-control

of involuntary functions, in this

case blood flow. It was reported

that Jack Schwarz, founder-pres-

ident of the Alethia Psycho-Phys-

ical Foundation of Selma, Ore.,

demonstrated the control of

bleeding and rapid healing of

wounds in the Menninger labora-

tory.

THE SIGNIFICANCE of such
research was extrapolated in

a technical paper the Greens dis-
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tributed at the seminar:

"The importance to our cul-

ture of this new developing meth-
odology for enhancing volun-
tary control of internal states

can hardly be overstated. In re-

cent years scientists in every na-

tion have come to realize that

voluntary behavior is of prime
importance if we hope to estab-

lish an ordered society or even
maintain a society.

"Without stretching the imagi-

nation, the long-range implica-

tions and the effects for society

of a population of self-regulating

individuals could be of incalcul-

able significance."

At the same time Dr. Green
renewed his warning that mind
training programs in the wrong
hands and with misleading in-

strumentation can and have
caused severe psychiatric prob-

lems. However, during the first

of the public sessions at UCLA,
Dr. Carl Simonton, chief of the

radiology department at Califor-

nia's Travis Air Force Base, took

issue with him and presented a

series of slides that dramatically

demonstrated the potentials of

mind training.

"I do not feel Dr. Green is

correct," said Dr. Simonton. "If

I had heard his critical views

before I might have been afraid

to take courses in mind train-

ing."

The fact that he did study

mind training probably has
saved the lives of numerous can-

cer patients treated in the course

of his duties as a radiologist. He
applied techniques he learned in

mind training courses and in

effect taught patients to heal
themselves.

"I became involved in cancer
therapy in 1966," he said. "It was
depressing to find out that one
could do so little good in these

cases."

He began investigating the two
to five percent of cancer cases

that appeared to recover spon-

taneously. In these he found a

will to live, a positive refusal to

accept the condition, and he
speculated this might be a factor

in the recovery. Dr. Simonton
then read about positive thinking

techniques, biofeedback and
finally mind training methods,
taking more than one course in

the latter.

At Travis AFB he applied what
he had learned to the case of a

61-year-old male patient who had
throat cancer — and a very
strong will. Dr. Simonton began
by having his patient picture a

perfect throat. Applying mind
training techniques under the

doctor's guidance the patient im-
proved — improved to the extent

that the cancer disappeared. In

addition, he got rid of arthritis, a

condition that had troubled him
for more than 20 years.
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As Dr. Simonton began apply-

ing mind training more widely

other patients recovered. He
taught them to go into the alpha

state and to visualize their white

blood cells destroying the can-

cerous cells. Dr. Simonton pro-

vided undeniable evidence of

how well his method worked by
showing slides of his patients'

progressive recoveries. The au-

dience of 1000 gasped while

watching a series of slides show-

ing the reduction of a large tu-

mor in one patient's throat. Simi-

larly documented on slides were

recoveries of numerous other pa-

tients who had suffered severe

carcinomas. Only four out of 50

patients did poorly. Dr. Simonton
concludes that "the more posi-

tive the patient, the more posi-

tive the results." An immuniza-

tion mechanism seemed to be

working in conjunction with the

same kind of mental imagery
demonstrated by Swami Rama
and Jack Schwarz. Meditation

and therapy — the connection

seems unmistakable.

Dr. Green was quick to ac-

knowledge the value of Dr. Si-

monton's method.

"I would trust myself with Dr.

Simonton," Dr. Green conceded.

"If you work with someone who
has a level of responsibility, as

well as training, this makes the

difference."

Dr. Green and his wife then

indicated that more than physi-

cal healing and control of bodily

functions are involved in medita-

tive mind training processes.

Mrs. Green outlined some of the

experiments in creativity at the

Menninger Foundation which
make use of the theta rhythm of

the brain, the so-called hyp-

nogogic or reverie state, a deep-

er presleep level than the alpha

state. Inventors, writers, artists

and musicians often are thought

to be in this hypnogogic state

when inspiration comes "out of

the blue."

Some adults, Mrs. Green said,

were trained to achieve the theta

state and report images re-

ceived. The subjects exhibiting

the theta rhythm felt euphoric,

more confident and more inte-

grated, with heightened percep-

tivity and imagery. Was this a

step toward increasing creative

inspiration? A clue was found in

the cases of several students

whose work in school improved.

One subject in the theta state

reported seeing the vision of a

large eye. Occultists long have
claimed this symbol indicates

the opening of the third or "all-

seeing eye," the seat of clair-

voyant vision associated with

mediumship.
The Greens have not accepted

the offers of various mediums to

join in their experiments — pos-

sibly in fear of prejudicing the
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source of their funding at Men-
ninger. However, Dr. Green
mentioned the great pioneering

work of F. W. H. Myers, one of

the founders of the British Soci-

ety for Psychical Research, who
in his two-volume study of hu-

man consciousness, Human Per-

sonality, describes a "sublimi-

nal" state far more profound and
meaningful than Freud's "un-

conscious."

PARADOXICALLY the UCLA
meetings appear to presage a

new era in healing while at the

same time relying on some of

the oldest practices and concepts

in history, including acupuncture

and the laying on of hands. The
meetings were characterized by

an acceptance of vitalism, the

doctrine that life processes are

not explicable by the laws of

physics and chemistry alone, that

life is in some part self-determin-

ing. Even the vitalistic belief in

a life force— firmly rejected

since the late 19th Century— is

being revived.

The Russians call it "bio-

plasma" and take pictures of it

with high voltage high frequency

equipment (Kirlian photography,
named for the Russian experi-

menter and his wife who pio-

neered this research). At UCLA
and elsewhere, efforts to dupli-

cate the Russian experiments

are meeting with some success.

Dr. William A. McGarey, di-

rector of the Association for Re-
search and Enlightenment Clinic

in Phoenix, Ariz., presiding over

a daylong discussion of acupunc-
ture for the professionals, read-

ily acknowledges his debt to me-
diumship. The clinic is devoted
to testing various remedies and
healing procedures recorded

during the late Edgar Cayce's

trances.

Speaking of the ancient heal-

ing art of acupuncture Dr. Mc-
Garey sounded a straightfor-

ward vitalistic note:

"Acupuncture is a movement
in consciousness. We are at the

point of takeoff in dealing with

body energies ... A therapeutic

tool that has taken care of a

large part of the population of

China for 5,000 years has to be
taken seriously."

A film, already widely shown
in this country, of major opera-

tions performed with acupunc-
ture as a substitute for anaes-

thesia was viewed by members
of the professional audience.

Their reactions were mixed.

Many were amazed by scenes of

tea-drinking patients who said

they felt no pain and smiled hap-

pily during drastic surgery, and

one male patient who walked

away from an appendectomy
without assistance. However, one

viewer remarked, "It might work
in China but not here!"
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It was noted that Russian re-

searchers have found that the

acupuncture points of Orientals

differ somewhat from those of

Westerners. Nevertheless, two

UCLA researchers, Calvin H.

Chen and Pang L. Man (both

M.D.'s), described the successful

use of their own version of acu-

puncture. Ignoring the tradition-

al meridian theory (in which 365

acupuncture points are divided

into 12 zones associated with var-

ious organs of the body ) the

researchers experimented with

an electrical device imported

from China which deadens pain

by blocking certain peripheral

nerves.

The device produces analgesia

through the use of a small elec-

tric current in conjunction with

acupuncture needles inserted at

critical points. Dr. Man first test-

ed the device on himself by al-

lowing a surgical cut to be made
on his leg. Although the cut was
one and a half inches long and a

half inch deep, he said he ex-

perienced no pain.

An opportunity to test the pro-

cedure arose again when Dr.

Chen's wife developed a tooth-

ache over a weekend when no

dentist was available. The acu-

puncture device relieved her

pain. Later Dr. Chen induced a

skeptical dentist to undertake an

extraction of the troublesome

tooth without using an anaes-

thetic. The dentist agreed only

with Mrs. Chen's approval and

after Dr. Chen said, "She's my
wife and I'm responsible for

whatever happens."

Needles were inserted around

Mrs. Chen's thumb, in accord-

ance with the researchers' nerve-

blocking theory. The extraction

was painless and the bleeding

was less than ordinarily would

be expected.

Subsequently the experiment-

er's 12-year-old son required a

difficult extraction and the acu-

puncture device was used again,

this time on the side of the face

adjacent to the biscuspid that

was to be removed. The boy ex-

perienced no pain and less than

usual bleeding. After the needle

was removed, full sensation re-

turned to the anaesthetized area

but there still was no pain, and

no medication was required to

promote healing.

Dr. Chen and Dr. Man there-

after took their easily portable

equipment to New York where

they were invited to try their

acupuncture anaesthesia on vol-

unteer patients. The surgery

procedures included a skin graft,

a leg operation and two tumor

operations. All were performed

without pain or discomfort. The

patients were described as re-

maining "conscious and com-

fortable." Afterward they did not

need even aspirin and surgeons
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reported there was no difference

in the healing rate that would
have been expected if ordinary

anaesthesia had been used.

A further application of acu-

puncture as distinguished from

its use in controlling pain was
described by Canadian physician

Dr. Harold S. Saita who studied

the ancient art in Japan where
the traditional meridian points

are used, with refinements de-

veloped by Japanese medical re-

searchers.

He uses the therapy extensive-

ly in his general practice in West

Vancouver, British Columbia,

and predicts that "wonderful

things are going to happen" in

the West as a result of the

awakened interest in acupunc-

ture. Using what he calls a "neu-

rometer," a galvanic instrument

for locating acupuncture points

and determining the balance or

imbalance of bodily functions,

Dr. Saita said he has been able

to treat successfully cases of

asthma, migraine headache,

neuralgia, goiter, back ailments,

kidney disorders and stomach
trouble. Deafness also has re-

sponded to acupuncture therapy

and eye problems have been al-

leviated, he reported.

No one at the sessions advo-

cated acupuncture as a cure-all.

In fact, Dr. McGarey remarked
"there are more questions than
answers" in dealing with this

now-popular subject. Research is

continuing on many fronts, in-

cluding work at UCLA on verify-

ing acupuncture points through

the use of Kirlian-type photog-

raphy and electrical instrumen-

tation.

Kendall Johnson, research as-

sistant at the Neuropsychiatric

Institute, used two subjects to

demonstrate how acupuncture

points can be confirmed electri-

cally. Johnson has invented sev-

eral radiation photography de-

vices for measuring the electri-

cal characteristics of the skin.

Dr. Puharich (a physician well-

grounded in physics and engi-

neering) emphasized the impor-

tance of the functions of the skin

and urged further extensive re-

search concerning the "trigger"

effects associated with certain

areas — such as acupuncture

points— that stimulate reactions

in other parts of the body.

The skin is a sensory organ.

Local injuries, for example, can

trigger effects in other parts of

the body. The complex circuitry

of living systems responds in

many different ways to trigger-

ing at the level of the skin. Such

complicated systems have not

yet received sufficient attention

from researchers, Dr. Puharich

said.

Kendall Johnson showed slides

for the public audience of radia-

tion photography relating to
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energy systems involved in acu-

puncture. He has been working

with Dr. Thelma Moss, assistant

professor of medical psychology

at the Neuropsychiatric Insti-

tute, in an effort to reproduce

and expand the type of work
being done in Russia with Kir-

lian photography.

(To be concluded next month.)

THE MISSING
By Harry

HAROLD E. HILL, president

of the Curtis Engine Com-
pany in Baltimore, Md„ relates

an amazing thing that happened
as space scientists at Green Belt,

Md., were using a computer to

check the positions of the sun,

moon and planets over centuries

and millennia. As they ran the

computer measurement back and
forth it came to a halt and put

up a red signal. Something was
wrong with the information fed

into it or with the results as

compared to the standards. The
head of operations said, "We've
found there is a day missing in

space in elapsed time."

The space scientists were
baffled until one of the team
members said, "I remember in

Sunday School the talk about the

sun standing still."

He brought in a Bible and
quoted from Joshua, Chapter 10:

"Then spake Joshua to the Lord
in the day when the Lord deliv-

ered up the Amo rites before the

children of Israel, and he said

in the sight of Israel, Sun,

stand thou still upon Gibeon;
and thou, Moon, in the valley of

Ajalon. And the sun stood still,

and the moon stayed, until the
people had avenged themselves
upon their enemies. So the sun
stood still in the midst of heaven

DAY IN TIME
L. Miller
and hasted not to go down about

a whole day."

"There's the missing day," said

the computer team. They checked
the computer going back into the

time of Joshua and found it was
close but not close enough, con-

tinues Mr. Hill. The time missing

was 23 hours and 20 minutes
rather than a whole day and the

biblical account did state "about

a whole day."
Forty minutes still had to be

found. The team checked the

Bible again and found in II

Kings, Chapter 20: "And Heze-
kiah said unto Isaiah, what shall

be the sign that the Lord will

heal me and that I shall go up
into the house of the Lord the

third day? And Isaiah said, this

sign shalt thou have of the Lord,

that the Lord will do the thing

he hath spoken: shall the shadow
go forward 10 degrees or back 10

degrees? And Hezekiah answered,
it is a light thing for the shadow
to go down 10 degrees: nay, but

let the shadow return backward
10 degrees. And Isaiah the
prophet cried unto the Lord: and
he brought the shadow 10 de-
grees backward, by which it had
gone down in the dial of Ahaz."
Ten degrees is 40 minutes. The

missing day in the universe had
been found.



IVAN T. SANDERSON

WE FIRST encountered the questing mind of

Ivan T. Sanderson shortly after World War
II when he sent off a letter asking for informa-

tion on a science fiction story that Curtis Fuller

had written for Amazing Stories, The story dealt

with "little people" and was laid in Burma dur-

ing the war. Ivan was following it up, as he did

all promising leads, to see whether it might have
been based upon rumor or folklore. (It wasn't.)

A decade later we entered into correspondence

with Ivan, met him in New York on numerous
occasions and shared with him a consuming in-

terest in Fortean phenomena. Out of this friend-

ship came 23 articles which Fate is proud to have published, plus
two more we have on hand. After these two have appeared there

will be no more.
Ivan T. Sanderson died of cancer on Sunday, February 19, at the

age of 62. Although desperately ill, characteristically he had spent
the morning doing a beeper phone interview with a New Mexico
radio station during which he helped to promote his Society for the

Investigation of the Unexplained. The interview tired him immense-
ly. "I'll never do that again," he said and went up to bed. Around
10:00 P.M. Ivan called his dogs to be with him. He died about 11.

Ivan was born in Edinburgh, Scotland, and remained a British

subject although he had lived in the United States for many years.

He made the first of many expeditions when he was only 17, between
studies at Eton and Cambridge University, to collect small animals
for the British Museum. He had bachelor degrees in zoology, geology
and botany and made numerous expeditions as a very young man,
working on assignments for the British Museum and Cambridge and
London Universities.

In 1937 when he was 26 his book Animal Treasure catapulted him
to national attention and was a Book-of-the-Month Club selection.

Caribbean Treasure followed in 1939, Living Treasure in 1941 and
he wrote a stream of 20 other published books. Among them are
Abominable Snowmen: Legend Come to Life, The Continent We Live
On, Ivan Sanderson's Book of Great Jungles, Dynasty of Abu, In-

vestigating the Unexplained and Invisible Residents. Ivan conducted
the first regularly scheduled color broadcast "The World Is Yours"
for CBS in

1 1951 and appeared on numerous radio and television

programs. He wrote for many magazines in addition to Fate.

Ivan's first wife Alma died about one year ago, in 1972, and he
married Sabina Warren, whose professional name is Marian Fawcett.
She survives him,
More even than the challenging articles he wrote for us, beginning

with our March 1962 issue, we will miss the encouragement and
counsel he gave us through the years. We came to depend tremen-
dously upon his wisdom, his tremendous fund of knowledge and his

unfailingly cheerful help. Our publishing task will be lonelier and
more difficult without Ivan Sanderson. — Curtis and Mary Fuller.
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WHEN MY publisher gave me
a contract to write the

"complete and authentic" biog-

raphy of Calamity Jane I set to

work with a will — for my sub-

ject was not the well-known

fictitious character but Martha
Jane Canary, the fascinating

actual woman who used that pic-

turesque name until her death

in 1903.

Because curators, librarians

and Old West authors consistent-

ly lumped in one file everything

labeled "Calamity Jane" my
biggest problem was sorting

fiction from fact. However, in

the Rare Book Room of the New

nursed the sick and wounded,

worked on the railroad along

with men and sometimes drove

30 oxen harnessed to three freight

wagons which took weeks to

cross the uninhabited plains.

Less generally accepted is the

rumor that she was secretly

married to Wild Bill Hickok by
whom she had a daughter. I

pursued this rumor assiduously,

clue by clue, until I found factu-

al details to confirm it, even the

wedding certificate signed by the

itinerant preacher who had mar-
ried them on the prairie.

I learned that Wild Bill insisted

on keeping the marriage secret,

By Glenn Clairmonte

A QHOST WON for

Calamity
Did her errant husband, famed for his poker

prowess, use this means to make amends? Jarte
York Public Library I discovered

material about her that had not

been exploited by various writers

who had mentioned her in pass-

ing while detailing the lives and
activities of western heroes of

her period.

It is generally acknowledged
that the real Calamity Jane
scouted in Indian territory,

as if he were ashamed to have
his cohorts know he had mar-
ried Calamity Jane. When it be-

came all too evident that she

was pregnant he decided to take

her to some cousins and leave

her in their care. But the baby
was born en route. Thoroughly

flustered, Wild Bill rode off, half-

way thinking he would get help
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from his cousins. They didn't

know he was married, however,

and in the midst of their boister-

ous welcome he didn't tell them.

Jane was left alone but she

managed to keep her baby alive.

Finally she had to relinquish

her daughter for adoption with

the agreement that on the child's

birthday every year the adoptive

parents would write to her. In

this way she knew her daughter's

whereabouts and she kept her

part of the bargain by not let-

ting the child know she was her

mother. To ease the pain of this

separation she wrote letters in

an empty photograph album
hoping one day her daughter

would read them.

Dr. Nolie Mumey of Denver,

Colo., had some of these letters

copied and published. I spent

two years making extensive in-

quiries to verify that they actu-

ally were written by Calamity

Jane.

After Wild Bill was murdered
in Deadwood, Dakota Territory,

on August 2, 1876, Calamity Jane
mourned a long time and often

visited his grave where she felt

she still communed with him.

On one occasion she heard Wild
Bill speak from the "other side,"

explaining that he wanted to

make amends for having desert-

ed her and their daughter. One
way he planned to do it was to

help her win $20,000 at poker.

Often confused with her fictional counter-

part, the real Calamity Jane was secretly

married to famous Wild Bill Hickock.

Although she could have had no

conception of this amount of

money and never had played

poker she seems to have taken

her dead husband's promise
seriously, for in January 1883

she wrote: "I've got to get into

a poker game and win $20,000."
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A few months later— in April

1883 — her expectations were ful-

filled. The Montana and Northern

Pacific Railroad was being ex-

tended in Montana and eastern

officials were in the vicinity.

These men knew of the fictional

character "Calamity Jane" (fea-

tured in a series published in

New York newspapers) but they

didn't know a living woman was
using that name as her own.

They made her acquaintance un-

expectedly in a saloon. She was
the only woman who ever was
served at a bar — and only be-

cause the first bartender who re-

fused her found himself looking

into her two six-guns while she

drawled, "Fill 'er up, Buddy."
Like tourists the world over

the railroad officials relished this

exotic bit of trivia. They invited

Jane to take a hand at their table

in one corner of the saloon, un-

doubtedly believing she was as

accustomed to playing poker as

the fictitious Calamity Jane was
said to be. Jane knew she was no

good at cards but she relied on

Wild Bill's promise and she had
no doubt of his invisible presence

at the table.

The poker game lasted all that

April night. Sometime after dawn
Jane wrote, "The poker game is

over. I won my $20,000 and paid

back the $500 I borrowed to start

with."

With her winnings she bought

the only respectable wardrobe
she ever had and went to Vir-

ginia to see her daughter. She

did not tell the child who she was
but she deposited $10,000 in a

trust fund to be used for the

girl's education. After Jane's

death her daughter received this

fund as well as the letters and
mementos her mother had left

and in the end she did know the

truth of her birth.

At no other time in her life did

Calamity Jane have access to

any large sum of money. While

I was studying the details of this

time in her life I could not doubt

that in her mind at least Wild

Bill certainly had interceded at

that poker table.

HE'LL WAIT!
WHEN A minister discovered

three young boys playing
hooky from Bible class, reports

comedian Dick Van Dyke in

National Enquirer, he upbraided
them and then asked sternly,

"Don't you want to go to
heaven?"

"Not me!" replied one lad.

Shocked, the minister asked.

"You don't want to go to heaven
when you die?"

"When I die? Oh, sure!" re-

sponded the boy. "I thought you
were getting up a group to go
now!"
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ROCKING TOMBSTONE
By Dominick Genovese

IN A small cemetery in Acra,

N.Y., sits the monument of

Joseph Sax (1826-1882). The tomb-

stone rises almost 15 feet above

the ground in contrast to the

tiny stones that surround it. Oth-

erwise the monument seems or-

dinary enough — except for the

strange events of July 1971.

In the middle of that month
Richard Rhodes and Nancy Lane,

two students at the local high

school, visited the graveyard to

read the old inscriptions. Nancy
found herself drawn to the im-

posing monument with its three-

tiered base that forms a step-like

platform. "I had this urge to

climb up the third step and walk
around the stone," she explains.

"I wanted Richie to come but he

was looking at some other grave-

stones. After going around the

monument a few times I was
ready to jump off when I felt

the ground moving. It got worse

and worse until I realized the

monument itself was swaying

back and forth. I screamed for

Richie but for some reason I

felt as if I were paralyzed and
couldn't let go. Standing on the

corner of the stone I had a good

grip on both sides and just held

on praying it would stop."

Richie heard her scream but

when he turned to see what was
wrong he scarcely could believe

his eyes. He ran to the stone and
tried to pull Nancy off but was
unable to budge her. Nancy ad-

mits that she was unable to move
due to fright and was almost un-

aware of Richard grabbing hold

Sax Tombstone
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of her because she had a throb-

bing headache. By this time Nan-
cy was screaming hysterically

and Richard was near panic. Fin-

ally he wrapped his arms around
her waist and yanked hard. Both
teen-agers fell to the ground.

Nancy lay on the ground cry-

ing while Richard observed the

rocking monument gradually

slow down and stop moving. The
pair sat there a while trying to

figure out what had happened.
Both were convinced the rocking

had actually occurred and was
not an hallucination. Richard fi-

nally decided that the monument
had resented Nancy walking on

it and had tried to shake her off.

Six months later Nancy and
Richard told the story to me and
I persuaded them to accompany
me to the cemetery. I walked
around the base of Joseph Sax's

monument inspecting the ground

at its base. I could detect no sign

of disturbed earth that could ver-

ify their story but in the six

months' time any shifted earth

easily could have resettled. I ver-

ified with the two youngsters that

the monument seemed solidly

set in the ground and could not

be rocked simply by walking
around the base.

We were about to leave the

cemetery when Richard re-

marked, "If you're looking for

some kind of evidence, it's up
there." He pointed to the very

top of the tall shaft. The topmost
piece of the monument, resem-
bling a long spherical crown, was
tilted to one side. Both youngsters

verified that the piece had been
straight before the monument
had begun its nightmarish rock-

ing. — Cairo, N.Y.

IMPISH APPARITION
By Kitty Kaufman

ON THE evening of April 12,

1972, my sister Sylvia Maisus
returned to her Philadelphia

apartment quite exhausted from
her long day at the office. She
was too tired even to fix dinner

but lay on her bed and napped
for two hours. When she awoke
about 7:30 P.M. she started to

go to her closet to get her robe

when an unexplained sight star-

tled her.

' 'I saw this little girl with
light brown hair slicked back into

one long braid down her back,"
she told me the next day. "I rec-

ognized her right away. She was
you, Kit, as you looked at five

years old. You wore one of those

old-fashioned dresses that Mom
always made for us, with a band
around the bodice and a gathered
skirt hanging down to the shoe

tops. You wore high-buttoned

shoes and as you leaned over in

back of my chair you peeped
through the rungs and smiled at

me in a teasing way."

Her story surprised me. While
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I was appearing to Sylvia in

northeast Philadelphia as a five-

year-old child I was working as a

tea-leaf reader in Polly's Restau-

rant in the center of the city. As
nearly as I can place the time, at

the moment I appeared to Sylvia

I was engrossed in conversation

with friends on one of my favor-

ite topics: reincarnation, I was
wishing I knew a good hypnotist

who could regress me to my
childhood and even beyond — to

another time and place. But could

my idle thoughts about age re-

gression have caused me to ap-

pear to my sister as I looked

nearly 60 years ago? — Philadel-

phia, Pa.

TATTLETALE OUIJA
By Duane Gioffreda

ONE EVENING in October
1968 my wife Antoinette's

mother and family came for din-

ner at our apartment in Farn-
ham, N.Y. After we had finished

eating we decided to amuse our-

selves with the Ouija board. My
sister-in-law Sara Dipasquali and
I had had success with the board
during previous sessions and the

board responded again that eve-

ning.

During our session Antoinette

made a derogatory remark about
the Ouija whereupon the board
demanded that she leave the

room. My wife humored the re-

quest and sat just outside the

room within hearing distance.

During the evening Antoinette

made several attempts to reenter

the room but each time the Ouija

stopped and repeated its demand
that she leave.

After many successful re-

sponses from the board we de-

cided to see if it could locate a

lost object. At the moment we
could not think of anything that

was lost so I asked the Ouija if

any of us had lost something. It

replied, "Yes."
"What was lost?" I asked.

It replied, "Earring."

"Who lost it?"

"I'm going to tell," spelled the

Ouija, "but she won't like it."

"Who?" I asked again.

The Ouija answered, "Your
wife."

I turned to Antoinette who was
pale and visibly shaken. She ad-

mitted that she had lost one of a

pair of expensive diamond ear-

rings I had given her for her

birthday. Rather than tell anyone

of the loss she had gone to the

jeweler and had it replaced.

—

Gowanda, N. Y.

FATAL LETTER
By Lonnie D. Williams

AFTER I enlisted in the army
in 1964 I was sent to Fort

Knox, Ky., for basic training.

There I became quite friendly

with Danny Sobota who was in

my platoon. We found we both
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had the same wish to become
paratroopers and we were de-

lighted when we were assigned to

the same advanced airborne

training unit at the end of our

eight weeks' basic training. Again

we were in the same platoon and
consequently became very close

friends. Danny took me to meet
his family in Peoria, 111., and his

mother Lillian Sobota wrote me
friendly letters.

After our airborne training

Danny and I were assigned to

different units. He went to the

173rd Airborne and I was sent to

Berlin, Germany. Before we part-

ed we promised to write each oth-

er regularly and for several

months we did so. But one day in

1966 Danny wrote that his unit

had been activated and ordered

to Vietnam. I worried when I had
no word from him for a couple of

weeks. But then he wrote to ex-

plain he had gone into action al-

most immediately and was un-

able to write. After that his let-

ters understandably were irreg-

ular but I still heard from him
reasonably often.

One day late in 1966 I was
handed a letter from Mrs. Sobota.

The instant I touched it a cold

chill came over me and I turned

pale. Another G. I., Jim Davis,

noticed I was shaking and asked
what was wrong.

I handed the letter to him un-

opened and said, "Danny is

dead." He took the letter from me
and protested, "But you haven't

even opened the letter yet." He
pointed out that I had received a

letter from Danny just four days

before and he had been fine then.

I asked Jim to open the letter

and read it for me. He did so and
had read only the first paragraph

when he gave me a bewildered

look and asked, "How did you
know? You hadn't even opened
the letter."

"Then I was right?" I asked.

"Yes," Jim replied. "Danny
was killed during an attack at

Ben Wa just two weeks ago. But
I don't understand how you
knew. According to this letter

Danny's parents didn't know un-

til just a couple of days ago."

To this day I cannot explain

how I knew the contents of that

letter but when I held it all I

could think of was that my friend

was dead. — Michigan City, lnd.

THE LADY WHO WASNT THERE
By Dinah Cattle

MY FATHER Capt. Ernest
Ellery was a career officer

in the British army. In my early

childhood he would receive six

weeks' leave each summer and
we always spent that at Hendra's

Hotel, a private inn in Carbis

Bay, Cornwall. Those holidays

were the most wonderful of all

my childhood memories : sand

and sea, paddling and picnics
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and parents full of fun and jokes.

Other guests in the hotel made a

fuss over my brother Billy and

me, played hide-and-seek with us

in the garden, gave us piggyback

rides and taught us to skip.

On our last visit to Cornwall

in 1913 when I was six we occu-

pied three rooms — Mother and

Dad in one, our faithful Nanny
with Billy in the second and I

had a room to myself. When my
mother and father went to bed

they would come in to check on

me. I used to try and be awake
but I usually slept soundly and if

I awakened I rarely could re-

member it the next morning.

I was not surprised one night

when I awoke to see a lady stand-

ing near the dressing table at

the window. I immediately took

her for my mother. Light came
through the partially drawn cur-

tains and also from the corridor

through a glass panel above the

bedroom door.

The lady moved from the win-

dow toward me. Now she was
silhouetted against the moonlight.

I realized with some surprise that

she was not my mother. Her
skirt was tight at the waist and

her frilly blouse extended up to

her throat with the sleeves purled

out at the shoulders. She stood

near my bed staring down at me
in silence. I began to feel uneasy,

not so much because there was a

strange lady in my room but be-

cause she neither touched me nor

spoke. I propped myself up on
one elbow and reached out with

my free hand to touch her. But I

could feel nothing. I reached far-

ther, leaning from my bed. My
hand went through her. She

wasn't real!

I dived under the covers and
thought to myself, "I will wait

and wait and when I come out

again she will have gone away."

After what seemed like ages but

more likely was only a minute or

Dinah Castle

so I gathered up the courage to

peek out from the covers. She

was still there! This time she

stretched her hands out toward

me, closing them as if to say,

"Which hand do you choose?"

I reached out again to touch her

hand and there was nothing to

touch. Terror seized me and I

screamed.

I must have let out a prize
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scream for in a moment my room
was crammed with people — my
father and mother, Nanny in a

red dressing gown and the pro-

prietress of the hotel in purple

gown and lace cap. I was petted

and comforted and given a drink
of water. Dad went into the cor-

ridor to assure other alarmed
guests that it was only his little

girl screaming because of a night-

mare.
I remember the feeling of frus-

tration that no one would believe

that I actually had been awake.

The adults all insisted it was just

a dream and that was that. I

was only six and no one would
believe I had seen a ghost.

—

Hor-

sham, Sussex, England.

SUICIDE P
rpWO CALIFORNIA detectives
A tracing a car on a minor mat-
ter saved the life of a Sacra-
mento woman in July 1972, re-

ports the Sacramento Bee, Sgt.

Leonard Chatoian and Det. Ar-
thur Ayres knocked at the mobile
home of Mrs. Barbara Mahan,
47, but no one answered the door.

Just as they were leaving they
heard a woman's voice call. They
returned and the voice told them
to enter.

They found Mrs. Mahan lying
in bed, her hands folded over
her chest. "Is there something
wrong?" asked one of the de-
tectives.

"I just shot myself," Mrs. Ma-
han replied calmly. The two

men then noticed a red spot on
her nightgown near the center
of her chest. Further questions
established that Mrs. Mahan had
shot herself about an hour and a
half earlier because her "nerves
were upset." She pulled the bed-
spread aside and showed them a
small pistol.

The investigators called for an
ambulance and Mrs. Mahan was
rushed to Sacramento Medical
Center where surgery was per-
formed to remove the bullet.

Both officers believe she would
not have lived if they had not
discovered her when they did.

And it turned out her car was
not the one they were trying to

trace.

LIKE SON, L
By Claudia

LAST MAY James Dowler,
14, of Winter Park, Fla.,

tripped over a broken spot in the
sidewalk and injured his foot.

His mother Marjorie Dowler
rushed him to Naval Hospital in

nearby Orlando where an X-ray
showed he had broken his right

second toe. The doctor bandaged
the toe and cautioned James to

KE MOTHER
W. Stewart
keep off his feet for a few days.
Home again, Mrs. Dowler set-

tled James on the divan with a
stack of comics and a Coke.
"Well, that's that!" she sighed.
"Now what next?"
As she turned away she

stubbed her own foot against the
divan leg and broke her left

little toe.
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Hatshepsut, a queen who called

herself "king" of Egypt 3500

years ago— and dressed +he

part— remains unique among

the forceful women of history.

OF ALL the rulers of ancient

Egypt, Hatshepsut — who
reigned almost 3500 years ago
— remains the most mysteri-

ous. As the queen who assumed
not only the power and duties of

Pharaoh but the outward ap-

pearance as well, she is a unique
figure in the history of women
who were not content with their

station in life.

Her claim to the throne rested

on solid ground. She was the

daughter of a king, the wife of a

By William H. Peck

king and regent-protector of a

king. But we can only surmise as

to what prompted her to take the

final giant step to become sole

ruler of Egypt in her own right.

Hatshepsut was the daughter

of Thutmose I who reigned circa

1540-1501 B.C. and she married
her half-brother Thutmose II.

Thus she was titled "king's

daughter," "king's sister,"

"god's wife" and "king's great

wife." On her husband's death in

1504 B.C. the Two Lands (Upper
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and Lower Egypt) came under
her control by proclamation.

However, the proclamation
probably was intended to estab-

lish her as regent, for Thutmose
III, the successor to the throne,

was only a boy.

Thutmose III was a natural

son of Thutmose II but his moth-
er was a concubine whose only

title was "king's mother." Since
the claim to the throne passed on
the female side of the line and
his mother was not of royal
birth, the ambitious Hatshepsut
may have seen this as an oppor-
tunity to seize power for herself.

In the beginning of his reign she

contented herself with the posi-

tion of co-ruler and regent, only

later assuming the title of king
and donning masculine garb.

Much of what we know of Hat-
shepsut's life is only reasonable

conjecture based on the evidence
(or lack of it) on the monuments.
We can assume that she grew up
in her father's court where she

gained at first hand knowledge of

how a strong monarch conducts
himself. Thutmose I was one of

the great military kings of the

18th Dynasty. His conquests ex-

tended as far south as the Fourth
Cataract in the Nile (in the north
central part of present-day Su-
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Ha+shepsut's temple is earliest and most impressive of surviving 1 8th Dynasty buildings.

dan) and across the Euphrates

into Mesopotamia. Although in

her own reign Hatshepsut did not

carry out military expeditions

she learned early the value of a

powerful army.

While her husband Thutmose
II carried on his predecessor's

Mortuary temple fills

need for ceremonial

structure to house

funerary cult, records

In relief Hatshepsut's

accomplishments as

ruler and pays tribute

to the gods, demonstrat-

ing her piety.

PUNT COLONNADE

BIRTH COLON NAM.

"HOT* COURT

CHAPEL o/ANUBIS
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Statues of Senenmut, key figure in

Hatshepsut's political intrigues, often
depict him with her daughter.

vigorous series of campaigns the

queen no doubt learned self-reli-

ance. During his absences she
may have assumed an active

role, visible or not, in ruling the

country. After the accession of

Thutmose III we can only sur-

mise that this proud woman
found it difficult to take second
place to a mere child, the son of

a concubine.

Hatshepsut was not the first

woman in Egypt's history to as-

sume complete control of the
country. Her two predecessors
were Nitocris, who ruled during
the Sixth Dynasty, and Sobek-

FATE

neferu in the 12th Dynasty. But
they were queens. The unique
Hatshepsut was the first to have
herself depicted not as a ruling

queen but as a king. Some evi-

dence indicates that in the be-

ginning she was shown as a
woman but on her major monu-
ments she is shown with a male
physique and the false beard of

£ kingship. In reliefs dating from
x the early years of the regency she

2 is portrayed as a male alongside

o Thutmose III.
z
H- * « *

e TN THE beginning of the 16th

|
A Century B.C., after more than

S 200 years of disruption and
^ foreign rule, the independent

princes of the south united to

overthrow the Hyksos, invaders
from the east who had enslaved
Egypt. Thebes became the capi-

tal of the new unified govern-
ment of Egypt and there began a
period of prosperity unparalleled
in the history of the world. For
over 200 years the 18th Egyptian
Dynasty held sway. Only after

the interlude of the "heretic"

Akhenaton* who reigned from
1379 to 1362 B.C. was it replaced

by an heredity line of different

origin.

The period called the 18th

Dynasty all but defies descrip-

tion. The evidence of tombs and

•His heresy was an attempt to substitute
one god, the sun-disk Aton, for Amon-
Re and the other deities of Egypt's
large pantheon.
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temples gives us only the barest

hint of the richness of Egypt in

the New Empire. The treasures

buried with such a minor king as

Tut-Ankh-Amen indicate the

even greater wealth that must

have been enjoyed by his prede-

cessors.

Illustrations on tomb walls tell

us a great deal about the day-to-

day activities of the nobility and

the lower classes, while the tem-

ple inscriptions record the politi-

cal and military activities of the

kings. The rule and control of the

country required a complex bu-

reaucracy; a rich ruling class

was a direct outgrowth of this

need.

Life for the lower classes must
have been simple and not very

different than it is for today's

Egyptian farmer. Men endured

back-breaking labor at the com-

mand of clerks, scribes and
overseers who were accountable

in turn to their masters. The
aristocracy lived lives of plea-

sure while attending to the busi-

ness of running the country. For

strong capable rulers existence

must have been almost incon-

ceivably luxurious.

Throughout most of the history

Senenmut is believed to have been the architect of Ha+shepsut's temple, taking its in-

spiration from the temple of Mentuhotep II nearby. In her reign interments began in the

Valley of the Tombs of the Kings when she i >rdered Thutmose I's remains buried thei

TOMBS Of 7PE KINGS ( WEST VALLEY)

TOMBSOF THE KINGS (EAST VALLEY)

^^VTtMPLE OF MATSMFRSUT

UMPLE OF MEMTUHOTEPII ( MIR El BAHRI)^
4/

KARNAK
/
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of dynastic Egypt, the population
worked to produce foodstuffs,

either in the fields or tending
animals. We know the social

structure included slaves, peas-
ants, artisan-craftsmen and pos-

sibly merchants. But since the

state and the temple controlled

most of the country's activities

and resources, it is not surpris-

ing that private enterprise did

not thrive. A heavy annua] tax
was levied in the name of the
king on the produce of private

estates and the work of crafts-

men. Transactions were carried
out through a barter system
which by the time of the New
Empire had been simplified by
the application of fixed stand-
ards of valuation for precious
metals and grain. Payments did
not have to be made in gold or

silver, for goods had been given
equivalent values to facilitate

trade.

The king in the New Empire,
while still characterized as a

"god on earth" had to be a

strong and wise administrator

capable of appointing loyal, in-

telligent subordinates. With the

ruler rested the complete control

of the government, the army, the
police, the courts and presum-
ably the priesthood. This tre-

mendous weight of responsibility

makes the accession of Hatshep-
sut the more remarkable.

How could a woman, no matter

how well-connected, upset the
centuries-old tradition of king-
ship? The youth of Thutmose III

in itself does not explain Hat-
shepsut's ability to assume the
throne. Among her loyal follow-

ers were many important influ-

ential people, both priests and
administrators, and it must have
been a coalition of these which
paved her way.

Her Chief Steward, Senenmut,
probably was a key figure in the
intrigues leading to her take-

over. During his career he rose
from a common birth to the posi-

tion of Hatshepsut's right-hand
man. The 20 different titles he
held attest to a canny political

maneuvering which may have
been very useful to the queen
who would be king.

The role of Senenmut in Hat-
shepsut's life is a matter for con-

jecture. In a number of statues

he is depicted as the tutor and
protector of her only daughter,
Ranofru. On one of his statues an
inscription acclaims him respon-

sible for all of the queen's many
Theban buildings. But his politi-

cal acumen probably was his

chief value.

In addition to his duties as

"Chief Steward of Amon,"
' 'Overseer of the Fields of

Amon," "Overseer of the Gar-
dens of Amon," "Chief of the

Weavers of Amon" and "Over-
seer of the Works" (supervisor of



Three sarcophagi have been found which apparently were prepared at different stages of

Hatshepsut's career to receive her body. The second of these, shown here, was altered

for Thutmose I and found in her tomb in the Valley of the Tombs of the Kings at Thebes.

building construction), it is be-

lieved that Senenmut was the

architect who designed the

queen's mortuary temple at Deir

el Bahri about 1490 B.C. A num-
ber of famous images of him
have been found there. Some,
carved in relief, have been curi-

ously placed so that they would
not have been visible to all

comers. They were so arranged
that when the doors of small

closet-like rooms were open the

reliefs were behind the doors.

Only persons who knew of their

existence ever would see them.

rpo ACCORD with funerary
J- custom in ancient Egypt the

bodies of the dead had to be
protected for eternity. As a re-

sult, we have a great deal of

information on the preparation

of bodies (mummification) and
entombment. In the Old King-

dom the pyramid was the tomb
favored by royalty. A pyramid
complex actually consisted of

three major parts: the valley

temple which was the entry to

the burial area, the pyramid
temple consisting of chapels and
storerooms for the funerary cult,
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and the actual place of burial,

the pyramid itself. By the time

of the New Empire it had be-

come apparent that such a struc-

ture as the pyramid advertised

the location of the mummified
body and its attendant riches

and it seemed advisable to se-

crete the burial in some way,
usually in a deeply cut tomb in

the rock cliffs.

Mortuary temples separated

from the tombs fulfilled the ne-

cessity for ceremonial struc-

tures. These were related to the

tombs by their placement but not

directly connected. The temple
of Hatshepsut at Deir el Bahri is

an excellent example of this type

of relationship, for her rock-cut

tomb in the Valley of the Tombs
of the Kings is just over the cliff

from her temple. Some authori-

ties believe there had been an

intention to relate them further

but the design was forestalled by
the crumbly nature of the lime-

stone. The position of the en-

trance to her tomb and its unusu-

al length suggest that the origi-

nal idea had been to place her

burial chamber directly under
the temple. This site was missed

by only about 100 meters.

Earlier, when she was Thut-

mose II's queen, Hatshepsut had
started another tomb for her-

self. Unlike her finished tomb it

was not in the Valley of the

Tombs of the Kings. Along with

the two separate tombs, three

sarcophagi have been found
which apparently were prepared

at different stages of her career

to receive her body. The first

was made for "the great wife of

the king, Hatshepsut" and was
found in her earlier tomb. The
second, made originally for her,

was altered for Thutmose I and
found in her second tomb where
she reburied his remains.* The
third was also found in her tomb
in the Valley of the Tombs of the

Kings and it is inscribed for "the

King of Upper and Lower Egypt,

Hatshepsut. '
' The second of

these stone containers is in the

Museum of Fine Arts in Boston.

The other two are in the Cairo

Museum.
* * #

THE TEMPLE of Hatshepsut

at Deir el Bahri is the

earliest large 18th Dynasty
structure which has survived

and one of the most impressive.

It is the most important monu-
ment Hatshepsut raised during

her reign. Designed as her mor-
tuary temple for the rites con-

nected with the burial and sub-

sequent ritual it took its inspira-

tion from the temple of Mentuho-

tep II, a Middle Kingdom mon-
arch who reigned 500 years be-

•Thutmose I was the first of the long
line of kings (from the 18th, 19th and
20th Dynasties) to be interred in the
Valley of the Tombs of the Kings at
Thebes.
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fore Hatshepsut's time. Like

Mentuhotep's structure Deir el

Bahri is backed by the rocky

clifTside of the Theban Range.
The site they occupy, side by
side, is one of the most impres-

sive in all Egypt. Nestled in one
of the deepest cuts in the moun-
tain chain Hatshepsut's temple
can be seen from the opposite

(east) bank of the Nile almost

three miles away. From the west
bank a visitor approaches a se-

ries of looming ramps and colon-

nades which take their vertical

rhythms from the hills behind.

For sheer grandeur Deir el Bahri

is unexcelled by any ancient

structure in Egypt.

The modern history of its re-

examination begins with the 19th

Century excavations of Egyptol-

ogists Auguste Mariette and Henri
Naville and were continued in

the early part of this century by
Winlock and Lansing of New
York's Metropolitan Museum of

Art. Various efforts to restore the

temple have continued since the

first excavations and at present

are being carried out by the

Polish Center for Mediterranean
Archaeology in Cairo."

Hatshepsut used the walls of

her temple for a series of propa-

zin the course of the Polish effort a
completely unknown temple of Thutmose
III was found between the temples of
Mentuhotep and Hatshepsut. admittedly
in ruins, but sufficiently preserved to
yield identification with the king and a
ground plan of what it had been.

gandist illustrations. Having no

important battles to commemo-
rate she ordered the portrayal of

her administrative accomplish-

ments.

A relief carved in the first por-

tico shows the transport of two

red granite obelisks for the tem-

ple of Amon-Re at Karnak.

These gigantic stone shafts had
to be transported by river from
Elephantine, an island in the

Nile opposite modern Aswan,

north to Thebes, a distance of

more than 100 miles. The barge

for the transport of these two

obelisks has been estimated to

be about 300 feet long and more
than 100 feet wide. The relief

shows that the barge is towed by
27 ships manned by almost 9*10

oarsmen. This temple decoration

was intended to extol Hatshep-

sut's piety and her regard for the

god Amon-Re — but it tells us

much more, for it is one of the

few good representations of how
such material was carried over

water. It shows in detail the way
bulky pieces of stone were se-

cured and even illustrates the

arrival at the temple of Karnak,

the erection of the obelisks and
their dedication to the god.

Reliefs in the portico on the

next tier depict two other impor-
tant events. On the north side

Hatshepsut's divine conception

and birth are detailed, an obvi-

ous bit of propaganda to forestall
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criticism of her taking the

throne. The act of procreation

is suggested symbolically by
images of the divine mother
Queen Ahmes and the god Amon-
Re sitting together on a couch.

The illustration of the pregnant

queen being led to the place of

birth is especially interesting be-

cause pregnancy is rarely shown
in Egyptian art. An inscription is

included here which records the

old king (Thutmose I) announc-

ing Hatshepsut's accession to the

throne. This is an out-and-out in-

vention. From our knowledge of

her earlier years we know this

could not have occurred.

The south side of the same
level bears one of the most inter-

esting temple reliefs ever found.

Vividly illustrated are many as-

pects of an expedition of five

seagoing ships to the land of

Punt. This country is now be-

lieved to have been at the south-

ern end of the Red Sea on the

east coast of Africa. The purpose

of the expedition, which Hat-

shepsut sent in the sixth or sev-

enth year of her reign, was to

procure incense and the gum-
bearing trees which produced it.

The incense, myrrh or frankin-

cense, so important in Egypt's

temple rituals, could be found

only some distance to the south.

We may postulate that an "ex-

pedition artist" went along on
the journey for the sole purpose

of recording the details for later

use in the temple reliefs, for they

show vividly the troop of armed
marines, the long-haired inhabi-

tants of Punt, the "Queen" of

Punt (who has a most un-Egyp-
tian physique) and perhaps most
interesting of all, the landscape

and scenery of this far-off land.

The Egyptian artist described the

stilt houses, groves of palms and
incense trees and the domesti-

cated and wild animals peculiar

to Punt.

Also detailed is a rather so-

phisticated trade of manufac-
tured goods for raw materials. In

exchange for beer, wine, meat,

fruit, weapons and jewelry of

Egyptian origin, the boats were
loaded with incense trees, sacks

of gum, gold, ivory, ebony, ani-

mal skins, live apes and live

natives.

DEIR EL BAHRI must have
been wonderful to behold.

The ramp or causeway which
led from the edge of the valley

was flanked by painted sphinxes

as far as the first terrace where
myrrh trees were planted (pre-

sumably those brought back
from Punt), creating a "terrace

of myrrh" for the gods.

Two chapels on the middle ter-

race also pay tribute to the gods.

On the south was one dedicated

to the goddess Hathor who
among other things was the pro-
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tectress of the valley. One inter-

esting feature of her shrine is the

form given to the columns and
capitals in the antechamber.

They were gigantic carved heads

of the goddess herself. On the

north was the chapel of the god

Anubis, patron of the embalmers
and god of the cemetery. Here
still are to be found impressive

paintings of the jackal-headed

god with offerings piled before

him.

The culmination of the grand

design for the whole structure is

the upper terrace. The statues of

the queen in the guise of the god

Osiris fronting each of the col-

umns in the colonnade remind us

that this was essentially a funer-

ary temple and that at her death

Hatshepsut would join the god

and become like him. A series of

niches cut into the rock face of

the west wall also contained stat-

ues of the queen.

In the middle of the west wall

was the entrance to the inner

sanctuary, cut into the cliff and
dedicated to the god Amon-Re.
At the south of the upper terrace

were rooms for the cult of Hat-

shepsut herself and her father,

Thutmose I. An open court on the

north was dedicated to the sun

god Re-Horakhte (the sun on the

horizon).

The total symbolism of the

temple was manifold. First it

was a locus for the queen's

funerary cult. Second, it held the

record of her important accom-
plishments and third, here she

constructed visible manifesta-

tions of her piety to the state god
Amon-Re, to Hathor as patron of

the mountain and valley, to Anu-

bis as protector of the dead, to

Re-Horakhte, the sun, and finally

to herself and her father as gods

among men.

Incalculable amounts of time

and labor went into the construc-

tion of Deir el Bahri and the

carving of sphinxes and statues.

The work must have required

hundreds of skilled and semi-

skilled laborers, artisans and

craftsmen. A modern evaluation

of the total effect calls Deir el

Bahri "the most revolutionary

and the most significant of the

mortuary temples of the 18th

Dynasty. . .
."

What happened to Hatshepsut

will never be known, for we have

no record of her demise. By 1481

or 1482 B.C. Thutmose III was

reigning alone. He had played a

secondary role for almost 22

years and in the meantime legit-

imized his claim to the throne

by marrying Hatshepsut's

daughter Ranofru. While the

queen lived she had the devotion

and loyalty of her retainers but

early in Thutmose Ill's reign a

violent reaction set in. He or-

dered her inscriptions defaced

and scarcely one in the temple
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remains intact. He went so far as

to wall up the obelisks which she

had erected in the temple at

Karnak. Her statues were de-

stroyed and memorials through-

out Egypt and Nubia were
effaced. In royal lists in later

dynasties Hatshepsut's name
does not appear.

Only through the efforts of

modern Egyptologists are we
able to piece together as much of

Hatshepsut's story as we have

today. Authorities disagree about

details but the general succession

of events in her life now can

be made out. It would have been
a cruel trick of fate if the career

of one of the first forceful women
in history were unknown to us.

t
THE WEEK OF THE WITCH

THE BASQUE region of Spain
long has been famous for its

witches but in September 1972

the Basque resort of San Sebas-
tian had more than its share. The
first national congress of witch-

craft drew over 400 specialists

in witchcraft from throughout
Spain to attend three days of

lectures, films, discussions and
exhibitions.

"All the lectures are by aca-

demics or doctors and the pur-
pose of the congress is to further
the scientific examination of

witchcraft in Spain," said organ-
izer Carlos Blasco. Blasco re-

ceived so much mail from Europe,
Asia and South America that he
plans to make the 1973 congress
international in scope.

Highpoint of the conference
was to have been a black mass
at Zugarramundi in Navarre at a
place called the Field of the Male
Goat. The Spanish government,
however, forbade celebrating the
mass. The black mass is a re-

versal of the traditional Catholic
mass and features the sacrifice

of a male goat. The participants

always wear goatskins.

"The male goat is a witch sym-
bol and the spot in Navarre has
been famous since the 16th Cen-
tury as a place where witches
came from all over Europe to

celebrate the witches' sabbath,"
explains Blasco. "Such occasions

later gave rise to fierce persecu-

tion of witches during the
Spanish Inquisition and the fa-

mous witch trials of Bordeaux."
To compensate for the canceled

black mass the congress partici-

pants enjoyed a special farewell

"witching supper" — sea goat
soup, toads' legs, mashed garlic

and sausage, roast goat with
magic herbs, goat's cheese, apples
roasted on a broomstick and
Bartota witches' wine. The re-

past was followed by Alambique
brandy and twisted Tuscan cigars.

For entertainment there was a
performance by a folklore dance
group from Usturre called the
Tempunos who have kept alive

the local tradition of performing
a dance routine on certain Satur-

days to commemorate the Bor-
deaux witch trials.



By Paul Steiner-

A lead dancer of the American
Ballet Theater had to postpone

rehearsing for her role in the

ballet "Pillar of Fire." She was
suffering from severe sunburn.

•
In Oxford, England, a youth

convicted of breaking into the

local post office had pleaded no

defense on the grounds that his

Ouija board told him to do it.

The judge's Ouija board said the

youth was lying.

•

Juliette Lebrun, 22, awakened
at midnight to find a man enter-

ing the window of her second-

story bedroom in Tarbes, France.

While he groped in the dark, she

grabbed a poker, hit him over

the head, knocked him uncon-

scious and jumped on him until

help arrived. The poor man turn-

ed out to be her Italian fiance,

Romeo Boldoni, 28, who had
climbed to her balcony to ask

her to elope.

"Nothing doing," she told him
as she stood beside his hospital

bed. "I want a formal wedding
and banquet with proper cham-
pagne and lots of photographs."

•

The pastor of a church in

Rotan, Tex. f
announced that

prayers would be held each Sab-

bath until it rained. Only min-

utes later rain began to fall.

•

In Toronto, Ont., safecrackers

escaped with $700 from the safe

of a movie house where the film

"The Burglars" was playing.

•

In France for promotional ac-

tivities, Neva Small, star of the

film "Fiddler on the Roof," at-

tended a benefit held at the

Paris Opera House. Asked to

draw the ticket for the door

prize— a diamond bracelet — she

drew the name of Baron Edmond
de Rothschild, whose wife had
donated the bracelet.
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The ghostly paintings in Juan Sanchez's

home resist all efforts to remove them

and when they are plastered over soon

appear again just as bright as before.

THE FACE
on the Kitchen Floor

By Vincent H. Gaddis

E MIGHT never have heard

of Belmez de la Moraleda,

a charming little town of 3,000

in southern Spain
,

except for

the mystery of a ghostly art

gallery that took over a pleasant

dwelling there in September
1971. The "artist" responsible for

the paintings never has surfaced

— and who among the simple

villagers would be clever enough

to fool the curious hordes and the

TV crew and the scientist who
came to investigate?

One hot morning that Septem-

ber, in the home of 66-year-old

Juan Sanchez, an old grand-

mother drowsed in the kitchen

holding an ll-month-old baby

boy on her lap. Suddenly the

child began to struggle. The
startled old woman saw that he

was pointing to the floor and
screaming in fear. She looked

down to see a human face on the

concrete. It was the picture of a

man's face, bigger than life, with

dark eyes, a beaked nose and a

mop of shadowy hair.

The horrified Sanchez family

rushed to the church to pray —
but on their return found the

picture still there. Juan called in

his neighbors and they were as

frightened as he at the sight. It

must be the devil's work, they

agreed.

The women applied every

available cleaning preparation

and a prodigious amount of el-

bow grease but despite their

scraping and scouring the face

would not be erased.

Eventually a large square of

the floor bearing the face was
removed and taken to the town
hall for scientific analysis. Tests

showed only sand and cement—
not a trace of paint.

Sanchez permitted local au-

thorities to dig a nine-foot hole in

his kitchen and now the "ghost
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house" made more news. Hu-
man bones were uncovered.
However, this was not surpris-

ing, for the house had been built

over an old cemetery. For three

weeks after the hole had been
filled in and the floor repaired

nothing further happened — but
then the same face appeared
again in the same place. Soon
eight more faces were visible —
on the walls above the range and
even on the kitchen table.

Some of the faces faded out but

others remained. The Sanchez
kitchen resembled a gallery in

which displays are constantly

changing.

Jeering critics in the town
thought the Sanchez family had
a publicity-mad artist hidden

somewhere but in the presence
of one of these doubters the in-

dignant Sanchez seized a rake
and slashed at a face over the
range until nothing remained but
crumbling plaster.

He had the area repaired but
within 20 days eyes began to

reappear on the wall. In little

more than a week the whole face

was visible again, more vigorous

in technique and expression than
before.

According to an item datelined

Madrid in the February 12, 1972,

Wiesbadener Tagblatt the origi-

nal face remains on the piece of

flooring taken to the town hall of

Belmez de la Moraleda. And the

mystery of the "ghost" paintings

has not been solved.

PHANTOM SOS
COAST GUARD patrol boat

Bitt was on night duty in the
harbor of Bellingham, Wash.,
on November 2, 1972, when a ra-
dio SOS was received, "Taking
water. Losing power. The Sylvia
D. Help!" As the Bitt headed
north in the dark her radar
screen showed some vessel just

south of Point Roberts, reported
the Seattle Post-Intelligencer.

The ship seemed out of control,

circling crazily. When the Bitt

reached the location the radar
contact turned out to be the 32-

foot fishing vessel Norma Jean.
When Bitt crewmen managed

to board the Norma Jean they
discovered Seattle fisherman

Blaine Whittaker, 25, unconscious
from engine fumes. Whittaker
was rushed to a hospital in Rich-
mond, British Columbia, where
doctors say he might not have
lived if he hadn't been rescued
by the Bitt.

The Sylvia D.? Neither the
Bttt nor any of the other Coast
Guard boats or planes which
joined the search located her.

The next day the Coast Guard
announced they could find no
record that a Sylvia D. exists—
or ever had existed — in north-
west waters. Apparently a phan-
tom SOS from a phantom ship
was responsible for saving Whit-
taker's life.
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Youthful photograph of Arthur

Ford, best-known American me-
dium of modern times, who
died in January 1971.

Arthur
Ford
The Man Who

Talked with the Dead

By Allen Spraggett with William V. Rauscher, New American Library,

New York, N.Y., 1973, distributed by W. W. Norton, 301 pages, $7.95.

Reviewed by Curtis Fuller

HOW CAN one deal with a man
who was probably the great-

est medium of his time, whose
trances produced some of the

most evidential seance material

of our century, who was regard-

ed almost as a saint by some of

his followers and at the same
time was an alcoholic, a some-
time stretcher-of-the-truth, and
possibly a cheat?

If Arthur Ford was a puzzle to

me who knew him only slightly,

imagine what a greater enigma

he was to Allen Spraggett who
knew him better and especially

to the Rev. Canon William V.

Rauscher, who knew him extra-

ordinarily well over a number of

years. This sense of seeking to

understand is set forth in Father

Rauscher's foreword and con-

tinued in his epilogue. In his fore-

word, Rauscher writes:
' 'Arthur Ford was the most

puzzling human being I have
ever known or am likely to

know — indeed, can imagine
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Rare photograph of Fletcher,

Arthur Ford's spirit guide.

(Courtesy of Lorena Bach)

knowing. He was an almost in-

credible mixture of heaven and
earth; a man who lived in two
worlds but was at home in

neither. The only thing that

makes him credible is that he
really lived."

The book then sets forth, in

thoughtful but fast-paced prose,

what must be the best possible

appraisal at this moment in time

of this giant among mediums,
this strange and difficult man.
Allen Spraggett's book, written

with the help and collaboration

of William Rauscher who is Ar-

thur's literary executor, is an

intelligent, well-written, docu-

mented biography.

Spraggett begins his account

with a personal experience. He
and his wife Marian called for

Arthur at the Park Plaza Hotel

in New York City to take him to

dinner and as they arrived at the

hotel saw the entourage of King
Constantine of Greece and his

queen leaving. Spraggett joked

with Ford about inviting the king

to a seance and Arthur agreed,

remarking as he nonchalantly

lighted a cigar, "I knew his

uncle very well."

Ford also knew Queen Maud of

Norway who presented him with

a diamond signet, members of

the British Royal Family and the

great and near-great on two con-

tinents during a career that

spanned nearly 50 years.

A RTHUR FORD was born in

Titusville, Fla., of a Baptist

mother and a father who was a

nonpracticing Episcopalian with

Unitarian leanings. Brought up

in Fort Pierce, Fla., as a rather

strict Baptist Arthur developed

ideas that were heretical for that

strict faith and he was kicked out

of the church at the age of 16.

The following year he joined the

more liberal Christian Church

(Disciples of Christ) and attend-

ed Johnson Academy in Tennes-

see because Fort Pierce then

had only a two-year high school.

In the fall of 1917 Arthur was
offered a ministerial scholarship
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to Transylvania College in Lex-

ington, Ky. However, World War
I was underway and although

Arthur's ministerial status would
have given him exemption he
enlisted in the army and was
commissioned a lieutenant in

September 1918.

Up to this point Arthur Ford's

life had been one of southern

small-town provincialism. But
now began the psychic events

that were to transform him into

a debonair worldly sophisticate,

an international traveler.

The terrible influenza epidemic
hit Camp Grant, 111., where Ar-

thur' was stationed and each day
a list of those who had died dur-

ing the previous 24 hours was
published. One morning, Ford
reported in his autobiography,

he awoke with the names of

those who had died of the flu

during the previous 24 hours
firmly fixed in his mind. He
thought it was a nightmare until

the list was published— verify-

ing his dream. Each night for a

week Ford dreamed the names
that would be posted on the next

day's death list. Several times he
dreamed the casualty lists of

members of his company who
had gone overseas. He said he
knew nothing of Spiritualism at

this time and thought he might
be cracking up. His visions con-

tinued, however, and on Armis-
tice Day, November 11, 1918, he

had a waking vision of his broth-

er George who was also in the

army stationed in the South. Ar-

thur correctly felt it was an om-
inous sign for shortly afterwards

George died of the flu.

After the war Arthur returned

to Transylvania College which
shared its campus with a Disci-

ples of Christ Divinity School. He
took the combined course but his

preaching abilities were so re-

markable that before he was
graduated he accepted a call to

the Christian Church in Bar-

bourville, Ky. In the meantime
he had married Sallie Stewart, a

Kentucky girl. His grades in col-

lege had been mediocre but as a

minister Arthur Ford was sensa-

tional. At Barbourville less than

two years, the young preacher

more than doubled the congrega-

tion, installed a pipe organ, or-

ganized a social service depart-

ment, obtained a musical direc-

tor and "made many other im-
provements in the church," ac-

cording to the local paper which
lamented his leaving.

He left Barbourville to join a

Chautauqua circuit in New Eng-
land and was so successful that

he was asked to tour New York
State. The Cleveland Plain Deal-

er called him "the most fascinat-

ing and brilliant personality to

appear on this season's lecture

platform."

Ford soon was lecturing to en-
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Newsman Allen Spraggett (left)

and the Rev. Canon William

Rauscher based their biography

of Ford on years of personal ac-

quaintance as well as on his letters

and documents.

thusiastic audiences in Carnegie

Hall and moved to New York
City. He also began to develop

his mediumistic gifts. He ap-

peared on platforms giving

clairvoyant readings and claim-

ed to have studied under Para-
mahansa Yogananda, at one
time attributing his abilities to

his studies under an "E astern

Master." Then in 1924 Fletcher

appeared and henceforth was
Arthur Ford's guide into the

realms of mystery and magic.

Fletcher was the ' 'spirit

guide" or "control" who took

over when Arthur went into

trance, replacing the direct

clairvoyant reading method
Ford had used for what purport-

ed to be direct communications
with the spirit world. According
to Arthur, Fletcher identified

himself while Ford was in trance

as having been a French Cana-
dian boy who lived across the

river from the Ford family in

Fort Pierce. His family had re-

turned to Canada and Fletcher

reported (again according to

Ford) that he had been killed in

World War I while serving in the

Canadian Army. On other occa-

sions, however, Ford identified

Fletcher as having been a "col-

lege mate and fraternity brother

of mine killed in the war."

At any rate, Fletcher would
appear shortly after Ford went
through the ritual of settling

himself in a chair, covering his

eyes with a handkerchief and
falling into a trance.

Allen Spraggett devotes an en-

tire chapter to exploring the

mystery of this soft-spoken trance

personality with the slight

French accent. He reports the

details of seemingly unassailably

veridical seances and examines

the main psychological theories

that seek to explain the mys-
teries of purported spirit com-
municators. Ford himself believ-

ed that Fletcher was a discarnate

entity and certainly he was a
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far different personality than

Ford himself.

The late '20's and '30's were
salad years for Arthur Ford. He
was pastor of the First Spiritual-

ist Church of New York. He was
mentioned in the gossip columns

of the metropolitan newspapers.

He went to Europe and stunned

audiences — in England particu-

larly — with his clairvoyant per-

formances. In London a Daily

Express reporter called one of

Ford's demonstrations "the most

astounding, inexplicable thing I

have ever seen." In Berlin the

Berliner Mittag stated that he

"completely awed a huge audi-

ence." A Stockholm newspaper

reported that 2500 people "sat in

amazement" and he was later

asked to give a private sitting to

Queen Maud. He also gave sit-

tings to King George II of Greece

and his brother King Paul. "No
medium since D. D. Home al-

most a century earlier," writes

Spraggett, "had been so feted,

acclaimed, publicized."

The two most sensational

events in Arthur's life — at least

the most highly publicized —
were the Houdini message and

the Bishop Pike seance on tele-

vision in Toronto. The book ex-

plores these two cases in detail

and brings new evidence to bear

on their authenticity. These two
incidents also help us to under-

stand what kind of man the me-

dium Arthur Ford really was.
Houdini, of course, was the

great American conjurer who
gained enormous publicity by his

attacks on Spiritualism. Yet in

his secret heart he must have
wanted to believe in the spirit

world. When he died he left a

message for his wife Beatrice in

the secret code they had used to

communicate with each other on

the stage. Thousands of profes-

sional and amateur Spiritualists

and magicians had tried to

break the code and deliver the

message to Mrs. Houdini but

none came close until Arthur

Ford, with Fletcher, developed

the message over a period of

days. It was a complex process.

A number of code words finally

spelled out the simple injunction,

"Rosabelle, believe!" The final

solution came through at a dra-

matic seance which Mrs. Houdi-

ni attended and at which she

attested to its truth.

An emotional storm greeted

the news of this seance. The New
York Graphic cried that it was a

fraud. Red herrings were drawn
across the story. Cheating by
Ford was alleged. It is the fate of

such emotionally charged and

controversial events never to be
wholly resolved. And Beatrice

Houdini's own behavior became
erratic in later years and she

then denied that which she pre-

viously had sworn to.
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Spraggett points out that "the

Houdini code — not the message,

but the code itself — was a poor-

ly kept secret since it had been
published the year before by
Harold Kellock in his biography

of Houdini." However, the code

alone would not have been much
help without knowing the mes-
sage which was to be conveyed

by it. ' 'And neither the word
'Rosabelle' nor the word 'be-

lieve* had been printed any-

where in connection with the

Houdini message." The prepon-

derance of evidence here seems
to be with Arthur Ford.

The Bishop Pike affair was the

second most-publicized event of

Ford's career. It took place not

so long ago and the details are

rather well known — how the

controversial Episcopal bishop

sought to communicate through

mediums with his dead son,

James, Jr., a suicide at age 20,

and how Arthur (or Fletcher)

produced material that was
highly convincing to Pike. Even
more sensational were the cir-

cumstances of the seance — a

Toronto TV program arranged

by Spraggett himself, who is a

well-known Canadian journalist

and TV figure.

There were many seemingly

evidential points in the Ford-

Pike seance. But then, in study-

ing Arthur Ford's files after his

death, Rauscher came across

positive evidence that Arthur
had researched portions of it in

advance ! For example, Ford's

files contained a New York
Times obituary of Bishop Karl

Morgan Block, Bishop Pike's

Episcopal predecessor in Califor-

nia. It contained trivial details

about Block which Arthur-Flet-

cher had recounted in the seance

and which "Pike considered es-

pecially evidential since their

very triviality seemed to rule out

the possibility of prior research

by the medium . . . every one of

these supposedly unresearchable

items was mentioned in the New
York Times obituary." The two
researchers found other evidence

that Ford had "a marked pro-

pensity for clipping obituaries."

Rauscher and Spraggett also

interviewed a former male sec-

retary of Ford's who said that

Ford always did research on im-

portant people he sat for, using

Who's Who, school records and
the like. Yet this same secretary

believed that Arthur also obtain-

ed much of his information clair-

voyantly. And strangely enough,

in the interview he denied that

Ford drank — although among
Ford's friends his drinking prob-

lems were a matter of primary
concern. (He once told my wife,

"I'm not a reformed alcoholic;

I'm a retired drunk." We knew
him well enough to know that he
intermittently came out of re-
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tirement.) At any rate how could

a secretary have known Arthur
cheated and not known he
drank? So the authors found sub-

stantial evidence that Ford had
researched many of the details

of the Pike seance but at the

same time they found that Fletch-

er mentioned strange facts in

asides that they believe could not

have been researched by anyone
— Pike's feelings about certain

persons and the junior James
Pike's relations with a man
named Marvin Halverson whom
the father barely remembered
and had not known was an im-

portant influence on his son.

All in all, Spraggett concludes,

the evidence is "disquietingly

strong" that Arthur was a gifted

psychic who "fell back on trick-

ery when he felt he had to."

Even after the evidence was
presented to Diane Pike, the

bishop's widow, she wrote: "I

have reread the transcript of

that sitting and I am still very
impressed — I guess I would
have to say equally impressed
— with the amount of personal

data that it seems virtually im-

possible for Arthur Ford to have
researched." She then listed six

specific items that seemed con-

vincing to her.

Over the years Arthur gave
sittings for thousands of persons
and a high proportion of them
were convinced. Spraggett him-

self is one of them. In one seance
Ford gave Spraggett information
about the illness and death of his

father which never had been
published and was not known be-

yond the intimate circle of the

family. All evidence suggests

that Arthur Ford, at the height of

his powers, had incredible psy-

chic ability.

John J. O'Neill, later the Pulit-

zer Prizewinning science editor

of the New York Herald Tribune,

described one public lecture at-

tended by approximately 1000

persons. After the lecture Arthur
gave clairvoyant readings from
the platform to about 30 persons

picked at random from the aud-

ience. "A man picked from the

rear of the hall was told that he
was a newspaperman and had
been sent by the editor to get a

story razzing the meeting. The
full details of how he got the

assignment were told and this

was followed by a very extensive

family history, including a list

with names and dates of the

members of his family and rela-

tives who had passed over and
the circumstances of their

deaths." Spraggett suspects the

newspaperman was O'Neill him-

self.

Another newspaperman Ford
shook up was Joseph Carlton

Beal of the Boston Transcript

who had written a novel attack-

ing Spiritualism. He was picked
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out of an audience of several

hundred persons by Ford who
said he had a message from
Beal's father. He gave Beal an
explicit message in which the

father described a letter he once

had written to his son when the

latter was a boy and he quoted

three lines from it: "God bless

your little heart. I send you a

million XXXXX. With love to my
boy, Pa." Beal was taken aback
and refused to acknowledge the

truth of the message, Arthur re-

plied in his usual manner, advis-

ing him to "check it out."

Beal returned home, found the

letter which he thought had been

destroyed and was astonished to

find that the last three lines were
exactly as Arthur had quoted

them. He then wrote Ford telling

him that the information he had
received "was known to nobody
but my dead father and myself."

He apologized for the chapter in

his novel which had ridiculed

Spiritualism.

Ford's autobiography Nothing

So Strange was published in 1958

and Siegfied Mandel, book re-

viewer for the Saturday Review,

concluded that it had to be fic-

tion. Before writing his review,

however, he decided to attend

one of Ford's private sessions

which included a group of about

17 persons. Mandel later wrote:

"When Fletcher addressed me,
I greeted him politely and in

turn a series of persons I had
known made comments and re-

marks that were so personal that

my hair stood on end. Some allu-

sions, names and predictions did

not register but Fletcher said to

write them down and check fur-

ther. I tried to account for this

strange demonstration in several

ways but had to reject hypnosis,

telepathy, psychological guess-

work, trickery, research and
photographic memory. Admit-
tedly, this leaves little by way of

explanation, except to acknowl-

edge an extraordinary psychic

performance by the Ford-Flet-

cher team."

There were hundreds of such
triumphs. Ford seems to have
made an especially deep impres-

sion in Europe. In England one

reporter said that during a clair-

voyant demonstration he "rat-

tled off names, Christian and
surnames, of the unseen visitors

with an infallibility that was tru-

ly astounding." After such a dem-
onstration the famous British

journalist Hannen SwafTer re-

ported a meeting he had chaired,

saying ' 'all those present had
viewed either the most stupen-

dous fraud ever perpetrated or a

miracle."

As he grew older Ford drank
more and probably lost some of

his abilities. Nevertheless, he
continued to have extremely im-

pressive sittings with such men
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as Edgar Mitchell, the astronaut.

Ford seems to have had other

uncanny abilities. In 1968 while

living alone at the Westbury Ho-

tel in Philadelphia Arthur had a

heart attack and went into a co-

ma. No one knew of his plight,

yet Dr. Edwin Boyle, the Miami
heart specialist who was attend-

ing a meeting in New York, had
the sudden urge to visit Ford
whom he never had met. He
found Ford's address in the Phil-

adelphia directory, took a train

to Philadelphia, went to the hotel

and pounded on Arthur's door.

When there was no response

Boyle, although he never had
done anything like this before,

felt there was something wrong
and got the clerk to get a key
and open the room. They found

Ford lying on the floor. Dr. Boyle

administered emergency treat-

ment and Arthur revived. Boyle

later took charge of the case and
Ford went back to Miami with

him.
Bill Wilson, cofounder of Alco-

holics Anonymous, was walking

on the streets of New York one

day when he had a similar pow-
erful urge to "stop in and see Art

Ford." He found Arthur again on
the floor with a heart seizure and
summoned help.

There is far more in the Sprag-

gett-Rauscher book than re-

counting psychic incidents. It

places Ford in the milieu of the

whole Spiritualist-psychic scene

of the past five decades, giving

valuable insights into the Spiri-

tualist movement. It includes

current parapsyetiological and
psychological theories of Ar-

thur's mediumship and attempts

to explain the mystery of Fletch-

er. I found the historical data

fascinating and the theoretical

explanations interesting.

But over all towers the gigan-

tic figure of this great medium,
larger than life, all too human.
Arthur Ford was a sophisticated

and urbane man; he was a crude

and cynical ruffian. He was a

justifiable hypochondriac who
had frequent brushes with death.

Perhaps he didn't really lie but

only had a "surrealistic ap-

proach to facts." He was a

prima donna who could be mod-
est. He was an occasional cheat

who conducted campaigns against

fraudulent mediums.
The history of modern Spiri-

tualism is almost a history of Ar-

thur Ford. But he gave up Spir-

itualism as a religion in an at-

tempt to bring the psychic back
into the orthodox churches

through his great dedication to

Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship.

He was a compassionate pastor

who gave up pastoral work.

Obviously one cannot fully de-

scribe, even in an important

book like this, all the complexi-

ties of such a man. But there is a
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quotation in the book attributed

to Maurice Barbanell, the British

editor of Psychic News, which

makes a brave attempt to do ex-

actly this.

"Mediums remind me of the

Fairy Queen in lolanthe who,

when chided for her weakness in

wanting to marry a mortal, said:

'Yes, but our weaknesses are

very strong.' "

I asked Father Rauscher how
he and Allen Spraggett really

felt after their months of work on

this book. "Did Arthur Ford talk

with the dead ? " I asked.

Rauscher responded flatly, "In

my opinion, he did."

FROM CAPTIVE TO CHIEF

A PERUVIAN father solved the

mysterious disappearance of

his young son after 11 years, re-

ported Leonard Greenwood of

the Los Angeles Times. In 1961

the family of an unnamed lum-
berman was camped out near the

Mirim River in Peru when hos-

tile Indians attacked. The family

fled to safety but in the con-

fusion 10-year-old Ezequiel be-

came separated from the others.

The father came back to the

camp to find no trace of his son.

He moved the rest of the family

to the nearest settlement. Iquitos.

and went into the jungle to

search for his boy.

Over the next 11 years the fa-

ther one by one tracked down
the wandering tribes which pass
through the jungles of Peru and
adjacent Brazil. Finally in May
1972 he reached the Mayurunas
Indians where they were camp-
ing along the Javari River into

which the Mirim flows.

When the tushawa (chief) of

the warlike Mayurunas ap-
proached him the father noted
that he was taller and different

in facial features from the other
tribal members. When the lum-

berman addressed the chief in a

few halting words of an Indian

dialect, the young warrior re-

plied in broken Spanish. During
the following conversation the
father gradually realized that the

chief was none other than Eze-
quiel, now 21 and tattoed with

blue tribal markings. After the

father insistently questioned him
the chief finally admitted that he
was indeed Ezequiel and remem-
bered his father.

The lad had been kidnaped by
the Mayurunas, who are extreme-
ly fond of children, and raised as

one of their own. Gradually the

boy came to identify himself

with the tribe. When his father

implored him to return to Iqui-

tos, Ezequiel refused, saying, "I

will not leave my people."

After a few days' visit the fa-

ther left the Mayurunas, his 11-

year search ended, believing he
never would see his son again.

But in early July Ezequiel

showed up in Iquitos to visit his

family and admitted he was hav-
ing trouble imposing his rule on
the tribe. One of Ezequiel's older

brothers went with him to the
Mayurunas to help him out,



The existence of the craft is beyond

doubt but what powered them? Who were the

members of the secret "Aero Club"?

o{ the 1800 li

By Jerome Clark and Loren Coleman

THE AIRSHIP as a practical

invention is believed to be
so nearly ripe that a story of its

appearance in the sky is not nec-

essarily to be received with dis-

respect," Harper's Weekly com-
mented in its April 24, 1897, is-

sue . . . not unless you assumed
that thousands of Americans had
lost their senses, a discomforting

notion which some scientists, ed-

itors and skeptics seemed to em-

brace. Prof. George Hough, a

Northwestern University astron-

omer, assured everyone that

the "airship" was nothing but

the star Alpha Orionis as per-

ceived by drunks, fools and hys-

terics. Most newspapers ridi-

culed reports of the airship, fi-

nally desisting only for fear of

offending the growing numbers

of readers who had seen the

craft.

California's airship, reported

in November 1896, was the first

to receive widespread publicity

but that same month an uniden-

tified flying object passed

through central Nebraska and
sightings in the state continued

until the following May. Dela-

ware farmers saw airships as

early as January 1897.

It took a sighting in Omaha
involving hundreds of witnesses

to put the airships back in the

headlines, however. The low-fly-

ing object, a large bright light,

"too big for a balloon," ap-

peared on the night of March 29,

1897, and was visible for more
than half an hour.

From then on America's skies

DC.



were filled with airships. The re-

ports came primarily from mid-

western states and descriptions

of the ships varied — as these

random examples show:

Everest, Kans., April 1 (Kan-

sas City Times): "The basket or

car seemed to be 25 to 30 feet

long, shaped like an Indian ca-

noe. Four light wings extended

from the car; two wings were
triangular. A large dark hulk

was discernible immediately

above the car and was generally

supposed by the watchers to be

an inflated gasbag."

Chicago, April 11 {Chicago

Times-Herald): "The lower por-

tion of the airship was thin and

made of some light white metal

like aluminum. The upper por-

tion was dark and long like a big

cigar, pointed in front and with

some kind of arrangement in the

97
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rear to which cables are at-

tached."

Texas, April 16 (New York Sun)

:

".
. . shaped like a Mexican ci-

gar, large in the middle and

small at both ends, with great

wings resembling those of an
enormous butterfly. It was bril-

liantly illuminated by the rays of

two great searchlights and was
sailing in a southeasterly direc-

tion with the velocity of wind,

presenting a magnificent ap-

pearance."

Numerous persons reported

seeing normal-looking men and

women inside the ships. One of

the most interesting "occupant"

reports came from M. G. Sisson,

postmaster at Greenfield, 111. On
the afternoon of April 19, 1897,

while walking his dog through

the woods he spotted an airship

150 feet above him — a phenom-
enon he found less unsettling

than the sight of a woman stand-

ing on a deck on the bow of the

craft netting pigeons. When she

saw Sisson she quickly stepped

inside and the craft flew off.

Later that day Thomas Brad-

burg of Hagaman, about nine

miles east of Greenfield, found

part of a letter supposedly drop-

ped from the airship. On a print-

ed letterhead of "Airship Co.,

Oakland, Calif.," it read:
' 'We are having a delightful

time and plenty to eat. Mollie's

scheme for running down birds

and catching them with a net

works excellently; we feast daily

upon pigeon pie.

"Since starting out we have

greatly increased the velocity of

the ship. The following figures

will give some idea of the speed

which we are now able to make:
St. Louis, April 15, 8:30 P.M.;

Chicago, same evening, 9:33;

Kansas City, one hour and 40

minutes later."

Purportedly many such "mes-

sages" were released from air-

ships and no doubt the majority

were hoaxes. We mention the

letter found by Bradburg be-

cause of its possible tie-in with

Sisson's experience (whether

Bradburg had heard Sisson's story

before he "found" the letter is

unanswerable) and because

"Oakland, Calif." on the letter-

head takes us back to the con-

troversies of November 1896 as

to the inventor's place of resi-

dence discussed in Part I of this

article.

# # *

THE EVENTS of 1896, incred-

ible as they were, are rela-

tively uncomplicated compared
to what happened in 1897. Cali-

fornia's controversy concerned

only one alleged inventor, the

mysterious "E. H. Benjamin,"

but April 1897 produced an on-

slaught of conflicting claims in-

volving a host of people — stories

which made it obvious that some-
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Drawings like this one from Dellschau's scrapbook reportedly were found also in

John O. Preast's home In Nebraska, earning him title of "airship inventor."

one was lying. Sometimes it was
the "witnesses," sometimes the

newspapers and sometimes it

may have been the airship occu-

pants themselves.

Let us examine several "con-

tact" claims of this period:

Springfield, III., April 15:

Farmhands Adolph Winkle and
John Hulle allegedly saw an air-

ship land two miles outside the

city and talked with its occu-

pants, two men and a woman,
who said they would "make a

report to the government when
Cuba* is declared free."

Harrisburg, Ark., April 21 :

At 1:00 A.M. a strange noise

awakened a man identified as

ex-Senator Harris and through

his bedroom window he saw an

airship descending to the

ground. The occupants, two
young men, a woman and an

elderly man with a dark waist-

length beard, got out and helped

themselves to a supply of fresh

well water. Overcome by curiosi-

ty, Harris went outside and en-

gaged the old man in a long

conversation, during which the

latter claimed he had inherited

the secret of antigravity from his

•As we oolnted out last month this period
(1895-1897) spawned the Spanish-Ameri-
can War over the issue of Cuban in-

dependence.
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late uncle. "Weight is no object

to me," he said. "I suspend all

gravity by placing a small wire

around an object.

"I was making preparations to

go over to Cuba and kill off the

Spanish army if hostilities had
not ceased," he went on, "but

now my plans are changed and I

may go to the aid of the Armeni-
ans." He would accomplish all

this with a gun which would fire,

he said "63,00X1 times per min-

ute."

After offering Harris a ride,

which the ex-senator refused, the

crew reentered their craft and
disappeared into the night.

Stephensville, Tex., late April:

Alerted by "prominent farmer"
C. L. Mclllhaney that an airship

had alighted in a field on his

farm three miles from town, a

large delegation of Stephens-

ville's leading citizens (our

source lists all their names) set

out to see for themselves. They
found a 60-foot cigar-shaped

craft and its two occupants, who
gave their names as S. E. Till-

man and A. E. Dolbear. The pair

explained that they were making
an experimental trip to test the

ship for certain New York finan-

ciers. Turning down requests

from onlookers who wanted to

examine the craft, the aeronauts

boarded the machine and sailed

off.

Conroe, Tex. April 22-23: Around

midnight four men, one of them
hotel proprietor G. L. Wither-

spoon, were playing dominoes
in the hotel restaurant when
three strangers entered. They
said they had landed their air-

ship not far away and come
into town for supper "by way of

a change," then went on to re-

port they had flown from San
Francisco en route to Cuba.

Witherspoon and his friends de-

clined an offer to examine the

ship, suspecting they were the

victims of a practical joke. But
about an hour later, after the

visitors had left, a brilliantly

lighted airship passed over Con-

roe.

Chattanooga, Term., late April:

Several Chattanooga citizens re-

portedly encountered a landed

airship "in the exact shape of a

shad, minus head and tail," rest-

ing on a mountainside near the

city. Its two occupants were at

work repairing it. One, who iden-

tified himself as Prof. Charles

Davidson, said they had left Sac-

ramento a month before and had
spent the intervening time tour-

ing the country.

Jenny hind, Ark., May 4: At
7:30 P.M. an airship passed over

town. Three men leaped on their

bicycles and pursued it until it

landed near a spring next to a

mountain. Its pilots, who intro-

duced themselves as George
Autzerlitz and Joseph Eddleman,
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talked with the three for a while,

saying they subsisted on birds

which they would overtake and

capture in flight. Before leaving

the aeronauts offered any one of

them a free ride and ended up

taking James Davis to Hunting-

ton, 15 miles away.

This story appeared in the St.

Louis Post-Dispatch in the form

of a letter from two Jenny Lind

residents, who urged the paper

to contact R. M. McDowell, gener-

al manager of the Western Coal

and Mining Company in St.

Louis. McDowell told the Post-

Dispatch, "Yes, I know all those

persons. I have extensive works

at Jenny Lind. I don't under-

stand the letter, though. It is

very strange."

Hot Springs, Ark., May 6: John

J. Sumpter, Jr., and John Mc-
Lemore, police officers, testified

in an affidavit that they had seen

a 60-foot airship land that dark,

rainy night. There were three

occupants, a young man and

woman and an older man with a

long dark beard. The latter ap-

proached the lawmen carrying a

lantern while the young man
filled a large sack with water

and the woman stayed in the

shadows, apparently hoping to

remain unobserved. The old man
said they would stop off at Nash-

ville after traveling the country.

The officers turned down an offer

for a ride and then left on other

business. When they returned 40

minutes later the ship was gone.

The Fort Smith Daily News
Record noted that while Sumpter
and McLemore were subjected

to a great deal of ridicule "they,

however, most seriously main-

tain that it is absolutely true,

and their earnestness is puzzling

many, who, while unable to ac-

cept the story as a fact, yet see

that the men are not jesting."

Are these stories to be taken

seriously? If they are hoaxes, at

least they are not so obvious as

many of the tales that circulated

during the three months of the

1897 airship scare. And the inci-

dents detailed above have a cer-

tain consistency. Three of them
note the presence of a lone young

woman with one or two young

men; two of them describe one

airship occupant as an elderly

man sporting a long dark beard.

In two others the occupants

give Sacramento and San Fran-

cisco as the points of origin of

their flights and another men-

tions New York. These cities

figure prominently in the No-

vember-December 1896 con-
troversies as locations either

where the craft were seen or

where they were constructed.

And the business of the birds in

the Jenny Lind report is remini-

scent of M. G. Sisson's Green-

field, 111., sighting.

Even if every one of the stories
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is no more than a figment of

some prankster's imagination,

the fact remains that for the

most part (the lesser part we
shall examine shortly) the craft

were piloted and probably built

by human beings— as opposed

to the hairy humanoids and gold-

en-maned Venusians of modern
flying saucer folklore. But who
were the airship pilots and oc-

cupants? And what happened to

their marvelous inventions?

WHILE 1897 newspapers print-

ed reams of speculation

about the mysterious inventor's

identity, little of the material

seems based on anything more
substantial than rumor and

hearsay. Amid all the nonsense,

however, are several bits and

pieces which ring true. One of

these is a statement by Max L.

Hosmar, secretary of the Chica-

go Aeronautical Association and

presumably a reliable man.

Speaking the day after a sight-

ing on April 9, 1897, Hosmar told

reporters, "It was an airship. I

know one of the three men who
are in it. The ship is the custom-

ary inflated gas reservoir but

the inventors have discovered

the secret of practical propul-

sion. They can steer the vessel in

any direction. Word reached me
several weeks ago that the craft

had started from San Francisco

and would stop here for the pur-

pose of registration. The object

of all the mystery is to arouse

great interest in aerial naviga-

tion and demonstrate its practi-

cability. The trip is to end in

Washington."

Curiously enough, on the eve-

ning of April 15 an airship did

appear in Washington, D.C. It

reportedly approached the Wash-
ington Monument at an altitude

of 600 feet, then sailed toward

Georgetown and disappeared.

About 11:00 P.M. April 19 near

Beaumont, Tex., a farmer and
his son came upon an airship in

a pasture. They found four men
moving around the machine and
one of them, who said his name
was Wilson, asked for and re-

ceived a supply of water from
the farmer's well.

At Uvalde, Tex., 23 hours later

Sheriff H. W. Baylor spoke

briefly with the three-man crew
of an airship which had alighted

outside the town. One of the men
gave his name as Wilson and
said he was a native of Goshen,

N.Y. Then he asked about a Cap-

tain Akers, whom he said he had
known in Fort Worth in 1877 and
understood he now lived in

southern Texas. After getting

water from Baylor's pump the

aeronauts entered their craft and

took off.

A newspaper reporter located

Captain Akers who said, "I can
say that while living in Fort
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Worth in '76 and '77 I was well

acquainted with a man by the

name of Wilson from New York
state and was on very friendly

terms with him. He was of a

mechanical turn of mind and
was then working on aerial navi-

gation and something that would
astonish the world. He was a

finely educated man, then about

24 years of age, and seemed to

have money with which to prose-

cute his investigations, devoting

his whole time to them. From
conversations we had while in

Fort Worth, I think that Mr. Wil-

son, having succeeded in con-

structing a practical airship,

would probably hunt me up to

show me that he was not so wild

in his claims as I then supposed.

"I will say further that I have
known Sheriff Baylor many years

and know that any statement he

may make can be relied on as

exactly correct."

Another candidate for "airship

inventor" is described in the

Omaha Globe-Democrat for April

10: "The indications are that

John O. Preast of this county is

the author of the mysterious ma-
chine. Preast is a unique charac-

ter, spending his time at his

country residence near Omaha
in experimenting with airships,

constructing models and study-

ing all the subjects incidental to

the theories of applied mechan-
ics along the line of providing a

vessel that will propel itself

through the air. He has con-

sumed the past 10 years in this

way and the walls of his home
are covered with drawings of

queer-shaped things, some re-

sembling gigantic birds, while

others look like a big cigar, all of

which he says represent models

of airships. He is a man of supe-

rior education. He came to Oma-
ha from Germany 20 years ago

and has lived the life of a re-

cluse. Mr. Preast refuses to ad-

mit that the ship reported in

different sections of the state is

his invention but ... (it is

known that) he told several per-

sons that he would surprise the

world with a working model in

1897. . . The two times in the

past week that the light has been

seen in Omaha it disappeared

near Preast's home, hovering

over the place and then appear-

ing to go out."

The most interesting thing

about this Mr. Preast is how
much he reminds us of someone
else— the mysterious C. A. A.

Dellschau. Both men were re-

cluses, German immigrants, com-
pulsive students of aviation who
spent untold hours making draw-

ings of odd-looking aircraft.

And who is "Wilson"? Could

he be the "Wilson" of "Tosh Wil-

son and Co." to whom Dellschau

refers in one of his scrapbooks?

A wild guess, perhaps.
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Germany is involved in the

airship mystery because the ob-

jects first manifested there in the

1850's. Unfortunately we do not

have access to the German re-

ports — but how odd it is that so

many German names crop up in

Dellschau's list of men supposed-

ly involved with the "Aero Club"

of Sonora, Calif., in the 1850's:

August Schoetler, Jacob Mischer,

Ernest Krause, Julius Koch, A. B.

Kahn and many others.

Whatever the truth or untruth

of Dellschau's jottings it seems
likely that some kind of secret

organization of aeronauts lived

and worked in the United States

and possibly Germany as well

during the 19th Century. The
mysterious "collector of curiosi-

ties" who showed up in Galisteo

Junction, N. Mex., in 1880 the

day after an airship had flown

over, and stole away with the

evidence it had left behind may
have been associated with the

organization.

It would have taken several

dozen aeronauts to pilot the in-

estimable number of airships re-

ported in different parts of the

country in the 1896-97 flaps. All

of them presumably would have
been involved with the society

and sworn to secrecy, for no one

ever stepped forward to answer
the many questions raised by the

sudden appearances of these air-

ships. When aeronauts did speak

up much of what they said was
drivel, although there may have

been some strains of truth.

Nevertheless, no one got a

straight answer from an aero-

naut about the airship's source

of power. The words "gas" and

"electricity" dot a number of ac-

counts and once "antigravity"

crops up. Most airships carried

both large gasbags and powerful

searchlights but from eyewitness

descriptions the craft seem so

unwieldy that one wonders how
they flew. Maybe Dellschau's

antigravity gas, "NB," is as

good an explanation of their pro-

pulsion as we're likely to find.

(This is Part II of a three-part

series.)

LAWYERS JINX CLAM BOX
THE SECOND FIRE in 10 years broke out last fall in a restaurant

called "The Clam Box" in Westport, Conn. Dining upstairs

were the members of the Westport Bar Association who adjourned
to the parking lot to finish their wine. The last time the restaurant
had a fire, about nine years ago, the Westport Bar Association was
also on hand.
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"A United Lodge dedicated to the

spiritual development of its Affiliates"

Now, for the first time ever, you can
learn the real teachings behind Witch-
craft . . . Age-Old Wisdom which gives

you greater health, peace of mind and
opens the doors to the richer, fuller life

you always wanted for yourself and
loved ones!

Each lesson comes to you complete with
secret instructions enabling you to prac-

tice ESP, project your psychic body, de-
velop self-healing and become a MYSTIC
MASTER.
Step by step you begin to release the
Ancient Mysteries known only to Sages
and Magi . . . mysteries which have their

origin in the Great White Brotherhood,
the Essenes and the Theraputae.

Yes, YOU CAN LEARN the secrets for-

merly reserved for Coven Initiates easily,

quickly ... within the privacy of your
own home.

Freedom From Worry

know how to explain this.

Suddenly Gets Job

"I like you to know that I got a job the
next day after I wrote you."—L. R.,
Ontario

Amazing Money Miracle

"I feel power that I did not know I pos-
sessed. I ran short of money for another
car so I sent out 'a Call.' The next day I

had money in my shirt, some in my
pants pocket and loaned my son-in-law
thirty dollars. This may seem trivial to
you but to me it Is a miracle. You made
it ail possible."—J. E., Calif.

Relationships Improved
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ENCYCLOPAEDIA "f
OF OCCULTISM i

2500 ENTRIES . . . EVERYTHING YOU WANT TO KNOW. From Adjuration

and Alchemy to Zodiac, Zohar, and Zoroaster, this illustrated com-

pendium of occult knowledge covers every aspect of Mysticism,

Metaphysics, Spiritism, Demonology, Magic, Occult Sciences, Occult

Personalities and Psychic Science.

In the years it was out of print, ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF OCCULTISM has been treasured by the

few people fortunate enough to own it, sought after by thousands who knew it only by
reputation and by consulting dog-eared copies in the few libraries which could still boast

of possessing one.

A superb new deluxe edition of ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF OCCULTISM is now at last available in

limited quantities. A giant 8" x 10" volume, bound in buckram and handsomely boxed, it

gtjti contains every word of the historic 1920 London edition. A book like this is

scarcely ever offered at less than $25.00. Thanks to the world-wide demand
that made possible a large printing, it has been published to sell every-

where for $15.00.

This book is the only true encyclopaedia in its field - the supreme arbiter

in all matters of dispute — summarizing the entire occult literature of all

times and places, and enriched with rare illustrations of symbols, amulets, scriptures,

psychographs, and Kabbalistic diagrams.

Many of the 2500 entries are several pages long. The alphabetical arrangement provides

instant reference. Once your first questions are answered you'll want to study it page by
page. It is one of the great reading experiences of a lifetime. It is yours free as one of the

unique benefits of membership in the Mystic Arts Book Society.

PARTIAL CONTENTS

: COMPARE THE FOLLOWING ENTRIES IN THIS BOOK WITH THOSE OF ANY OTHER ENCYCLOPAEDIA:

|

Adonai. Agrippa. Alberlus Magnus. Alchemy. Alomancy. Alphabel (Magical). Amulets. An-
iema. Animal Magnetism. Antichrist. Apollonius of Tyana. Arthur (King). Astral Body.

I Astrology. Automatic Writing. Aztecs. Bacchic Mysteries. Bacon (Roger), Slack Mass. Cagli-

ostro. Cathari. Ceremonial Magic. Cock. Demonology. Dionysiac Mysteries; Enoch (Book oO.
Exorcism. Fox Sisters. Gnosticism. Grail (Holy). Grimoire. Hermetic Magic. Initiation. Kab-
balah. Karma. Levi (Eliphas). Lycanthropy. Magi. Maimonides. Medium. Mithraic Mysteries.

Numbers (Magical). Orphic Magic. Philosophers' Stone. Pythagoras. Second Sight. Secret I

Tradition. She-Goat. Shekinah. Spells. Talisman. Tree of Life. Ufim and Thummim. White
|

I Magic. Xylomancy. Zohar. And much, much more. 2500 entries in all!
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You will be joining other people of

venturesome spirit who share your own
interest in the powers of the human
mind. You will find, as they have, that

Membership enriches your leisure

hours as nothing else can. A list of

current selections is shown In the
coupon . Choose one as your first

selection and receive with it — free —
your gift copy of ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF
OCCULTISM. Quantities are limited -
so act now.

1 CHINS—THE BOOK OF CHANGES. An oracle,

a philosophy, a work of art — I CHING has been

regarded In these various ways through the ages.

The oldest of the Chinese Classics. $10.00
Members' Price: $5.93

2 PICTURE MUSEUM OF SORCERY, MAGIC
AND ALCHEMY by Grit lot De Givry. 376 Illustra-

tions The best and most representative illus-

trations ever gathered in one volume are here.

The text, translated from the French, Is equal to

the illustrations. For the author is one of 'the

great savants of the occult. $17.50
Members' Price: $8.99

3 COLOR PSYCHOLOGY AND COLOR THER-
APY by Faber Birren. His work has been recom-

mended by the Council on Industrial Health of

the American Medical Association. This book

gives his prescriptions and how they are arrived

at $'-50
Members' Price: $4.95

4 GYPSY SORCERY AND FORTUNE TELLING
by Charles Godfrey leland. The author was
founder of the Gypsy Lore Society. A twenty-

years' harvest of spells, superstitions, customs,

ceremonies, fetishes, usages, exorcisms $10.00
Members' price: $4.95

5 JESUS by Charles Guignebert. He Impartially

sums up the results of a century and a half of

Biblical criticism. "The genuine teaching of

Jesus did not survive him." $10.00
Members' Price: $5.95

6 ASTRAL PROJECTION: Out-of-the-Body Experi-

ences by Oliver Fox. The only detailed, scientific

and first-hand account of a series of conscious

and voluntarily controlled astral projections ever

published. J5.00 Members; Price: $3.9S_

"mystic mtsYook socThy
New Hyde Park. New York

I accept your invitation. Please send at once,
as my free gift, the $15.00 boxed edition of

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF OCCULTISM. You may also

enroll me as a trial member of the Mystic Arts

Book Society and send me as my first selection

the book (or books) checked below. I agree to

buy at least 3 additional selections — or alter-

nates -from the Society within the next 12

months at low Members' Prices, and may resign

at any time thereafter. Forthcoming books will

be described to me in advance In the monthly
Mystic Arts Book News, and I may declin

~
book by simply returni

"

form always provided.

PLEASE CIRCLE TITLES YOU WANT.

1 2 3 4 I •

D Payment Enclosed. (SAVE MONEY. Send your
check now and we pay postage! Same return

guarantee, of course!) FM-E

BEGIN YOUR MEMBERSHIP
WITH ONE OR MORE OF THESE
INTRIGUING BOOKS

SEND NO MONEY
MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY
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WESTERN SHAMBALLA
From the mystical Church and College of the Brotherhood,

high in the Rocky Mountains, these lectures by Doreal, founder

of the Brotherhood of the White Temple, are now made avail-

able; each in booklet form.

$1.00 each; 6 for S5.00

Astro-Chemical Analysis Return of the Gods to America

The Authentic St. Germain Secret Teachings - Himalayan Gurus

Symbolism of the Life of Jesus Messiah Aggadoth

Symbolism of the Great Seal Man and the Mystic Universe

The Akashie Records and How To Read How to Live in Harmony

Mysteries of Mt. Shasta Shamballa

Atlantis & Lemuria The Wheel of Life

Christ and the Last Days Material Inharmony, How to Overcome
Concentration and Relaxation Secret of True Prayer

Dragons of Wisdom The Secret Teachings of Jesus

Milarepa. "The Tibetan Saint" Reincarnation, Life After Death

The Great Master of the Himalayas The World War and Reincarnation

Personal Experiences Among Master* Maitreya, "Lord of the World"

Astral Projection Bardo, Soul After Death

Mystery Teachings, 2nd Coming of Christ The New Religion

Many That Are Now Living The Pineal Eye

Man's Higher Self Treasures of Light-

Divine Healing Dweller on the Threshold

FOUR GOSPELS (Interpretation), By Doreal $5.00

Instructions of a Master to His Chela, By Doreal 2.00

Four Planes of Healing, By Doreal 5.00

Symbolism of the Great Pyramid, By Doreal 2.00

You are invited to write for free literature comprising "Master

Of Destiny," our magazine "Light on the Path," and a copy

of our weekly Truth Sheet. No obligation.

BROTHERHOOD OF THE WHITE TEMPLE. INC.

Dept. F, Sedolia, Colorado 80135



FATE will pay $5 for each story published In this department. Stories:

must deal with an actual experience proving spirit survival. They
should be lets than 300 words and typed double-spaced on on* lid* of

the paper. They may be mailed to FATE Survival Editor, 500 Hyacinth

PI., Highland Park, ML 60035. Manuscripts mutt show author's nam*
and address and include a stamped self-addressed return envelop*.

HE LEFT HIS CARD
By Mark Weston

r\N JUNE 7, 1969, I was to officiate

\J at the funeral of my good friend

Reco Logli. The family and friends

had gathered for their last sight of

him. When everyone was in another
room Reco's son Rick slipped up to

the casket and placed a nine of

diamonds in Reco's coat pocket. I

just happened to enter the casket

room in time to see this. When Rick
saw me he explained, "The nine of

diamonds was his lucky card. He
always carried it with him wherever
he went." We proceeded with the

service and I forgot the incident.

I learned later why that card was
Reco's lucky one. He had served four

years in Europe during World War II

as an army medic. After participat-

ing in the Normandy invasion on
D-Day he had worked night and day
with shells bursting all around him
and he had seen his buddies killed

and wounded. In February 1945 word
came around that one person in his

brigade would get to go home. To
select the one to go they passed out

a deck of cards and then put another
deck in a hat and drew the lucky
card. It was the nine of diamonds and
Reco. the bearer of the lucky card
from the dealt deck, was soon on his

way home. After that he always

carried the battered old nine of dia-

monds in his billfold. Now Reco was
"going home" again with the nine
of diamonds in his pocket.

Reco and I had shared many coffee

breaks and many hearty laughs as

well as serious moments during my
years as his pastor at First Methodist
Church at Ankeny, Iowa. He had
been the most active member of the

church's building committee and I

went to bed that Saturday after the
funeral with a feeling of great loss.

As I lay in bed I projected my
thoughts into the great unknown and
said, "Reco, if you can, give us some
sign that you are still alive."

Just before the Sunday service the

The Rev. Mark Weston
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next morning Reco's brother Richard
and his wife stopped in my office.

They wanted to go to church but

didn't want to face all the well-

intended expressions of sorrow peo-

ple would give them. My greeting

was. "How about a cup of coffee?"

"Fine." said Richard and he went
into the lounge to get three cups.

As he returned with the cups he
said. "You won't believe what I saw!"

The church service was about to be-

gin and he had no time to explain

just then.

After church he showed me what
had startled him. On a small stand

in the lounge were scattered a num-
ber of different religious and church
magazines, including Bible Record
magazine from the American Bible

Society. Another magazine was placed

on top of Bible Record so that the

final two letters were covered and
"RECO" stood out in bold letters.

A few days later on June 20 Reco's

friends Wayne and Marie Chown
were playing cribbage. Six times that

evening the nine of diamonds was
turned from the top of the stack as

the starter. After the sixth time
Wayne asked. "Reco?" The nine of

diamonds didn't show up again the

rest of the evening.

On September 9, 1969. Reco's 14-

year-old niece Ann Logli wanted to

play cards and went to the closet to

get out the silver box where they
were stored. She lifted it off the shelf

and carefully placed it on her bed.

When she opened the box she found
the nine of diamonds standing up at

one end of the box and the rest of
the deck neatly piled at the other
end.
These incidents were reported to

me and I wondered whether they
could be more than coincidence. On
Sunday evening. September 14, I

again sent my thoughts into space
and asked for another sign, one that
would be conclusive. The next morn-
ing Wayne Chown arrived to resume

tearing down the old house across

from the church. While the new
building was being constructed that

old house had been used as the

church offices and Reco Logli had
visited me there many times. Now
the house was being torn down for

a parking lot. As Wayne walked
through the ancient doorway to get

to work he looked down and there

at his feet was a nine of diamonds.
When I stopped in to check on things

Wayne showed me the card and I

asked him to keep his eyes out for

any other cards that might turn up
in the old house. A search through-

out the house did not turn up an-
other playing card. I am convinced
that Reco Logli left his "calling card"
to prove to me that he was still alive.

— Ankeny, Iowa.

FRIENDLY ROBIN
By Lida W. Pyles

MY LATE husband Elba Pyles
was a nature lover and spent

much time outdoors communing with
nature. His hobby was forecasting

the weather by observing the behav-
ior of birds, squirrels and other wild-

life. I paid little attention to such
matters and in fact was even a bit

afraid of birds if they got near me.
During my husband's last year he

spent much of his time sitting on our
front porch watching the birds.

Three days after he died on March
11, 1972, a mother robin selected a

spot near his vacant porch chair to

build her nest. When I went out to

pick up my mail or my newspaper,
she would come and alight briefly on
my shoulder. Before that time I

would have been frightened by a bird
so near me but now I had the feeling

that she was my friend when I need-
ed one. Mother Robin stayed there
until her four nestlings hatched and
were old enough to try their wings.
My postman and many other friends
watched this little drama taking
place on the porch. Many of them



RARE . . . QENUINE
ROCK CRYSTAL BALLS
The Venture Bookshop has purchased the entire
stock of the Bodoh Lapidary, which has been
grinding exquisite balls of genuine rock crystal
for a number of years — the only manufacturer
of quartz crystal balls known to us in the United
States. This is the first time in 25 years that we
have been able to offer genuine rock crystal balls.

Each ball is a flawless gem —
hand-cut and polished from the
largest and best quartz crystal
currently available to the Lapi-
dary. We have only 10 balls in
stock and there will not be a
similar quantity for at least a
year. ORDER TODAY if you
want a rare and glowing jewel
to prize for your entire life.

Complete with felt bag and hand-
some stand.

Rock Crystal Balls

available only as iho*

Only 3, P/i-ineh $125 each
Only 4, 2-inch $175 each

Only 1, 2l/i-inch 5235 each

Only 1 ,
2'/2-inch $350 each

Only 1, 23^-inch $400 each

VENTURE BOOKSHOP, P.O. Box 249, Highland Pork, IL 60035

HOW LONG SINCE YOU HAD A READING
OF YOUR GENERAL LIFE CONDITIONS?

Learn the real

influences
affecting your

destiny in 1973,

1974 & 1975
John Christian LeMay, one ot Americas leading astrologers,

and founder of the Astrology Lodge of America, now offers
astrology service.

Introductory offer: you will receive a precise delineation of

your personal life conditions . . . plus a realistic forecast of

trends that will have an effect on your life during 1973,

1974 and 1975, based on your birth date.
Please send your birthdate and time along with your name,

address and only $1,00 to John Chr jstjan LeMay
336 East isth St., New York, N.Y. 10003
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remarked how unusual it was for a

robin to build a nest so near a place

where people walk.
Now that her little ones have

grown up and flown away she still

and flies away again. I know she will

be back. Is this bird one of my
husband's friends who misses him
too? Or is it possible that Elba has

returned in the body of his feathered

friend to keep me company?— Car-

thage, Mo,

Lida W. Pyles

comes back, flutters around me,
spends a moment on my shoulder

HE KISSED MY HAND
By Patricia Elek

MY HUSBAND Aaron Elek and
his parents were Hungarian by

birth. Both my in-laws were senti-

mental and emotional people, espe-

cially my father-in-law Aron Elek,

an old world gentleman to whom
hand kissing was second nature.

After a long illness he died in 1967

and my mother-in-law followed him
within three months.
Our son Emery was born late in

my in-laws' life and was very spe-

cial to them. Because our home in

Bay City, Mich., was so distant from

LEARNJstrdogy By Cassette
p/X, ^ . ^ Now, YOU can become an astrologer in the

rAJ - privacy oi* your own home with PERSONAL
instruction from one of the nation's leading

astrologers.

* * All materials you will need

* * * 15 lessons on cassette tapes

* * * * 15 text lessons and tests

***** Astrologer's Notebook/Cassette bolder

You PAY AS YOU LEARN with no obligation to complete the

course unless completely satisfied

For FREE information (no obligation) mail your name am! address

to:
CORA SITRUSiS SCHOOL OF ASTROLOGY
P.O. Box 10295

Denver, Colorado 80210



Control your Mind
and Body

• learn complete self control over your
mental and phytic al states

• Reduce tension
Induct* meditative states

Patented new BIO FEEDBACK instrument helps you

Stoles quickly and easily
V

" "

P

By measunnq skm resistance and thus activity ol your
sympathetic nervous system the BIOFEEDBACK In

Strumenlgivesyouonaudible tead oul of emotional

BIO-FEEDBACK PRICE BREAKTHROUGH!
New break tbrought in transistor c IrcvJtS
allow us to offer this new solfd-state design
foronly $39.93.

Bio feedback technology has been feotured in

such nolionol publications as Time Psychology
Today. Playboy the New Yorker Cosmopolitan
ond many more In the past high quality equip
menl has cast as much as S300 or even more Bui
now. the new solid stale BIO FEEDBACK mslru
ment allows you to enler Ihe fascinating realm at

mental and physical Control for only $39.95.

The BIO FEEDBACK instrument feature* an ad-
justable sensitivity control that mokes il eosy for

anyone lo use. ond is supplied with o comprehen
sive inslruciion manual, sensitive fingertip elec
trades, poienled EKG Sol electrode cream eoi
phone and battery.

• Increase concentration and recall
• Induce restful sleep
• Control headaches and improve general

health

and physical chonqes As you learn to change ihe tone
by altering your mental activity new visioi ol relo«a

lion and meditation open to you lor the first lime Con
! and recall are improved headaches con be

eliminated sleep hobris and general health can be

BIOFEEDBACK
°

• • • • •

BIO FEEDBACK EQUIPMENT CO.. Depr, L F77] -—
227 East 4br- S-ff (few ft* NX I GO I 7 NO RISK COUPON

PLEASE SEND ME THE COMPLETE BIO-FEEDBACK INSTRUMENT.
I unde-slond I moy examine ond use it lor 10 doys and return il if I om not satisfied Fnrlosed
>s S3 °5 plus S 50 lor postage and handlinq Also ,-

i is state and local sales tan

„ Please bill my Maslerchorqe or BankAmencord

Account No. Signature
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COLLECT
BACK ISSUES

OF FATE m
LookinE for a hard-to-find back issue or

FATE? Or a story of pariicular Interest

that appealed months or even yems ago?

Anything that ever appeared in FATE
since the very first issue back in Spring,
194B, can he yours — accurately reproduced
from the newly created microfilm library

of FATE;

University Microfilms, with the coopera-
lion of FATE Magazine, is offering xero-
graphic reproductions of FATE made
from microfilm.

Issues may be purchased at 8c per page,

at a minimum of S3.00 per issue. A com-
plete article or a portion is available for

$2.00. with additional copies of the same

FATE

Microfilm reels, toe

For libraries, bookstores and ambitious
collectors of past issues of FATE Magazine,
mirroll Im ret? Is <.f tip to 12 issues of FATE
are now available at $11. TS per reel.

Rod Volume From
1 1 (Spring 19481

2 4 (January 1851)

3 8 (January 195.1)

4 7 (January 13541

5 a (January 1RSS>

6 9 (January 1956)

7 10 (January 1957)

8 II (January I95B)

9 13 (January 1959)

10 13 (January I960)

11 14 (January 1961)

II 15 (January 1962)

13 16 (January 1963)

14 17 (January 1964)

15 IB (January 1965)

16 19 (January 1966)

17 30 (January 1967)

IB 21 (January 1968)

19 22 (January 19fi9>

Volume To
3 (December 1950)

5 (December 1952)

G (December 19531

7 (December 19541

8 (December 1955)

9 (December 19561

10 (December 1957

>

11 (December 195BI

12 (December 1959)

13 (December 19601

14 (December 1961)

15 (December 1962)

18 (December 1983}

17 (December 1984)

18 (December 1965)

19 (December 1966)

20 (December 1987)

21 (December 19681

22 (December 1969)

Complete Backfile: Volume 1 (Spring
1948) to Volume 22 (December 1969) — 19

reels — is 8200.00,

= For specific information
and order form write to:= FATE #5876= Periodicols, Order Entry

== University Microfilms

fig 300 North Zeeb Rood= Ann Arbor, Ml 48106
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a church of their faith Emery never

was baptized during their lifetimes.

But early in 1972 we finally put our

minds to it and made the arrange-

ments for his baptism,

On Sunday, February 13, 1972, we
drove 300 miles to Cleveland, Ohio,

to the Hungarian Reformed Church

my husband had attended during his

teens. The minister of the church,

who coincident ally bore the same
name as my husband, Aaron Elek.

was delighted to perform the cere-

mony for us.

We arrived at the church shortly

before the service. My husband was
ushered immediately into the pastor's

office. I followed slightly behind.

Several people greeted us cordially

as welcome strangers although most

of them spoke only Hungarian and

I do not know the language. One
gentleman in particular came right

up to me. He was just under average

height and wore the traditional

mustache of elderly Hungarian men.
He smiled warmly as he reached for

my hand. I thought he wanted to

shake hands but he lifted my hand
and kissed it with some emotion.

Just then my husband called me to

the office to complete filling out

papers for the baptism. When we
finished and left the office I looked

for the man who had greeted me so

warmly in order to introduce my
husband. But the man was nowhere
in sight. He might be an usher, I de-

cided. I would look for him during
the service.

But as the service progressed I saw
no sign of the man. I described him
to friends who were members of the

church but they could not identify

him from my description. After the

service, my curiosity aroused. I

asked my husband and his friends

to help me search for the elusive

gentleman — but the elderly Hungar-
ian was nowhere to be found.

When I described the man again

my husband observed that my de-



The SARASAVI INSTITUTE of

ASTROLOGY, JA-ELA, CEYLON

Millions of people in the Far East, Buddhists,

Muslims and Hindus, turn to the Holy City of

Kotaragamo and the devale (temple) of SRI

SKANDA for divine guidance. Those who can

afford to, make on annual pilgrimage to the

;hrine and undergo great hardship to receive

the blessing of SRI SKANDA, as they believe

that he will help them attain prosperity and
well-being. According to the Swamis (Holy

Men) of Kataragama and Hindu belief, the

powers of SRI SKANDA can be infused into

Talismans and Oils and transferred to the

ultimate owners of these items. The Talltmans

and Oils are now available to those who wish

to test the efficacy of SRI SKANDA and will

be sent directly to them from Ceylon.

NOW

Available, inexpensively, for the first time, to

esidents of the U.S.A. and Canada . . . un-

:annily accurate horoscopes drawn by Ceylon's

noster astrologers!

For FREE Exclusive U.S. and Canadian Representative

Catalog write to: Occult Astrological Services of Ceylon, Inc.

New York, 10017

"There are several Philosophical Institu-

tions in the world today who are helping

people to find a "State of Grace" and

whereas these Organizations are sincere in

their aims, their teachings can often only be

understood by relatively few people, as they

require a considerable amount of study,

meditation, and self-denial. Our aim is also

Philosophical, but by using the media of the

Tantric (Occult) Sciences and Astrology, we

can bring benefits to people in all walks of

life in a more practical and direct way."

Gamini S. Kawiratne

Sarasavi Institute of Astrology -Ceylon-
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Mysterious

Writing Blackboard

Complete written ANSWERS TO YOUR
QUESTIONS appear out of total dark-
ness ... in 10 seconds. Amaze your
friends—watch the strange, sealed force

that floats mysterious messanet In full

view. Answers are completely unpre-
dictable. The action of this fascinating

and suspenseful "Writing Blackboard"
is positively eerie! Only S4.95 plus 50c

for postage St handlln*.

STAN RAY, Dept. X
103 Part Ave., New York, NY 10017

scription fit only one person: his

father. That brought me to a halt,

for that was true. I had seen my
father-in-law frequently during his

long illness but it had been several

years since I had seen him up and
about. Both the appearance and the

mannerisms of the unidentified man
exactly matched those of my deceased

father-in-law.

I feel that Aron Elek came back
to show me that he was pleased we
finally had Emery baptized after

such a lon g delay. — Bay City. Mich.

CIRCLE OF LIGHT
By Pearl Bonney

TOURING WORLD War II my hus-
\-J band Clifton Bonney felt im-

pelled to join the army and do his

part. We had no children so I was
left alone in our home in Bradford.

Mass. There were moments when the

loneliness seemed unbearable.

We owned a little spitz named
Gypsy and her loving and lively ways
did much to ease my desolation. She
accompanied me everywhere and
was a true pal. When Gypsy very
suddenly and unexpectedly died one
afternoon in March 1942 I was heart-

broken and depressed.

Just then my sister Bessie Phip-
pen, who lived in nearby Somerville,

Mass., invited me to spend the week-
ends with her as her husband was
away on a distant job. I jumped at

the opportunity.

One spring night at Bessie's home
I tossed a long time trying to go to

sleep. The atmosphere seemed un-
comfortable, almost eerie. Suddenly
a brilliant circle of light appeared in

one corner of the room. In the center
Gypsy, her coat shining like burnish-

ed silver, was upheld by human
hands. The vision must have lasted a

full minute and when it vanished it

took with it my sense of desolation

and self-pity. I now know that God
preserves the identity of all his crea-

tures. — Yarnell, Ariz.

Read

GETTING OFF THE WHEEL
by Louise Wyott

Break the cycle of REINCARNATION.
Achieve SOUL TRANSCENDENCE, Make
life work FOR you. Learn how to master
yourself.

Send $2.95 and tax,
plus 50c postage and handling to:

HU-MAN ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 1242, El Monte, CA 91734



I lost 43 years

saying life will be better.

How many have

you lost?

I was sure of myself the many
times I said, "Everything will

change, be better, life will be-

come more meaningful." In this

way the years passed; the oppor-
tunities, one's strength.

Little by little, friends stopped
listening. Everyone knows that
words don't count for anything.
Something has to be done, some
action taken. Today action is our
opportunity to make life better

and the world a place worth liv-

ing in. in oraer to nelp otners one
must first help himself, for the whole is composed of many, many parts.

Monastery of the Seven Rays is an international brotherhood consist-

ing of people that have reached this conclusion. It desires to do some-
thing positive for humanity through its labors.

The persons that make up its membership are the same ones that
refuse to reach the ends of their lives with their hands empty. They
have stopped talking and have taken the action that is making their

lives better and more meaningful from the very first day.

Don't say life will be better. Make it so today by sending the below
request for the Monastery's free brochure.

MONASTERY of the SEVEN RAYS
P.O. Box 30, Coin, (Malaga) Spain

Please send by Air Mail your free brochure without obligation.

Addrew

rttw State ... ... Ztn (241

(Please Print Clearly)
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LIFE MORE!!

veals for the first time in hit

new book. "THE MAGIC
CARPET OF YOUR MIND"
how onyone con be Cat-

(

jic «rpel con corry

finonciol independence ond other rewords. 'THE
MAGIC CABPET OF YOUR MIND" deals with a
proven power urn) by ugei, occult masters, others

oppeoring fo hove unlimited mooka I power 10 goin

the things in life they wanted. Life ond pis ratal ipec-

laculor of unlimited joy ii yours right now. What you
really wont, you con have. Order "THE MAGIC
CARPET OF YOUR MIND" today! If ml convinced

you con hove what you want after reading, return

thing la goin, nothing to late. «#Fi'«. Clou

Rush your check or money order N|ntBfJfSj
today for immediate delivery,

CHARLES J. REDMOND
P. 0. BOX 69348 DEPT. F A -MCA R

HOLLYWOOD. CALIFORNIA 90069

YOU CAN BE...

want! My new book,

"YOU CAN BE THE
PERSON YOU DARE
TO BE." reveal, lest

want. Do you wont

money, business success, tnve. power, healthful liv-

ing or some secret goal or ambition? What yau

really want, you con hovel If "YOU CAN BE THE

PERSON YOU DARE TO BE" doesn't help you kit.

mediotely ond I mean within 10 days. 1 want you H>

Diked cosh relund. You've got everything to win.

.rely nothing lo lose. Don't J-JQO ppd-
eJfirsrOoii

....edic.i

Airmail $3.50

CHARLES J. REDMOND
P. O BOX 691-48 DEPT. FA—

U

HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA 90069

Do You Believe

In Miracles?

To FATEReaders
ThU il*ua I am offering my special ad-

vanced lesson! entitled, God i Unlimited

Miracle Power." These lessons ore sold on a
satisfaction or your money bock guarantee.

Here ii the table of contents:

1. A Secret About life and the power of

life.

2. Method for blessing the money you spend
to come bock lo yau double

3. An intuitive method for gamblers la use

in all games of chance where legal—This

A. How lo buy and use a candle for power.
5. A prayer formula for money.
6. Special method of mediloting to obtain

on for buying the new house or cor

n you dors'l hove money. A true sptr.

I technique thol I have used myself.

CHARLES J. REDMOND
P.O. Box 69348, Dept. FA -Z

HOLLYWOOD, CALIF 90069

I 1

now TO USE
THE MOST POWERFUL

MAGICAL WORD!
Legend has It lhat there ts a magical ward
that men say brought them from poverty to

richer, near death (o life, saved marriages,

gained them employment, brought peace
Into thetr homes and lives, and worked
miracles for them. "HOW TO USE THE
MOST POWERFUL MAGICAL WORD" is

now available on an absolute money-back
guarantee. Airmailed — SJ.OO.

CHARLES J. REDMOND
P.O. Bo* 49341, Dept. F A -MA
HOLLYWOOD. CALIF. 90069
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PSYCHOTRONICS IN PRAGUE
THE FIRST International Congress

of Parapsychology and Psycho-
tronics will be held in Prague,
Czechoslovakia, June 18 through 22,

1973, "Psychotronics" is a newly
coined word referring to the practi-

cal application of psychic abilities

as in dowsing or aura diagnosis.
The organizer of the congress is

Dr. Zdenek Rejdak, Czechoslovakia's
foremost parapsychologist, who has
investigated Kirlian photography ex-
tensively. The congress will be in

seven sections dealing with such
topics as ESP, radiaesthesia and
dowsing, methodology and inter-

action between man and other liv-

ing organisms.
The news release on the congress

states, "A large turnout of scientists

and researchers from many coun-
tries in both hemispheres is ex-
pected." Readers desiring more in-

formation should write the congress'
American chairman: Max Toth, Suite
3C, 69 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y.
10003.

PSYCHIC RESEARCH IN ILLINOIS

THE AMOUNT of interest in the
psychic field in the Chicago

area continues to amaze me. Just a
little over a year ago Paul Severson

of HighlaHfl* Park, 111., asked his

minister at the North Shore Uni-
tarian Church if he could call a

meeting at the church for those in-

terested in ESP. Both Paul and the
Rev. Russell Bletzer agreed that

they might reasonably expect four
or five persons to attend. Instead
35 to 40 showed up for the first few
meetings and perhaps twice that

number have attended one or more
of the monthly gatherings since. Re-
cently the group announced it would
hold a psychic development class if

there were enough interest and two
classes had to be set up to meet the
demand. Names of late comers were
placed on a waiting list in case a
third section starts.

News of the interest in psychic
matters reached the ears of the
managers of Greenerfields Incorpo-
rated in suburban Northfleld, 111.

That organization has pioneered in

presenting classes on psychology,
literature and social studies for
housewives seeking a change from
daytime TV shows. When Nancy
Robinson and Katrina Johnson of

Greenerfields asked if I would lead
off a parapsychology class for them,
I helped them round up speakers to
fill the other nine Monday morning
programs. (The lecturers included
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Fate reviewers Paul Dimmitt and
Donna Cole Schultz.) We then waited
to see how many women at $50
apiece would register for "Exploring
the Unexplained." Eventually 45

participants enrolled, straining the
available meeting space.

Through the planning for Green-
erfields I learned about the newly-
organized Illinois Center of Para-
psychological Research at North-
eastern Illinois University. In a little

over a year of formal affiliation

with the state-financed university
the Center has organized a student
parapsychology club, offered a
course in parapsychology and spon-
sored research by three students
who are working for their doctorates
in parapsychology. The Center's di-

rector, Chris Velissaris, outlined for
me some of their exciting plans for

the coming year. The first academic
conference sponsored by the Center
will be held at Northeastern on May
5 and 6, 1973. It will feature mainly
local speakers including Joseph De-
Louise and Olof Jonsson. If this first

weekend affair is successful the
proceeds will be used to bring in

other nationally-known speakers for
another conference next October,
During the summer Northeastern

will be offering parapsychology
courses at different locations
throughout metropolitan Chicago.
Arrangements will be made to defer
credit for these courses and count
them toward a degree in parapsy-
chology once a formal department
is created. (The department o£
parapsychology will be set up when
Chris and the two students have
earned their Ph.D. degrees in two
or three years.) The Center also
will inaugurate a monthly news-
letter containing book reviews, re-

ports on experiments, news and
articles. The annual dues for mem-
bership in -the Center ($15.00) will

include a subscription to the news-
letter. Members also will receive

special admission rates to the
courses, conferences and lectures
sponsored by the Center and will

be invited to participate in the ex-
perimental program. Readers in-

terested in the activities of the Il-

linois Center of Parapsychological
Research may write to Chris Velis-
saris, 1505 Cottonwood Ave., Mt.
Prospect, 111. 60056.

GUIDEBOOK FROM NEW YORK
ONE OF the questions I am most

frequently asked is what text-

book I would recommend for a
course in psychic research. I am
always at a loss for an answer. The
candid truth is that there is no
suitable textbook that is (1) broad
in scope, (2) accurate and (3) up-to-

date. Such volumes as Parapsychol-
ogy by Rhine and Pratt are limited
to laboratory quantitative tests. No
really good comprehensive coverage
of the pre-1930 research exists and
no volume I am familiar with ade-
quately covers such topics as the
psychic photography of Ted Serios,

the dream research done at Maimoni-
des, the reincarnation studies made
by Dr. Ian Stevenson, psychic sur-
gery in Brazil and the Philippines
(other than those which are dog-
matically negative) or theoretical
frameworks to explain psi phenom-
ena.

Until recently there has not been
even a decent bibliography or guide
to the literature of psychic research
for use by an instructor who wished
to assign a variety of readings or
by the curious investigator wanting
to cover the field on his own. I am
delighted to say that this latter lack
now is filled by an excellent new
paperback, Robert Ashby's The Guide
Book for the Study oj Psychical Re-
search (Samuel Weiser, 734 Broad-
way, New York, N.Y. 10003, 1972,

190 pages, $2.95). As the title in-

dicates, this is not a textbook.
Rather it is a handbook for stu-



NEW BOOKS FROM EXPOSITION PRESS, INC.

The Secret of

Eternal YOUth
A MASTER'S DAUGHTER BOOK

BY MELITA

Here are dramatic and daring new con-

cepts in dynamic, youthful, healthful living

through awareness and meditation.

Melita remembers the time before her
birth. She is a clairvoyant. She knows the

operation of karmic law. She knows the

true meaning and aims of evolution, and
the ways of communication between those
in an earthly state of life and those in the

discarnate.

In The Secret of Eternal YOUth, Melita

communicates the teachings of invisible

presences to YOU. Her book is recom-
mended to all people who have sought
and been disappointed, or only partially

satisfied, by the teachings of Spiritual mat-
ters now available. For Melita actually un-
folds the secret of eternal youth and shows
you how to apply it as a practical, usable
way of living. This is a book which will

bring you the very real states of peace,
joy and health. $6.00

One Way to

the Light
GOD REALIZATION

COMMUNICATION LYRICS
BY SUN KING

Love is freedom; us is far better than me;
the world is full of beauty. Sun King is the
bringer of this good news and more.

If these three ideas are achieved, their

fruition will bring unparalleled religious

enlightenment. The more aware you be-
come to the world and yourself and your
brothers, the more you realize Christ.

Lyrics of love, self, God and the mys-
tery of the universe are explored,

The Sun King, who was born in New

York in 1945, claims to have had a spiri-

tual rebirth by a full moon in Aquarius in

1970. His lyrics are in the great mystic

tradition of Blake and Hart Crane. $4.50

Love's Answer
from Eternity
BY GUY CHESTER BELT

THROUGH JEANNE C. BELT

Guy Chester Belt died, as we know of

death on earth, on February 26, 1969. In

his book he says death does not really

exist at all— it is just a term used by

people who do not understand the after-

life.

His book was written through his wife,

Jeanne, via automatic writing. After learn-

ing the technique of automatic writing

from a fellow spirit, he visited his wife

for two months and communicated his

thoughts to her.

His book is meant to expel the fear of

death, as well as to serve as a guide to

living now in preparation for the after-

life. He wants to make people aware and
more attuned to things spiritual so that it

will make it easier for them when they ad-
vance to the plane of God's Summerland.
Illustrated. $4.00

j
EXPOSITION PRESS, INC. !

|
Jericho, New York 11753

\

j Send the following: ( ) The Secret of •

; Eternal YOUth by Melita <8 $6.00. ( )

; One Way to the Light by Sun King @ •

; $4.50. ( ) Love's Answer from Eternity
;

; by Guy Chester Belt 9 $4.00. ;

I Name I

• Street I

City State Zip

I All orders must be prepaid; add 45c:
I per book handling; NYS residents add Z

I local sales tax applicable. Z
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inda

KSM
GENIUS OF YOGA
Swami Jyotir Maya Nanda

AUTHENTIC YOCA BOOKS
Hard Cover Illustrated in Color

APPLIED YOGA $9.95
RAJA YOGA . . . $7.95

DEATH &
Reincarnation . . $9.95
Concentration &
MEDITATION . . $9.95.
YOGA GUIDE $2.99
YOGA IN LIFE . . . $2.99

HATHA YOGA $2.99

CASSETTES: ihr.each$io.oo
Success, Will Power, Health, Medita
bon, Yoga Exercises, Happiness, Gita.

Upanishads, Mantra, Kirtans,
Problems of life, Raja, Jnana, Bhakti,

Kundalini. & All Aspects of Yooa. .

Include 50c for each book
Free Brochure records, magazine

International School of Yoga

6111 S.W.74th Ave.Miami,F1.33143

The Personal Life

of Jesus

A panoramic view of the silent

years before the public ministry. Re-

corded messages from the world of

spirit through the channels of direct

voice or trance mediumship. The
Mother Mary describes the sojourn

in Egypt. A sister and a brother re-

call tke family life in Nazareth.

Philo Judaeus presents Jesus to the

students and scholars of Alexandria.

Monasteries in the mountains of

Persia, the home of the wise men.
India and the Far East. A monastery

in Tibet.

A 42 page booklet, price $125

Edwin Peebles

Box 356
Bloomington, 111. 61701

dents. Ashby includes a brief chapter

on "The Nature of Psychical Re-
search," one on procedures for sit-

ting with a medium (approved by
British medium Ena Twigg) and
one listing organizations, libraries

and publications where further in-

formation is available. He closes

the volume with a useful glossary

and brief biographies of prominent
personalities in psychic research.

But the heart of the book is the 69

pages devoted to a comprehensive
bibliography of books in the psychic

field, arranged by subject matter
and according to degree of difficulty.

Most of the books are annotated with
concise remarks by Ashby as to the
general thrust of the author and his

book's strong points and weaknesses.
In the case of those volumes I my-
self have read I find I am uniformly
in agreement with Ashby's evalua-

tions.

I do have two criticisms of the
volume, neither of which I can lay
at Ashby's door. My first complaint
is one of frustration. For example,
Ashby ends one annotation with the

comment, "Essential reading for

the advanced student." The volume
so highly recommended is Whately
Carington's Telepathy but Ashby
fails to explain where in heaven
or on earth the advanced student can
possibly lay his hands on this book.
It has been out-of-print for decades.
If any reprint house is wondering
what volumes in the psychic field

are worthy of reissuing, just read
Ashby. At least 40 percent of the
books Ashby lists are unavailable.

While Ashby's Guide Book is still

in print I fear Fate readers will

search for many months before they
find this excellent volume at their

local bookstores — and this is my
second complaint. While its publish-
er, Samuel Weiser, runs what is

probably America's largest occult
bookstore and also has issued paper-
back editions of many occult classics



SRI DARWIN GROSS
THE LIVING ECK MASTER presents:

ECKANKAR
The Ancient Science Of Soul Travel

BOOKS
ABOUT
THE WORLDS
BEYOND

Also Tapes,

Records and

Discourses.

ECKANKAR, ASOST
P.O. Box 5325, Lai Vegas, NV 89)02

BOOKS ON ECKANKAR
BY PAUL TWITCH ELL

(t) THE FLUTE OF
GOD >S4.95

12) THE SPIRITUAL
NOTEBOOK 5.95

(3) STRANGER BY
THE RIVER 5.95

(4) COINS OF GOLD . 4,95
(5) THE FAR

COUNTRY 4.95
(6) THE WAY OF

DHARMA
A NOVEL 2.95

(7) HERBS: THE
MAGIC HEALERS . 1.25

(8) DRUMS OF ECK
A NOVEL 2.95

(9) ECK Vidyo 5.00

(10) THE TIGER'S FANG
2.00

ECKANKAR, ASOST
P.O. Box 5325. Las Vegas. NV 89102

$ Check or money order enclosed. Please add 35c for handling and

moiling. Send books (by number) as follows:

Please send information on ECKANKAR, the Ancient Science of Soul Travel.

Name

Address

City Stat* Zip
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MASTER YOUR LIFE
CALL ON SECRET GUARDIANS

Ancient wisdom tells that Angels who
ruled season, month, day. and hour of

YOUR birth, control YOUR destiny. Now
this wisdom is available again as a result

of our research You can learn the identity

of your guardians and call upon their
powers. Send $3,00: the month, day. year
and hour (if known) of your birth—* our
researchers will send you the names of
YOUR OWN guardians, their powers, and
the ancient Solomonic rite known by the
OLD ONES.

SOCIETY OF SEEKERS
BOX 151. Dobbf Ferry, N Y. 10522

BREAKTHROUGH!
Religions ore no longer mysterious.
Everything explainable as being human
nature. Read at no risk: THE RELIGIOUS
PSYCHOLOGY OF THE HUMAN RACE,

$1.00 ppd. One year guarantee.

WISDOM IS YOURS
with our books on occultism, the Ancient
Wisdom. Eastern and New-Afjc philosophy,
astrology, yoga, ESP. psychic phenomena,
numerology, tarot. etc. For FREE CATA-
LOG write:

THE GOLDEN MEAN
1253 Siskiyou Blvd., Suite 1

Ashland, Oregon 97520

i the ancignt Brt ol WITCHCRAFT.
is no other book has in centuries.

LOVE. PEACE and increasing

X'S and HEX SIGNS. 6"x9"

r covei. illustrated ivith THICK

ANTIQUED PAGES.

Osirus

by Paul Brunton. Alice Bailey and
others, business is so good in Man-
hattan that Weiser makes little ef-

fort to promote their volumes else-

where in the country. I have stum-
bled upon a paperback or two in

some of the small occult shops in

Chicago but never at a major book-
store. Not even Weiser's compre-
hensive catalogue of occult books
distinguishes the volumes under
their imprint.

Ashby's book is available from
Spiritual Frontiers Fellowship (800

Custer St., Evanston, 111. 60202) or

readers may order it directly from
Weiser (adding a handling fee of 35

cents for a single copy, 10 cents for

each additional copy and sales tax

if you live in New York).
If there is any book I can recom-

mend enthusiastically for the stu-

dent of psychic research it is

Ashby's. I urge everyone to buy a

copy of this Guide Book and per-

haps we can persuade Ashby to

write that textbook next.

OTHER REVIEWS

THE OCCULT SCIENCES IN THE RE-

NAISSANCE by Wayne Shumaker, Uni-

versity of California Press, Berkeley, Calif.,

1972, 284 pages. $15.00.

Dr. Shumaker divides this scholar-

ly book into five chapters covering

astrology, witchcraft, white magic,

alchemy and Hermes Trismegistus.

I am least happy with his chapter

on astrology. He attacks astrology on
the familiar grounds that precession

of the earth's axis has moved the

original signs established by the an-

cients from their positions and con-

sequently the claims of astrology are

not valid. Shumaker quotes exten-

sively from Latin texts to show how
this position was arrived at by Re-
naissance thinkers. Since Shumaker
admits his own disbelief in astrology

I strongly suspect — I cannot do

more than suspect since I am not a



If you believe

that Mr. J. L. Seagull has

unobstructed spiritual abilities

which we all do possess .

but hide and deny

SPIRITUAL ECOLOGY
IS FOR YOU

The theme of SPIRITUAL ECOLOGY Is

that each of us have Spiritual Potentials

which are our own unique endowment, are

there— but waiting to be uncovered.

The techniques and drills contained

in Spiritual Ecology are the highly-

selected few, from hundreds, which
Mr. Sullivan has tried during the

past twenty years — totally unham-
pered by any sectarian, organiza-

tional trammelling. This is not a
therapy — as therapists are owned
by the psychological ideal of mak-
ing a man into a pliant, well-ad-

justed, well-oiled stimulus-response
mechanism — a well-conditioned cog
which most obediently go hmmm,
instead of clank-clank, in our well-
synchronized social machine.

We herein return to the words of

Jesus, Buddha, other great Avatars,
Teachers, who have, variously, told

us, "The Kingdom of Heaven lies

within you," "Ye are Gods." Each
is a Viewpoint of Supreme Creativ-

ity, God, All, enjoying the pretense

of separation, in the illusion of Time
and Space.

FRANKLIN STEMPLE SULLIVAN

Mr. Sullivan's philosophy can be
understood as — what happens when
an industrial engineer regards sub-
ject matter religious, metaphysical,

Spiritual; confronting all that can
be sensed; accepting it just as it is

— and addressing it in his unfet-
tered, no-nonsense engineering man-
ner.

I SCIOGNOSTICS
i P.O. Box 493

j

Clayton, Georgia 30525

I Please send me copies of SPIHI-

J
TUAL ECOLOGY. 217 pages sort cover at

I M 25 each _ enclosed.
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FOUND! ST. JOHN THE DIVINE
Reincarnated in the US A Told in

MEET THE LORDS
December 1972 Issue. $1 00 per copy.

Who are you? Get
TECHNIQUE OF PAST LIVES RECALL

By Helen I Hoag. S2.00.
And find out The same technique works
for looking into the future. Order from:
The Awareness Research Foundation, Inc.

Box 143, North Miami, Flo. 33161

EARTH AXIS SHIFT
Coming loan. Occam overrun lands ctottray-
ing life, property Know how. why. when
Booklet, THE IMMINENT SHIFT OF THE
EARTH'S AXIS scir-nlifieallv explained
Latest edition. $2.SO postpaid.
Emil Sepic, 1 200 Allord Ave., Eureka, CA 93501

Witchcrafl Supplies

Warlock
# Shop
l\ Brooklyp, NY 11201

» Send 50c for Mall Order Catalog

Latin scholar — thai he quotes only

those writers who agree with him.

Dr. Shumaker also draws on schol-

arly writings to show that beliefs

about witchcraft were so absurd that

modern man "would not dream eith-

er of believing or of finding it neces-

sary to refute." In such an intellec-

tual climate, wherein even the schol-

ars accepted this nonsense, the per-

secution of the witches is not surpris-

ing. Shumaker includes a detailed

discussion of alchemy and a good
history of Hermes Trismegistus.

Original sources from Greek and
Latin are given for those who wish to

pursue scholarly study in these

areas.

Publications of university presses

often are intended for academics
rather than for the general public
and the average reader will find

most of this volume difficult going.

However, I do recommend Dr. Shu-
maker's book for students of Renais-
sance thinking and of the history of

occultism. — Paul Dimmitt.

A GALLERY OF GHOSTS by Andrew
MacKemie, Arthur Barker Ltd., London.

England, 1972, 160 paget.

A Gallery of Ghosts, the fourth
book by Andrew MacKenzie on psy-
chic research, presents a novel ap-
proach to apparitions. Instead of col-

lecting cases from his own files or
the standard literature of psychic
research the author has extracted
incidents of the paranormal from
books of other well-known authors.

These are analyzed, compared to

more evidential accounts and mixed
in with some classic cases from psy-

chic literature. In all, MacKenzie
presents 20 vignettes drawn from
such diverse authors as Ngaio
Marsh, George Russell <AE), Augus-
tus Hare, Frank Podmore, A. R. G.

Owen and Cesare Lombroso. Some of

these writers apparently are better

known in England than in this coun-

WITCHCRAFT
COURSES
Learn the theory and practice of

WITCHCRAFT. Obtain serenity

and fulfillment.

Send $1.00 for Serenity Guide

protective pentacle and course

information.

THESE COURSES
ARE ABSOLUTELY
FREE TO THOSE
WHO ARE CASHLESS

= kool office a

POST OFFICE BOX 693

ST. CHARLES, MISSOURI 63301



The Knee of Listening
The life and radical spiritual teaching

of Franklin Jones, an American Master.

"A great teacher with the dynamic abil-

ity to awaken in his listeners something
of the divine Reality in which he is

grounded . . . which, in fact, he is."

—Israel Regardie

"He knows what ITs all about ... a

rare being.
—Alan Watts

Sand your order to:

The Ashram
6913 Melrose Avenue

Lot Angeles. CA 90038

California residents please add 5% Sales Tax:
40 cents per book.

/ \

"How to Get What You Want"
Rev. Kotherine Kimbrough, noted researcher, author and foremost

exponent of "The Three Point Philosophy in Action," offart:

It is natural to desire the good things of life — and there is a way to
get what you want. Science has proved that sound is the strongest
known vibration. So every word you utter is "sound projected power."
Certain words are believed to create certain vibrations that seem to

Rev. K. Kimtrough overcome opposition and negative forces to bring into the user's life,

from unexpected sources, a rich flow of abundance, health and love. Revealed to me
years ago were "10 Power-Packed Words" which are used according to a certain

formula to produce these dynamic vibrations for "getting what you want."

I will send you FREE these ''10 Power-Packed Words." with full directions on how
to use them — yes. FREE — when you order my beautiful Jeweled Ring, which is

specially blessed. Objects worn or used are believed to become magnetized to one's own
personal vibrations, and you will wish to wear the ring when saying the "10 Power-
Packed Words."

Send only $10.00 for this wonderful ring and receive the "10 Power-Packed Words" as
mv FREE gift to you (money refunded if not satisfied:. Use the Words as directed, then
watch results. State for man or woman. My reliability may be judged from the fact that
I have been in business at the same location for over 20 years. My students report amaz-
ing results. You may well find people asking what changed you so! Don't delay — act
now to "get what you wantl"

Special Service: Six confidential questions answered for only $2.00.

Request your FREE bonus: "A New You in 28 Days."

Rev. Katherine Kimbrouqh, P.O. Box 1091. Hollywood, CA 90028
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MOUNT SHASTA
This great and solitary white

mountain in Northern California

stands as a unique inspiration both

to man's physical senses and to his

Higher Self. Indians long have re-

garded Mount Shasta as a holy

place, and down to the present it

has been a magnetic center of

mystical forces and activities.

Among those drawn to live at the

foot of Mount Shasta is a group of

Seekers and Servers who founded
and maintain The Radiant School,

a non-profit organization chartered
[

in the State of California. The.
School is dedicated to spreading
Truths transmitted from Ascended
Masters who work from Mount
Shasta for the good of mankind.

i If you seek expansion of conscious-
ness, development of higher facul-

' ties. Soul Growth, The Radiant
|

School can shed light on your
.path and end your long search.

Write to the School today for

free Information

. Many remarkable services and
1 benefits are offered by The Radiant
School. Learn how Daily Prayers
can be yours to help you overcome

[
mental and physical problems, at-

,tain health, happiness and pros-

perity. For details, write to Ken-
neth Wheeler, D.D., at the School.

Please enclose an eight-cent stamp

[

for reply.

Send all communications to:

THE RADIANT SCHOOL
624 S. Mount Shatta Blvd.

Mount Shasta, Calif. 960*7

try and I would have appreciated

some background information on
them.

The scope of the book goes beyond
the title to include poltergeists and
visionary experiences. As with most
cases which appear outside of the

psychic literature the evidential

standards are low. None really pre-

sents much corroboration and as

MacKenzie notes, some cases seem
to be tainted with a little fiction.

Some of the writers dogmatize about

the nature of psychic phenomena on

the basis of their own experience.

For instance, the first chapter is an
excerpt — "What I Believe About
Ghosts" by the late anthropologist

Margaret Murray — and merely
demonstrates that Dr. Murray knew
very little about ghosts. Mr. Mac-
Kenzie takes issue with her views

but I wish he had been similarly

critical of some of the other writers.

Along with such notable cases as

A. R. G. Owen's report on the

Sauchie poltergeist and Podmore's

account of the Worksop- case Mac-
Kenzie's handsomely produced book

is enriched by an introduction in

which Rosalind Heywood discusses

her experiences with apparitions.

These features help make the book

more than an anthology of "ghost

stories." It becomes a sane, critical

picture of psychic phenomena. — D.

Scott Rogo.

ALTERED STATES OF AWARENESS edited

by Timothy J. Teyler. W. H. Freeman and

Co., San FrancUco, Calif., 1972, 140

pages, $6.00; [paperback $2.95).

This relatively short collection of

writings reprinted from Scientific

American contains most of the signif-

icant research done on the nature of

awareness in the last 20 years. The
viewpoint of the book is not meta-
physical; it presents a straightfor-

ward analysis of our multileveled

consciousness and how it functions
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during sleeping, dreaming, imagining,
meditating and responding to drugs.

Except for a handful of volumes by
Bucke, King, Masters and Houston,
Weil and Tart this potentially im-
portant research virtually has been
ignored.

This compilation is divided into

three sections, each having an intro-

duction by Teyler and four or five

articles: (1) Brain and Awareness;
(2) Altered States of Awareness: In-

ternal Control; and (31 Altered States

of Awareness: External Control. Some
articles involve technical knowledge
but it is not so involved as to dis-

courage an interested reader. The
equipment used to monitor complex
physiological changes in the brain
and body is described simply and
thoroughly. The articles make clear

that interpretation of data in this

field is not cut and dried but often

quite sophisticated and complex.
"The Physiology of Meditation" by

Wallace and Benson should be recom-
mended reading for anyone involved
in mysticism or metaphysics. Ad-
herents of the Maharishi's transcen-
dental meditation will find it espe-
cially interesting.

Man's consciousness of his own
consciousness is enigmatic. Self-con-

sciousness never has been explained
satisfactorily by considering man only
a machine. I hope that many more
researchers will look at the totality

of man with an open mind as they
continue exploring this fascinating

area. — Paul Severson.

MUMMIES by Georgesi McHargue, J. B.

Lippincott, Philadelphia, Pa., 1972, 160

pages, $1.95 (paperback).

The large print and general style

of Lippincott's "Weird and Horrible
Library," to which Mummies belongs,
tell us this is juvenile literature. Yet
the content and rich assortment of
illustrations in the books in this

series make them worth an adult's

For

Adepts

Franz Bardon's unique second and third
hooks on magic are now available In ac-
curate English translations for the first
lime! They make up a progress course for
adepts only. Beginners should start with
nnrdon's earlier book:

Initiation into Hermetic*

... a course of Instruction of magic In 10
stages, its Iheory and practice plus the
mystery of the first Tarot card.

The Practice of Magical Evocation

. . describes the little known subject of
coniuratory magic — one of magic's dark-
est coiners. It demonstrates that wonders
and supernatural things exist only for hu-
mans deprived of the basic laws of nature— and thus Incapable of penetrating Into
its supreme laws. The book includes the
mystery of the second Tarot card.

The Key to the True Quobbolah

. . is the cosmic language in theory and
practice. To speak in the quabbalistic way-
means to create things out of nothing.
Through the apes the one who was called
the "master of the word" was always the
highest Initiate, the highest priest and the
true representative of God. The secret of
the third Tarot card Is always Included

Order these hooks today!

VENTURE BOOKSHOP
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examination and attention.

Miss McHargue gives us a splendid

survey of mummified beings, treating

in depth the well-preserved subjects

from Egypt, Peru and the European
bogs. Tidbits of special interest to

Fate readers are the discovery of a

mummy near Ft. Casper, Wyo., in

the 1880's, the finds in Mammoth Cave,
Ky., in 1815 and the unearthing of

mummies from Alaska's Island of the

Four Mountains, one of the latter

fellows wearing beads made from a

type of amber found only in Korea.

Some of the material seems a bit

off-track, such as her discussions of

Lenin's body in the Kremlin and the

modern fad of cryonics. In her ac-

count of frozen mammoths Miss

McHargue brings up Velikovsky's
theories of their extinction, which
she discounts — although not too

forcefully.

All in all, this wonderful assort-

ment of interesting facts on mummies
can be read with profit by all For-
teans. — Loren Coleman.

BE STAR BLESSED!

Never another lonely moment when

you are an expert astrologer. Every-

body needs you! Learn quickly by

listening, alone or form a group, as

a hobby or profession. Inexpensive!

Ask for free information or sand $1

for sample 30-minute tape cassette.

American
Astrosophical Institute, Inc.

Box 749F. Patchogue, N.Y. 11772

THE SEARCH FOR A SOUL by Jess

Steam, Doubleday and Co., Garden City,

N.Y., 1973, 321 pages, $7.«5.

In the opening chapters of this book
Jess Steam argues that the popular
novels by Taylor Caldwell show a

command of subject matter far be-

yond her own experience and re-

search. Miss Caldwell acknowledges
that on occasion a mysterious kind
of inspiration has manifested itself

as actual automatic typewriting.

Steam suspected that "Bridey Mur-
phy"-type hypnotic regression might
throw light on the sources of her un-
explained information. But it was
Taylor Caldwell herself who proposed
the regression.

A series of sessions with an un-
named hypnotist produced the mate-
rial that fills the rest of the volume.
Under hypnosis Miss Caldwell "re-

called" a number of previous lfves
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in different countries and historical

periods. In one life she allegedly was
a poor servant girl to Victorian novel-

ist Mary Ann Evans, alias George
Eliot. Another life as a nun and fol-

lower of Savanarola coincides with a

nightmarish recurrent dream that has

plagued Miss Caldwell. In the most

striking past life she was Helena, an

eminent physician, surgeon and medi-

cal lecturer in ancient Greece. While

regressed to this past life she lectured

at length on disease and surgery and

much of this material is quoted ver-

batim in this book. This highly

realistic medical discourse correlates

strikingly with similar material in

Dear and Glorious Physician, her

biography of the biblical St. Luke.

Far less plausible to me are her

claims under hypnosis to have lived

the time between earthly incarnations

on a gigantic planet named Melina.

Supposedly Lord Darios of Melina

initially lured her to that planet dur-

ing the time of Lemuria. Darios

allegedly has become a haunting

presence in her present life and her

late husband was another reincar-

nated figure from Melina.

Although Stearn admits being im-

pressed with some of the hypnotic

revelations he ultimately declares

himself still skeptical of reincarna-

tion and Miss Caldwell likewise ex-

presses continuing doubts. While
many readers will agree with such
skepticism, I found the book inter-

esting throughout. — Harold Steinour.

THE MAGICIANS OF THE GOLDEN
DAWN by Ellic Howe, Routledgo & Kegan
Paul, London, England, 1972, 306 pages.

This book purports to be a docu-
mentary history of the Hermetic Or-
der of the Golden Dawn by an his-

torian of underground movements.
While admittedly the book reproduces
some important letters and other fas-

cinating documents relating to the
early days of the Order — along with
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some juicy morsels of scandal — that
is as far as it goes. Howe indulges

liberally in sneers, guesses, inferences,

suppositions and assumptions, which
wholly invalidate the book as his-

tory. There is no real evidence or
proof of Howe's major contentions.

His thesis is that after Madame
Blavatsky founded the Theosophical

Society in 1875 Dr. William Wynn
Westcott. a high-grade Mason, de-

cided to go her one better and al-

legedly forged documents to prove he
was under authority from "secret

chiefs" to form an Order to teach the

Western magical tradition. Still un-
accounted for are the cypher manu-
scripts upon which the whole mys-
tery is based. Despite Howe's re-

course to graphologists and other
authorities he fails to prove his case.

Left undefined is the true standing
of S. L. McGregor Mathers, who as-

sisted Westcott in the formation of

the Order and became its leader.

Mathers became arrogant, pompous
and dictatorial; like many of us he
"fell from grace." At the same time,

if he indeed wrote the Adeptus Minor
Ritual and elaborated the Enochian
system, then he was an undisputed
spiritual genius of the highest magni-
tude. Howe insinuates that Mathers
"borrowed" the Golden Dawn teach-
ings from books in the British Mu-
seum. I ask for references. I myself
have spent many months looking for

similar origins in the same place
among the Sloane and Harlem manu-
scripts. I assure Howe he won't find

them there.

The foreword to this volume is by
Gerald Yorke, like myself a disciple
of Aleister Crowley over 40 years
ago. Ordinarily he knows what he is

talking about — but not here. I un-
equivocally assert that Yorke's damn-
ing foreword is wholly without
basis, being rooted solely in his mis-
understanding or lack of direct knowl-
edge of Golden Dawn teachings. He
ends his unfortunate contribution with
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a reference to our former guru as a
"pseudo-Messiah." I can only hope
that both Yorke and I will be around
on this planet for another decade or
so. We may be startled by the fulfill-

ment of Crowley's prophecy in his

The Book of The Laiu relative to

"the Lord of the forties; the Eighties

cower and are abased before" the
impact of cosmic forces to be re-

leased about then. We shall see how
phony he was. — Francis Israel Re-
gardie.

MY LIFE IN ASTROLOGY by Sybil Leek,

Prenlice-Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.,

1972. 205 pages, $6.95.

Mrs. Leek's latest book is disap-
pointing for several reasons. As a

sequel to her biography. Diary of a

Witch, it simply does not warrant
book form, at least at this time. I

suspect the publisher rushed this in-

to print in hopes of capitalizing on
the current popularity of astrology.

When Mrs. Leek writes about the
distant past her reflections are both
entertaining and cohesive. She remi-
nisces about her early family life in

England, her winters on the French
Riviera hobnobbing with various ce-
lebrities and her work as a Red Cross
nurse during the war years.

In the 1960's she came to the United
States and enthusiastically took her
ideas for marketing occult items and
beginning an astrology journal to the
boys on Madison Avenue. The initial

response was negative and Mrs. Leek
becomes positively vitriolic about her
reception. For the time being she
abandoned her marketing schemes
and concentrated on writing and lec-

turing, first in Los Angeles and later

in Florida near Cape Kennedy. Even-
tually she started an astrology school
based in St. Louis and began her
monthly astrology magazine in part-
nership with Larry Herbert and David
Geller.

When writing about these more re-
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cent events, Mrs. Leek becomes more
emotional and less objective. Her
strong personality overpowers both

her own and her reader's sense of

reason. Ultimately this proves the

book's undoing.

In addition, if you're looking for

revelations concerning astrology it-

self, Mrs. Leek— who presumably

would have some — kept most of

them to herself. — Carolyn Cooper.

MIND GAMES by Robert Masters and

Jean Houston, Viking Press. New York,

N.Y., 1972, 246 pages, $7.95.

The authors of this volume are the

well-known husband-wife research

team who have pioneered the study

of altered states of consciousness.

They are best known for their superb

volume The Varieties of Psychedelic

Experience. In more recent years

their Foundation for Mind Research

has explored nondrug means of

achieving altered consciousness. Those

expecting the long-promised volume

describing this research will be dis-

appointed.
Mind Games consists of sophisti-

cated rituals or exercises intended to

facilitate the development of personal

growth and creativity. The text is

divided into a "guide for mind games"
and four '"books" or cycles of games,

each consisting of a series of exer-

cises of graded difficulty to be per-

formed in the order given. The guide
is intended to facilitate the conduct-
ing of such series of games.
The games themselves are ade-

quately described; they sound inter-

esting and doubtless would be useful

in promoting personal growth and
creativity (or at least imagination) in

suitable subjects. However, before the
overenthusiastic reader rushes out to

buy this book, he should be aware
of three things: (It The games re-

quire five to 11 voluntary partici-

pants who respond well to hypnotic
suggestion and are willing to com-
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mit themselves to a rather long
course of development consisting of

approximately 60 sessions. 1 2i Par-
ticipants must be mature and must
remain free of drugs and mind-alter-

ing substances for this period of de-
velopment. (3) Some degree of read-
ing and preparation on the part of

nil participants is required. With these

demands, I doubt there will be very
many games played outside the few
major "growth" centers, a few ex-
perimental drug rehabilitation centers
and an occasional commune. — C. J.

ParshaU.

ALSO NOTABLE
ISIS UNVEILED by H. P. Blovottky, Thaoioph-
ieol Publishing House, Wheaton, III., 1972,
In two volumes, 650 and S48 pages, $20.00.
Newly-revised edition of famed occult-

ist's 1877 classic has been issued as part
of new edition of her collected works.

THE TAROT by Alfred Douglas, Topllnger
Publishing Co., New York, N. Y., 1972, 249
pages, $7.95.
Historical mystical and psychological

study of the Tarot deck is illustrated by
new designs for the cards by David
Sheridan.

HAMMER ON THE MOUNTAIN by Howard
Murphet, Theosophical Publishing House,
Wheoton, III., 1972, 339 pages, $7.93.
Sympathetic biography of the cofounder

of the Theosophical Society is illustrated
with over 30 photographs and drawings.
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"HEALING HANDS"
By J. Bernard Hutton

The author, a hard-core Journalist, had his sight
restored after doctors had pronounced his con-
dition as "incurable." This is a detailed study of
his healer, George Chapman, and Chapman's
"guide," Dr. William Lang, who died in 1937!
Hutton probes Chapman's technique and looks
closely at a number of his other cases in addi-
tion to exploring others in whom the power to
defy or implement nature is apparent.
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FATIMA PROPHECY by Ray Stanford, As-
sociation for the Understanding of Man,
P.O. Box 5310, Austin, Tex. 78763, 1972,
194 pages, $6.95.
An illustrated history of the appear-

ances of the Virgin in this century is

followed by the trance messages through
Ray Stanford as to the meaning of the
Fatima prophecies.

THE RETURN OF MAGIC by David Farran,
Harper & Raw, New York, N. Y„ 1972, 111
pages, $4.95.
An ex-Jesuit philosopher who married a

witch presents a probe into the psycho-
logical and religious roots of magic and
witchcraft.

RED TREE as revealed to Christine Hayes,
The Naylor Co., San Antonio, Tex., 1972,
176 pages, $6.95.
Author's "spiritual guidance" traces the

early heritage of man through Atlantis
and Lernuria and Biblical prophecy.

BOYHOOD WITH GURDJIEFF by Frits Peters.

Penguin Books, Baltimore, Md., 1972, 174
pages, $1.45 (paperback).
Penguin Metaphysical Library edition

reprints Peters' autobiographical account
first published in 1964.

SHE SPOKE TO THE DEAD by Suzy Smith,
Award Books, New York, N. Y„ 1972, 156
pages, 75 cents (paperback).
Well-known author presents a popular

biography of English trance medium
Gladys Osborne Leonard.

WHAT YOUR HANDWRITING REVEALS by
Robert W. Pelton, Hawthorn Books, New
York, N. Y., 1972, 110 pages, $2.95 (paper-
back).
Paperback reprint tells how to "uncover

hidden traits with this easy-to-follow, ful-

ly Illustrated handwriting guide."

On page 136 of the March 1973

issue of FATE under ALSO NOTABLE
we listed "The Aquarian Gospel of

Jesus the Christ" published by Omen
Press. Tucson, Aril.

We have been advised by DeVorss

& Co., 1641 Lincoln Blvd., Santa

Monica, Calif., that this edition now
has been discontinued. For many
years DeVorss 4 Co. has published

the clothbound edition and its copy-
right is still in force.

In answer to pubic demand De-

Vorss & Co. now markets a paper-

back edition which sells for $2.50.

WHO ELSE
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BEAT THE
HORSES?

I'll send you free Information In a plain e
velope about the same method used by
"proa" and "Insiders'' who regularly take
their place at race track payoff windows.
We call It Bet-O-Meter. And it's so good
that a doctor friend of ours from San Diego
informs us that he won 117,000 In two
weeks, using Bet-O-Meter at the Caliente
track, for Trotters and Thorobreds.

Sportswrlter Santanlello writei ". . . I

came out a winner at all tracks—thorough-
bred, harness and even dog races . .

."

Bet-O-Meter points up only "live" and
"hot" horaea—but that's only part of the
success story Why not find out for your-
self? Write today—Full information la free I

A. G. ILLICH
Dept. 101-CC

697 East 219 St.

Bronx, NY 10467



FROM THE

J. B. RHINE REPLIES . . .

I wish to express my appreciation

for Curtis Fuller's generous attention

to me and my work in "I See By
the Papers" (January 1973 Fate) .

And I also want to comment on a

few of the questions raised.

I think it is a help to parapsychol-
ogy to have the reminder you give

of the terms and the boundaries of

the field. Even while we want every-
one to have a right to investigate

and accept what he chooses, it is a
good plan to distinguish what is be-
ing done by reliable methods and
what is not. This is a way of broad-
ening the use of reliable methods.
You raise questions which I wish

all researchers in parapsychology
would help us answer. I like your
questions about Cleve Backster's
work on plants. You ask why I do
not "conduct an investigation of

Backster's claims." I think it is to

Mr. Backster's credit that he came
to consult with our staff almost at

the start of his plant tests. Here at

the Foundation for Research on the
Nature of Man and later in New
York we tried to help him test his

claim under reliable control condi-
tions. During this period of joint

effort nothing happened to support
his belief that the plants were re-

sponding to spoken or unspoken

E.S.P. LABORATORY
NO HOGWASH — but new adventure

in a solid program of help

for YOU, as you learn

to help younelf.

Our President, Al G. Manning, is author

of: "Helping Yourself With ESP," "Help-
ing Yourself with Psycho Cosmic Power",
"The Miraculous Laws of Universal Dy-
namics", etc.

Explore our balanced program de-

signed to uplift and improve ALL areas

of your life. Power Self-Help and Occult
courses and tapes available.

For Free Introductory Information clip

and mail this coupon today!

ESP Loborotory

7559 Santa Monica Blvd.

Los Angeles, Calif. 90046

Please rush your free information to:

(Name)

(Address!

(City) (State) (Zip Code)
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and for every problem
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qfta^gW Wise Men still come out

of the East —men with
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J*h*n Keiada JAHAN KEZAI3A
for

many years helped thousands lo Ret what
they wanted. You don't have to be a loser!
Send |S. your questions, blrthdato and
elf-addressed stamped envelope To:
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SPECIAL
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thoughts. Later, as he reports, he
did obtain some confirmatory evi-

dence.

I do not know enough about this

to want to draw a conclusion. I know
two investigators with scientific train-

ing who repeated his experiment
without obtaining confirmation and
I have heard of others. I do not go
further into the matter because there

is not as yet enough to justify a

claim that is so far out of our own
venturesome field.

As to your question: "Who is do-
ing research on causes and mecha-
nisms?" I would answer promptly
that we think we are but by a meth-
od that requires that we first do all

the descriptive studies that you
credit us with having been doing
By watching how these psychic abili-

ties were distributed as we kept up
our testing, we came eventually to

the idea that they were not so limited
in their distribution as had appeared.
We now think everyone probably has
such ability although it is generally
difficult to get it into expression.

After studying the age range and
other distribution and jumping from
human to animal subjects we begin
to get some biological insights or
general ideas. Psychic ability is nec-
essarily hereditary and it does re-

quire some causality that physics
cannot explain. It is unconscious too,

even though voluntary insofar as un-
conscious processes can be. All of

these are extremely helpful gener-
alizations, parts of what will some-
day be a general explanatory theory.
We must recognize that we are far

from anything like that yet.

I enjoyed reading about your argu-
ment with David Techter and I wish
to thank him for properly classify-

ing precognition. It does belong in

the territory of parapsychology; it

is in fact a priceless gem in our
collection. Probably Dave would join

me in recognizing astrology as out-

side our territory. We are dealing
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"The Spiritualists'
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tion of the book,
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with personal abilities to know what
is going on in our environment with-
out the use of the senses and muscles.
But it is a human or animal process,

a psychological thing, not an astro-

physical one (if that is what astrology
is supposed to be).

How far should we go in pursuing
the unknown that is relevant to our
field? I am like Curtis Fuller —
"wholeheartedly in favor of pursuing
any subject which might seem even
marginally relevant to this exciting
field." Actually no one knows in

advance how likely it is that a given
unknown or mystery will prove rel-

evant. But if he cannot go off in all

the thousands of directions these
puzzling things lead us, he had better
make the wisest possible choice as
to what is most likely to be relevant
We have found that an exploratory

research program can be fitted to
most of the mysteries that confront
us so that we do not have to spend
much time before we begin to see
whether there is promise of payoff
In the last 50 years I have looked at
least a little way into all of the
things that anybody ever has thought
has anything to do with what we call
Dsi or psychic abilities. Some I have
found interesting but not subject to
conclusive method — at this stage at
least. We have found many trails,

more than we can possibly follow,
that are very promising and on some
of these we have been able to go far
enough to obtain conclusive evidence,
supported and confirmed by others
The nlan of selecting the best things
first is onlv common sense but only
if managed and designed in a scien-
tific wav.

If I deserve even a few of the kind
words Mr. Fuller has given me I

would have to give the credit to

those of my teachers and colleagues
who have helped me to hold to this

way of fact-finding we call science.
Thank you again for raising the

questions that help, as I hope they
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have done, to clear away some of

the misunderstanding. — J. B. Rhine,

Foundation for Research on the Na-
ture Of Man, Durham, N. C.

A SERIOUS SLIP

Whoever edited my article on the

Delphos case ("Kansas UFO Leaves
Hard Evidence," April 1973 Fate)

took it upon himself to alter — in

every case — Mr. Friedman to Dr.

Friedman. He and I are both at a

loss to understand your assumption.

You published some information
about Mr. Friedman on page 77 of

your January issue, clearly stating

he has a master's degree.
Not only does your error make me

look guilty of false reporting but
it puts Mr. Friedman in a bad light

with his scientific peers. — B. Ann
Slate, Burbank, Calif.

We can only apologize. — The Edi-
tors.

THE PROBLEM WITH WORDS . . .

In the article on Petra by Arnold
L. Kent (March 1973 Fate) I can
only assume you have made the
same typographical error twice, for

on the map on page 44 and in the
text on page 52, you have designated
the Treasury as that of "Pharaoh."
Actually the word is "Pharaon." —
Humphrey Catz, Los Angeles, Calif.

THE AUTHOR REPLIES:

Indeed there is a typographical
error on page 52 — in the incorrect
spelling of Pharaoh. However, to my
knowledge there is no such word as
Pharaon. Perhaps Mr. Catz's infor-

mation comes from a work that uses
the adjective form of "Pharaoh" and
calls the monument "the Pharaonic
Treasury." But I never have seen
this form used as the monument's
name.
Anyone interested in pursuing this

subject might look into the New
Schaff-Herzog Encyclopaedia of Re-
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healing secrets, faith
handkerchief.

Send no money.

EVERYTHING IS FREE!
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REV. MARY ANN GLENN
Hawaii's famed consultant. Sincere — and sen-
sational — help with problems. Send problems,
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Glenn. 1020 - IHlh Ave.. Honolulu. Hawaii 96816
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Wl NEED INVENTIONS

Sell your Invention for cash—need money
for Patent?—Are technical problems hold-
ing you back? Universal Inventions has
helped Inventors all over the world—why
not you? Inventions provide the magic
spring-board to sudden riches. REMEM-
BER, we either sell your invention or pay
you a cash bonus. Write for details.

Universal Inventions, Dept. 17, Marion. OH 43301

WORLD'S MOST
FAMOUS SEER j

How He
Foretold

the
Future

ligious Knowledge (1957) and the ar-

ticle about Petra in the December
1955 issue of National Geographic
Magazine. — Arnold L. Kent, Ash-
land, Ore.

A PROBLEM WITH NUMBERS
Please! Woodrow Wilson was not

president in 1930 — he died in 1924!

— and could not possibly have re-

ceived the Piri Re'is map from
Kemal Ataturk in that year ("The

Piri Re'is Map: Facts and Fictions"

by Ivan T. Sanderson, April 1973

Fate). How about some proofread-

ing? — Floyd Gurley, Sallisaw, Okla.

UFO SYMPOSIUM
The Fourth Annual Midwest UFO

Symposium will be held Saturday,

June 16, 1973, at the Howard Johnson
Motel, Interstate Highway 35 at 87th

Street, Kansas City. Mo.
The featured speaker will be Dr. J.

Allen Hynek, former consultant to

the United States Air Force Project

Bluebook and author of The UFO
Experience. Other speakers will in-

clude nuclear physicist Stanton T.

Friedman, Ted Phillips, John Schuess-

ler and Walt Andrus.
Additional information may be ob-

tained by writing Walter Andrus. 40

Christopher Ct.. Quincy, 111. 63401.—
Lucius Farish, Pfumeruille, Ark.

THE COMPLETE PROPHECIES OF

NOSTRADAMUS
rery ' the thai

1,000 prophecies dating to the year 3793 A.D.
Edited and interpreted by Henry C. Roberts,
foremost authority on Nostradamus.
The secrets of Nostradamus' power to fore-

see the future has never been explained
even though his forecasts of past events
have come true with uncanny accuracy.

Here's what Nostradamus Predicts!

End of the world — date and circumstances —
atomic warfare — date of the next world war
— return of Hitler — actual time when he re-
turns alive — fate of the Jews — capitalism

—

trade unionism.

ORDER TODAY! ONLY $5.95

VENTURE BOOKSHOP
Box 249, Highland Park, III. 40035

HAIR TURNS WHITE OVERNIGHT
About two years ago a friend of

mine was struck by a car while

crossing the street and her almost

black hair turned white — even
though she was killed instantly. Her
sister accused the undertaker of hav-

ing the wrong body in the funeral

parlor. — Marjorie K. Holmes, New
York, N.Y.

When I was a hairdresser in 1942

one of my customers was an En-
glishwoman whose hair was perfect-

ly white. One day I commented on
this and she told me it had turned
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white overnight. She and her sister

were skating on thin ice and her

sister fell through. She attempted to

save her, nearly drowning herself,

and the morning after the loss of her
sister her hair had turned white.

—

Jane S. Lankorush, Greenfield, Mass.

It is common knowledge in our

family that one of my aunts had hair

turn white overnight. She was Lily,

my father's stepsister, married and
living in the city of Galveston, Tex.,

at the time of the flood in 1900. She
and her family were returning from
a grocery store when the tornado

and resulting flood suddenly came
upon them. The streets quickly be-

came impassable.

Galveston is on an island and it

was common then for people to own
boats. Somehow they procured a boat

and made their way to a convent,

one of the few buildings above the

water level. Many people were
crowded into the upper portion of the

building and the only food they had
was the bag of groceries my aunt

had purchased just before the flood

came. After a few horror-filled days

the waters finally receded. When my
aunt sought refuge in the convent she

had black hair and when she came
home after the flood it was white.

I saw Aunt Lily only once. In those

days of slow and difficult travel she

came to visit us in California. Al-

though I was only a child I remem-
ber vividly that her hair was really

snowy white—unlike the mixed gray
of other older members of the fami-
ly. — Vergena Koller, Yosemite Na-
tional Park, Calif.

I was making a landing approach
at Barker Airport in 1934 while pilot-

ing an old Aeronca C2-Scout when
suddenly the fabric covering a tip of

the propeller broke loose. The air-

craft shook violently and instantly I

closed the throttle.

A later examination of the engine
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mount by our aircraft engineer re-

vealed that if I hadn't shut oft the
engine when I did it probably would
have fallen out of its mount while the
craft was airborne.

The following morning at breakfast
my grandmother leaned over the

kitchen table and remarked, "Ken,
your hair is turning grey."

"Where?" I asked.

"On the top of your head. You
have a circular patch the size of a

silver dollar. What do you suppose
caused it?"

Only then did I tell her about the

landing incident of the day before.

Through the years I have sought a

reasonable explanation. I believe it

may be due to some primitive in-

stinct. After all, consider that the

hair of primitive man was a protec-

tion from the elements, like fur on
animals. Animal fur in some breeds
changes color with the seasons as

camouflage against predators. I

think it quite possible that primitive
man's hair may have changed color

for the same reason. A vestige of

this phenomenon may be dormant in

modern man until awakened by ex-

treme danger as in my case. — Ken
AfacJuer, Ottilia, Ont., Canada.

MIXED-UP PALETTE
Regarding Hank Secord's attempt

to contact a friend telepathically

("Report from the Readers," March
1973 Fate) I must say he strains too

hard. He claims he saw her wearing
a yellow negligee while in fact she

was wearing blue and the sister

sleeping with her was wearing green.

He says, "Anyone knows that if you
mix the colors green and blue you
get yellow." No way, man! There is

no way — whether in oil paint, water
color, tempera, acrylic or any other
medium, even psychic — that blue

and green will make yellow. Yellow
is a primary color and therefore you
can't make it by combining colors. —
Claire Harting, Potomac, Md.
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FOOD FOR THE MILLIONS
Curtis Fuller's comments on food

in "I See by the Papers" (April 1973

Fate) are especially interesting to

me, for I have advocated doing
something about the world food situ-

ation for the last 30 years.

The Santa Barbara News Press

published a report that the Russians

have developed a technique to mass-
produce an artificial caviar. Maybe
they are a few steps ahead of us in

this respect.

Of course, if we succeed in further

decreasing the birth rate and if we
quit contaminating the oceans and if

we succeed in the battle with the

bugs, maybe we won't need synthetic

food. But with all these "ifs" it

seems reasonable that such a vital

thing as food should not be left to

chance, as it has been since man
descended from the trees. What food

is consumed by human beings has
been left for a million years to

chance discovery and appetite. It's

time we used science to determine
what we really need. — Irving F.

Laucks, Santa Barbara, Calif.

THE ASTRAL DOUBLE
I would like to venture an opinion

regarding "The Man I Met in the
Sky" (March 1973 Fate).
The man Princine Calitri met in

the plane was the astral double of
the man on earth. The two men knew
each other's business because they
were one and the same person. —
Mary C. Hansen, San Francisco, Calif.

WHO DIED IN 1882?
In "Report from the Readers"

(March 1973 Fate) Glenn Clair-

monte writes that Jesse W. James
was killed in 1882. Well, she and the
author she relies on, Carl Breihan,
are mistaken. The outlaw Jesse
Woodson James died in 1951 and he
was going by the name of Jesse
Frank Dalton.

My grandfather Sam Hatfield knew
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Jesse and Frank James during the
Civil War and thereafter. He also
knew Charles Bigelow, the man who
was killed in 1882. Bigelow had only
three or four bullet scars on his

body, but my grandfather had helped
to care for Jesse when he was seri-

ously wounded about 1867 or 1868 and
knew Jesse had 22 scars on his body.

He also had been shot in the face

with a shotgun and the scars of

powder burns were still there when
Grandpa saw him in 1903 and later in

the 1930's.

I was born in 1905 and knew about
the James boys through Grandpa
and his brothers and sisters. Every
one of them and many other persons
had seen Jesse several times since

1882. There's no mistake that the

man killed was not Jesse Woodson
James, the outlaw. Mr. Breihan
didn't get all the facts. — Charles S.

Robison, Crestwood, Ky.

The Jesse James piece by W. D.

Chesney in the September 1972

Fate brings up the old legend again;

did Jesse die at the hand of Bob
Ford or didn't he?

I would like to inform Mr. Chesney
and Fate readers that indeed he
was killed at that time for it was my
father's first cousin who killed him!
My father and mother were born

and reared near Lawson, Mo., a few
miles from the James home. My
Grandfather Ford (also a Bob Ford)
always blamed Governor Crittenden
for encouraging the killing.

Incidentally, the James farm is

nearer Kearney than Excelsior
Springs, although Excelsior long has
cashed in on it as a tourist attrac-

tion.— Tola B. (Ford) Parker, Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

The Author Replies:

Mrs. Parker offers one man's word
as proof. I offered the testimony of

Jesse James' brother Frank whom I

(Continued on page 159)
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PSYCHIC SELF-DISCOVERY
-u Hypnotism. Meditation. Es p. Relaxa-
n. Free information.—AMD

, 158b
.onion Rd-, Wayne, NJ 07470

BOOKS-FOLIOS

WILL A SECRET OCCULT Group soon
emerge as world dictators in a global
police state? What are their plans for

YOU And Your Country? Find out the
incredible answers in KARL MARX.
CAPITALIST. $2.00 postpaid. Order from:
Enterprise Publications. Box 448. Oak
Park, IL 60303

HOW TO GET WHAT YOU WANT, 256
pages, paperback, $2.95.—GPC. Box 2388,

Grand Central Station, New York, NY
10017

ROAD MAP TO FREEDOM — Over 290
pages to enable you to leave your body
and return at will. Explore the universe
by Astral Projection. Any two people can
do it. $6.50.—UPSTAT PUBLISHING CO
Box 31F, Cedarhurst, NY 11516

GRAVITY SOLVED I Revolutionary the-
ory answers long unexplained mysteries
of Universe. 13 lucid chapters,
$2.00—Gravity. Box 831, Avalon, CA 90704

THE SECRET of an abundant life reveal-
ed by the Ancient Masters in !

Magic
Formula for Personal Power, 7 Keys to
Power, Secret of Numbers Revealed
$2.00 each.—Cahmeo. 7627 Delmar. St
Louis. MO 63130

HARD TO GET Reprints of Astrology,
Cabala, Herbs, Numerology, Freemason'
ry, Palmistry, Occultism. Yoga. Catalog
50c—Marshall, P.O. Box 7169F, Baltf-
more, MP 21218

BEYOND HYPNOTISM — two books, one
pamphlet on the secrets of bringing
minds under control. $5.00.—UPSTAT
PUBLISHING COMPANY. Box 31F, Ce-
darhurst, NY 11516

FASTING INTELLIGENTLY for health,
strength and longevity. A marvelous book
tor $3.00.—Cusack Enterprises, Box 1980,
Chicago, IL 60690

FREE DISCOUNT CATALOG on Occult,
Psychic, Metaphysical, Cabalistic Books.
Over 2,000 titles. Write to: OSIRIS Ltd.,
Box 9043. Dept. 179, Chicago, IL 60690

OCCULT CATALOG of Books, Gems,
Supplies.—Middle Earth, 643 Main. Red
Bluff. CA 96060

FREE 1973 CATALOG I Unusual Oriental
Occult Books, Amulets, Novelties.—RE-
LIABLE MAIL. Box 1562, Manila, Philip-
pines _____

FOR YOUR SPIRITUAL Development
"YOUR HEAVENLY JEWELS". A study
of the psychic centers, $3.00.—AURA, Box
114, Boulder. MT 59632 _
—LOCAL UNIVERSE BOOKROOM—

Booklist
Box 271, Brookdale. CA 95007

OCCULT BOOKS ! Yoga, Magic, Esp,
Herbs—Specialists in the Occult. Free
catalog: Ram Importer. Inc., 81 Second
Ave., New York. NY 10003

DO YOU FEAR DEATH? Do you grieve
for Loved Ones taken through death? Get
"HI! Angel" TODAY! Fear and grief will

turn to joy! A 413 page carefully detailed
and Most Beautiful account of everyday
life in HEAVEN I PLUS Soul- Satis tying
revelation of Higher Divine Truths; Plus
careful directions how to get Heavenly
protection against evD spirit interference
when operating a psychic appliance such
as ouija, planchette, pendulum, etc. Each
such thing is a direct avenue into EI-
THER Heaven OR Hell! Get your copy of
"Hi! Angel" Today and make sure you
are contacting Heaven and Not Hell! You
can't Afford to FOOL AROUND! It's Too
Dangerous! "Hi! Angel" was given out of
Heaven over a protected line of commun-
ication. YOU could receive such a book
RIGHT STRAIGHT OUT OF HEAVEN
YOURSELF—IF—you learn how to get
Heavenly protection. "Hi I Angel' ' tells
you that. Regular price $10.00. ONLY
$7.61 (check or money order). UNCON-
DITIONAL Money-back guarantee if NOT
OVER-JOYED! Order from: THE HI!
ANGEL CLUB. P.O. Box 5043, Long
Beach, CA 90805. (Please mention this
publication. Thank youl)



GONG HEE FOT CHOY—Now Available
New Revised 49th Edition. The language
of cards in a game that tells your fortune
with the WISDOM OF OLD CHINA. Use
ANY standard deck of cards- Place them
on GONG HEE FOT CHOY chart and
read book as indicated. You will surprise,
amaze and amuse yourself and your
guests. GONG HEE FOT CHOY card
mysticism is an infallible method of
concentration that will give each person a
richer insight to life. Yours for only $3.65
plus 60c to cover 1st class postage. Send
check or money order to: HOUSE OF
GENIE-Lamp F-6, P.O. Box 52. Hinsdale,
IL 60521

MONEY NOW! How you can receive
money easier, automatically. Send 25c—
Box 374, Canoga Park. CA 91305

TELEPATHY — INSTRUCTIONS. New
technique for initiating telepathic sensitiv-
ity. Unmistakable positive results guaran-
teed with first experiment. Satisfaction
guaranteed, or return book within 10 days
for refund. Send $2.00 for TELEPATHY
(Master Series Volume No. 1). Other
books in Mastery Series NOW available.
Free catalog.—Van Dyke Systems. Box
531, Oregon City. OR 97045

NEW BOOK "Our First Thousand
Groups" contains: ESP Experiments,
Psychic Trips, Group Methods, Psychic
Development. $5.00.

Graham, Hayes & Associates
720 N.W. 27 Avenue
Miami. FL 33125

THOUGHT EDUCATION, mind satellite
method Atlas, $1.00. — Sensitron System.
Box 1155, St. Augustine, FL 32084. Inter-
national research.

SPRING 1973 WHOLESALE CATALOG.
Over 2,500 different Paperback and Hard-
back books, not found in most Book
Stores. Send 50c now for your Money-
Saving Catalog, Refunded with first or-
der.

VILLAGE BOOK SHOP
P.O. Box E-2. Station A
Champaign, IL 61820

OCCULT. METAPHYSICAL BOOKS
"A Journey Into The Light" Vol. 2 ..$6.75
By Pensatia.

"The Occult Explosion" $7.00
By Nat FreedJand.
"The New Dimensions Red Book" ..$5.50
By Dion Fortune, etc.

"Lost Books of the Bible" $4.25
By Anonymous.
NEW AGE WORLD SERVICES & BOOKS

P.O. Box 3086
Huntington Park, CA 90255

"INSTANT RELAXATION"
INSTANTANEOUS relaxation removes
tension, fatigue, tiredness. AMAZING new
technique relaxes all muscles INSTANT-
LY. Develop a "light" body. Only $1.00
complete.

INSTITUTE OF
ADVANCED THINKING

Dept. F-673
P.O. Box 606

Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

OCCULT. PSYCHIC. New, ujed. buy.
exchange. Sales Lists, 35c. Refundable —
BOOK EXCHANGE, 1429-A Lardner.
Philadelphia. PA 19149

144.000 PAGAN CHRISTIANS should read
"Prophet DANIELS" startling revelationi
608 page book, "ANTIQUITY UN-
VEILED". $8.00 ppd. 155 Spirit Entitiei
voice through Trance Medium.—Dr. W.
Jodoln. 1229 Astor Ct.. New Port Richey.
FL 33552

MAITREYA DICTATIONS. Occult Gfl-
zetle, 6 Phillimore Place, Kensington,
London, W.8. England.

1973 TEMPLE OF LIGHT World Predic-
tions by Spirit Commentators. $1,25 copy,
45th year published.—Rev. Marion Owens,
7230 4th St. North. No. 2304. St.
Petersburg, FL 33702

WRITE TODAY ! FIRST EDITION
FREE. God's plan now being revealed.
Help reverse negativity in the world.
Write: Elna Baker, Box 4214. Bremerton
WA 98310

N-E-W B-O-O-K-S-!
Send for FREE catalog, with our love.
Same-day shipment. Hundreds of little-

known titles— Elysian Tree Metaphysical
Bookstore. Box 463. Urbana. IL 61801

IS YOUR COSMIC RADIO WORKING?
By Harry Emerson

Extrasensory Perception . . . Cosmic
Consciousness Enter your own mind . . .

Discover wonders never dreamed possi-
ble.

SOME SUBJECTS COVERED
Meditation . . . Hallucinogens - . Cos-
mic Sex Reincarnation . . . Vegetarian-
ism . . . and much more in over 180
exciting pages.
YOUR OWN DO-IT-YOURSELF KIT

Realize your potential . . . your mind
power. Here is your challenge . . . NOW
is the time to double your ESP Power and
discover hidden talents.

ORDER TODAY $5.95. Fla. residents
please add i% sales tax. Send check or
money order to: YOUR COSMIC RADIO
INC., P.O. Box 3427, Coral Gables, FL
33134. Full refund if not completely
satisfied.



SEE THE HUMAN AURA? Book by
popular St. Louis psychic will teach you
development methods (or Aura Vision as

she teaches students in Adult Education
classes, University City, Missouri. High
School. Contains successful methods, il-

lustrations, color training device. Order
'•The Human Aura," by Bevy, $2.00 guar-

anteed from; Specialized-Aura, Box 13075.

St. Louis. MO 63119

RACEGOERS! Use the book of tomorrow
available today: "The Key to Names &
Numbers (on the turf)" by Solastro. No

,
Canada.

MAGIC MIRROR : Practice contacting
Astral Brotherhood of Magic. Request
book information and discount certificate
— Speeialized-265. Box 13075. St. Louis.
MO 63119

JESUS CHRIST CONDEMNED MAR-
RIAGE! His complete Truth, not general-

ly preached heretofore, now revealed in

these latter times. Book. $1.00: mailed
postage prepaid.—Seth Abel. P.O. Box
87. Rhinelander. Wis. 54501

THE NEW SEXUAL EXPERIENCE Dis-

cover the NEW mystical significance of

=ex. A complete instruction in Self-trans-

cendence. Send for free information. —
INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED THINKING
Dept. F-673. P.O. Box 60S, Pacific Pali-

sades. CA 90272

HOW TO HAVE MORE MONEY. This
principle was revealed by Jesus five

times in the Bible. There is no work,
planning or prayer involved. $1.00 (Air-

Mail $1.25). Satisfaction guaranteed.—
Judith, 1059 E. Fairview Blvd., Ingle-

wood, CA 90302

OCCULT. METAPHYSICAL BOOKS.
Catalog. 10c. — Collins, Box 67. Appala-
chla. VA 24216

"INSTANT MEMORY"
New way to remember. No memorization,
no word associations, no sleep- learning,
no willpower, no hypnosis. Release your
PHOTOGRAPHIC Memory instantly.

Nothing is forgotten' Liberates EXTRA-
ORDINARY knowledge, powers, confi-
dence and energy ynu don't even know
about. Discover CONTROLLED Intuition.
ESP. self-mastery. Immediate results!
Send for free information.

INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED
THINKING
P.O. Box 606

Dept. F-673

Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

THE
METAPHYSICAL SECRET

OF MONEY
The old metaphysical way of "manifeit-
tng" money is overl 25 new techniques
require NO visualizing. NO affirming.
Eliminate poverty-consciousness. Develop
the "millionaire mentality." PROSPERI-
TY IS YOUR BIRTHRIGHT. Send for
free information.

INSTITUTE OF ADVANCED
THINKING

P.O. Box 606 Dept. F-673
Pacific Palisades, CA 90272

CHAPEL OF THE
HEALING PRESENCE

Metaphysical, Religious, Occult, Self-Help
Books. Free catalog. Open Sundays on-
ly —6102 Worth, Dallas, TX 75214. Phone
824-7252

AWAKEN GOD WITHIN, Live Abundant-
ly. $2.00-—BAKER, 1236 S. Marlborough.
Dallas, TX 7520B

OCCULT BOOK LIST — FREE I Write:
The Circle Bookshop, 215 South State St.,

Ann Arbor, Mich. 48108

"DIVINE POSTURE INFLUENCE UPON
ENDOCRINE GLANDS" by Cajzoran All.

Esoteric secrets of the 13 glands for
physical, mental, spiritual awakening. 5i!

illustrations. Healing and regeneration.
Send $5.95 plus 50c for handling.

"YOUR DESTINY"
Route 1, Box 384

Oklawaha. Fla. 32679

MAGAZINES

STORIES OF THE SUPERNATURAL
told in history. The California Scene
Magazine features Consciousness, Histo-
rical, Geographical stories. All yours for
$4.00 a year. Write : CALIFORNIA
SCENE. Editorial Dept.. 33270 Little John
Way, Elsinore, CA 92330

X—UNDERGROUND JOURNAL OF OC-
CULT. New Spring issue. $1.00.—Rod
Frye. Box 7374, Hampton, VA 23366

BACK ISSUES FATE. 1962 Forward. Best
Offer.—B. Gibson, 1279 Highland, Jack-
son, TN 38301

1973 OCCULT DIGEST CALENDAR,
plus eight issues of the OCCULT DIGEST
and Crowley's banned lecture "Gilles de
Rais"—$5.00—Occult Digest. P.O. Box
11074. Chicago, IL 60611
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ARE YOU FASCINATED bv Astrology.
ESP. UFOs and other occult subjects?
Then SPACEVIEW Magazine is meant
for you! Special offer, Six issues for $2.95
or 12 issues for $4.95. — Spaeeview-F.
103 Goodhue Building, Beaumont. TX
77701

PSYCHIC NEWS from England. Weekly
Spiritualist newspaper-world's largest cir-

culation. Year $12.85. Send dollar bill for
five different get-acquainted copies—Psy-
chic News, F-12. 23 Great Queen Street,
London, WC2B SBB, England

ASTROLOGY

"ZODIACAL CALENDAR" a limited edi-
tion, 144 pages, hand-bound book contain-
ing the significance of each birthdate.
$10.00 postpaid,—ODD SHOP, 226 South
19th, Harrlsburg, PA 17104

PERSONAL ASTROLOGY Compatibility,
Love Horoscope Charts. Send exact birth
data, both persons. $10.00. — Anderson.
P.O. Box 32FA, Randallstown. MD 21133

ASTROLOGY CORRESPONDENCE
COURSE. 35c brings details. —Mr. Deo
La Rue. MAFA, P. O. Box 20412. Portland
Oregon 97220

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BE YOUR OWN BOSS. New book shows
how to start a business and succeed.
$2.00.—Cahmeo. 7627 Delmar, St, Louis,
MO 63130

FREE SECRET BOOK "2042 Unique
Proven Enterprises'". Tiny Businesses but
Huge Profits! How Little Fellows used
"Little Knowns." Work home!—Haylings-
BB9, Carlsbad, CA 92008

STUFF ENVELOPES. $25.00 hundred.
Immediate earnings. Beginner's Kit,
$1.00. (refundable).—Lewcard, A392FE.
Brea, CA 92621

214 RADIO, 112 TV STATIONS will Sell
products on commission. No sales. No
pay. Complete list stations, facts. $2.00... 198 Publications accept ads on
commission. Pay only if you get orders.
Complete facts, editors addresses. $2.35—MOMAF, 309 W. Morris, Indianapolis,
IN 46225

HOW TO make Money Writing Short
Paragraphs. Information Free on "Home
Studies in Writing". — Barrett, Dept. C-
305-X2, 6216 N. Clark. Chicago, IL 60660

MAIL ORDER SECRETS REVEALED.
Order Now Only $3.00. — Bryant Sales.
Rt. 1. Box 373A. Dept. C3C, Gaylord. MI
49735

ADDRESSERS AND MAILERS NEED-
ED. Details 10c. — W. Lindbloom. 3636
Peterson. Chicago, 111. 60645

FREE—Easy Ways to make money sell-
ing exciting new products—Full-spare
time. Send name, age for five months
free subscription. — Salesmen's Opportu-
nity Magazine. 1460 Hancock Center,
Dept. 13-FB, Chicago, IL 60611

HEALTH RESORTS

HEALTHFUL VACATIONING—Fasting.
Reducing. Rejuvenation. Wholesome
foods. Organic gardens. Peaceful sur-
roundings. Pool, boats, solariums, beach-
es. Health classes—SHANGRI-LA, Bonita
Springs. Florida 33923-FT

HEALTH-BEAUTY

RARE FORMULAS! Health and Beauty
Secrets, Unique Slimming Formulas, Re-
laxation. Techniques, etc. Send 25c for
catalog.—BETT CULLEN, Box 966, Lot
Altos, CA 94022

RARE REPRINTS on Herbology, Natural
Health and Healing, Zone Reflexology,
Iridiagnosis. Vegetarianism. Catalog
50c—MARSHALL, P.O. Box 7169F, Balti-
more, MD 21218

PINWORMS. How to get and stay rid of
with natural product. Information $3.00.
Guaranteed —P.O. Box 462. Summer. WA
98390

GRAY HAIR? 21 PLUS darkens gray hair
in 10 days. Guaranteed!! Only $3.99.—TM
Enterprises, 120 West William St.. Dept.
IF6, San Jose, CA 95110

HERBS USED TO STRENGTHEN Body
and psychic centers! Pure Korean Gin-
Seng powder $5/oz. Extra large roots
$8/oz. Tranquill-Tea blend $1.00. New
6-package Tea Sampler with infusion
spoon and special blends $5 95. Excellent,
personal service—THE HERB LADY,
Dept. F, Box 26515. Los Angeles. CA 90026

GROW HAIR 7 I did! $7.50.—Box 221,
Lovelock. NV 89419

LOSING HAIR? Balding? Dandruff? Free
copyrighted booklet.—Dr. Shiffer Labora-
tories, Dept. 541, Box 398, Punta Gorda,
FL 33950

ARTHRITIS? Leam how I and my dog
had painful crippling Arthritis and we
now have been free of all symptoms and
pain for over three years. No dieting, no
exercises, no drugs. For complete
information on how easily we did this,
send $5.00 to: Nan Waters, F5. P.O. Box
8265, Albuquerque, NM 87108



HOME REMEDY. Stops dandruff, falling

hair, dry scalp or excessive oily scalp.
Costs less than 10c yearly. QUICK, SAFE
and SURE. Send $1.00 to: M. F. Wooten,
1909 San Francisco St., San Antonio, TX
78201

FREE! FREEI FREE! Korean Ginseng
sample. Legendary body, mind rejuvena-
tor! Hurry I—Gatti Nutrition, 42 Essex
Buffalo, NY 14213

VALUABLE INFORMATION on Endo-
crine glands and their food discovered.
Anatomy-vitamin chart. Priceless other
helps. $1.00—Abundant Health. Dayton,
VA F22821

BURSITIS? Try compresses. Information
M.OO and stamped self-addressed envel
ope. —El Huloka. 833, Yermo. CA 92391.

TRY OUR ESKIMO FORMULA To Lose
Weight and Stay Slim! $2.00. — Parola
Associates, Box 283. Scranton. PA 18501

INSTRUCTION

LEARN TO PLAY Piano. Guitar, Accor-
dian at home conveniently, Inexpensively.
Write: William's Music House. Box 14F.
Hudson. Wr 84019

UFOs? ILLUSTRATED Detector Plans
$1.00.—Associates. Box 57-F6, Manchester.
TN 37353

FONIK RIETEENG impelz kurekt spel-
eeng. Gied wun dolur—ue kood luvlt.

—

Joesif Bednash, 1515 Pusifik Av., Venus,
90291 Kalif.

ANCIENT METHODS for seeing the fu-
ture—distant places. Amazing, simple,
complete instructions. Airmail $3.00.

—

PAR, Box 6375, Reno, NV 89503

SEVEN SELF REALIZATION lessons or
the Body Centers. Each $10.00.—Also
Metaphysical sermons $2.00 each.—Rev.
S. R. Welch, 2623 Emily Lane, Jackson,
ville, FL 32216.

TELEPATHY COURSE. Learn to trans^
mlt psychic energy and mental pictures.
Send $4.00 for instruction in basic
techniques, or write to: Dr. J. Burns,
P.O. Box 1I201-T, Honolulu. HA 968H

HYPNOTIST MAKES HOUSE CALLS!
Via personalized cassette and cartridge.
Free facts! — Edwords. 1010 16th, San
Diego. CA 92101

ESPOGRAM TWO (Achieve your own
messages direct, fast) Stamped addressed
envelope, contribution appreciated. —
Walter Coslet, Box Six, Helena. MT 59601

CONCENTRATION — VISUALIZATION— MEDITAJION effective techniques.
$5.00.—SELF DEVELOPMENT. Box 1215.
Thousands Oaks, CA 91360

SOLVE PROBLEMS EASILY, Learn
Life's Laws. Guaranteed results.—WISE.
1236 So. Marlborough, Dallas, TX 75208

LEARN MASSAGE THERAPY. Complete
home study course. FREE details.—MAS-
SAGE, Box 190F. Quincy, MA 02169

THE SECRET POWER OF the Crystal
Pendulum! How to use it! Learn how to
question your own subconscious mind so
that you may answer many of your
personal problems. A complete course in
this fascinating procedure only $3.50.
Satisfaction guaranteed.—PENDULUM,
Box 190-F, Quincy. MA 02169

LEARN CARTOONING AT HOME. Free
Booklet: "Key To a Cartoon Career".
Approved for G. t Bill. Write:
Cartooning, Box 7069P, Colorado Springs,
CO 80907

LEARN WHILE ASLEEP—Hypnotize

!

Astonishing details, strange catalog free-
Sleep Learning Association. Box 24-FT.
Olympia, Wash. 98501

HAWAIIAN GUITAR COURSE. Simpli-
fied, proven. Write: O'Burr's Pub,,
Hotchkiss. CO 81419

MISCELLANEOUS

UFO DRIVE DISCOVERED ! Scientific

experiments reveal amazing propelling
force. $2.00.—SPACEDRIVE. Box 831.
Avalon. CA 90704

A REAL COLLECTORS ITEM! Five full

color photos of UFO's taken abroad. No
Hoax. All have been documented and are
authentic. $10.00 per set of five. Money
back if not completely satisfied. Make
check or money order payable to: Jim
Wasson, Summit St., Ceiina. OH 45822.
Limited time offer. Good while supply
lasts.

COMMON HOUSEHOLD ITEM responnds
to your Subconscious. Foretells children.
Party Fun! Instructions. $1.00.—Yvonne,
Box 36102, Lake Havasu City, AZ 86403

70 PRICELESS SECRETS ! ! Exclusive
Information ! Protects Family Health

!

Saves Money! Only $9.95 Guaranteed!
Order yours today.—Specialties. F4252
Fremont. Seattle, WA 98103

SOFT SOUNDS and GLOWING LIGHTS

—

The MILO adjustable electronic pattern
generator, relaxation, sensitivity.—ASL
Systems, Inc., Candor, NY 13743
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EVERYTHING YOU EVER WANTED to

know about psychics, occultism, meta-
physics, yoga, healing, directories, con-
ferences and operating a Successful
Methaphysical Bookstore and Center.
FREE information from: COSMOLINK,
P.O. Box 15668. Honolulu. Hawaii 96815

OLD TIME SOUTHERN POUND Cake.
1800's rare recipe. $1.00.—Neal, Box 95.

Montcalm. West VA 24737

ROMPOPO. Delicious and nourishing
beverage made of rum, eggs and other
ingredients. Long tested first class Ger-
man recipe for nome or industrial pro-
duction. $5.00 (U.S.) — Mrs. H. Olivero.
38 Ave, 5-20. Zona 7. Guatemala City.
Guatemala. Central America

TURQUOISE ADORNED WISHING
DOLL. Exact replica ancients good luck
doll, $2.00.—HOC, Box 11173. Dept. A,
Albuquerque. NM 87112

ALPHAPHONF.™ headset — brainwave
trainer. Free literature.—Aquarius Elec-
tronics, Box 627-P, Mendocino, CA 95460

BIOFEEDBACK: Professional instru-
ments. Monitor brainwaves, muscle activ-

ity. GSR. — J & J. 8102-T. Bainbridge.
WA 98110

CARD READINGS. Individually prepar-
ed. Ancient method. Shuffle regular 52
playing cards. Send list first 20 cards,
self-addressed stamped envelope and
$3.00.—Lady Louise. No. 7, Box 4-1312,

Anchorage, Alaska 99509. (Use 11c Air-
mail Postage)

"OCCULT EXPLOSION" Stamp appreci-
ated.—METHODS, 416F Palo Alto Ave.,
Mountain View, Ca 94O40

HOW INTELLIGENT are you? Self-scor-
ing test reveals I.Q. in 45 minutes. Guar-
anteed! Only $2.00.—Defits. Dept. 123,
1212 Elm St., Zanesvllle, OH 43701

COCKROACH RECIPE. Rids your home
of cockroaches and ants, overnight. Costs
less than 20 cents yearly; quick, safe and
sure, $1.00 for recipe. M. F. Wooten, 1909
San Francisco St., San Antonio, TX 78201

PYRAMID GUIDE, mysterious energv of
form revealed in Great Pyramid replicas,
cone, and coil phenomena. Sharpens,
preserves, re-charges, projects unknown
energy. This extraordinary bi-monthlv
newsletter features unpublished discov-
eries by dowsing master. Verne Camer-
on. Worldwide reports—diagrams. Make
your own replicas, Cameron, cones, ray-
gun, cyclatron. Free Copv. Write to: El
Cariso Publications, P.O. Box 176, Elsl-
nore, CA 92330 (Yearly pre-paid $2,751

HYPNOTISM REVEALED. Free illus-

trated details.—Powers, 12015 Sherman
Road, North Hollywood. Calif. 91603

IDEAL 5-ACRE RANCH, Lake Conchas,
New Mexico. $3,475. No Down, No Interest.

$29.00 Monthly. Vacation Paradise. Money
Maker. — Ranchos. Box 2003PJ, Alameda,
CA 94501

FLYING SAUCERS—ICVS 35 photos $2.00.

Catalog 35c. — UFO International, P.O.
Box 552, Detroit, MI 48232

MONEY-MAKING OPPORTUNITIES

FREE SECRET BOOK "2042 Unique,
Proven Enterprises." Successful "Little

Knowns," Work Home!—Hayllngs-B9,
Carlsbad. CA 92008

$100.00 EXTRA Weekly Easy! Spare
Time! Details, Beautiful Sample Free.—
Russell Products, Dept. BC-76A, Colum-
bia. TN 38401

GET SOME FUN OUT OF LIFE! Earn
extra money In your spare time with a
fascinating hobby. Expand into a full

time retirement business. Details 25c

—

CAHMEO. 7627 Delmar, St. Louts, MO
63130

I RECEIVE CHECKS Every Week from
Editors. Send for particulars.—Ralph Un-
rierhill, Beebe, AR 72012

SOLVE interesting word-building Puz-
zles—compete for Cash Prizes FREE.—
ARGUS, Dept. R14, Box 368, Tuckahoe,
NY 10707

'

'HOW TO BUILD Fortune in Real
Estate" Guaranteed!! Send $1.95—KIB-
BIE, Box 2742D, Jacksonville, FL 32203

HERBALISM ! ! The Home Gold Mine!
Free Lesson.—Herbalism Institute—FT,
1339 Remuda, Glendora. CA 91740

HOW TO MAKE MONEY Writing Short
Paragraphs! I tell you what to write,
where and how to sell, and supply lists

of editors buying from beginners. Small
checks can add up to worthwhile extra
income. Write to sell, right away. Send
for free facts on my "Home Studies in
Writing." — Barrett, Dept. C-305-X1,
Chicago, IL 60660

NEVER WON ANYTHING? Anyone can
win Sweepstakes Contests! Free details.
—Services, Box 644-FDE, Des Moines, LA
50303

YOU too can Cash in on Nationwide
Sweepstakes Contests. Read how "Sweep-
stakes Can Be Reapstakes." $1.00.—Benro
Enterprises. Box 6656F. Philadelphia. PA
19149



ORGANIZATIONS

BEAD TAROT? Be a certified TAROT
MASTERS" — The Associated Readers of

Tarot, International, 718 St. Joseph, La-
fayette, LA 70501

PEACE ORGANIZATIONS — Secular,
Mankind United. Religion. The Godrtians
Political. "The Taxpayer's Party". Bro-
chures 10c each. Book. "Be Your Own
Doctor". $2.00.—PEACE MAN, Box 4800.

Portland, ME 04112

PERSONAL

YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE with
twenty page character analysis, only
$2.25. State birthdate, year, time and
place.—VIRGO, F-l, Box 717. Eagle. CO
81631

ENCOURAGEMENT through psycho-
metry and prayer. Three questions, $5.00.

—Rev. Dr. W. Strinati. 1533 Belle St., San
Bernadlno, CA 92404

IF YOU LIVE in or near Houston, Texas
and want to belong to a Witch Coven,
write to: W. C. A., P.O. Box 26081.
Houston, TX 77032

INSPIRED LIFE READING, send photo,
birthdate. $5.00.—Ellen Evans, Sudderth
Road, Buford, GA 3051B

FABULOUS GROCERY SAVINGS Re-
vealed! $3.00.— Marside-7. 115 Paloma,
San Antonio. TX 78212

PROFESSIONAL TAROT READINGS.
Detailed consultations, $10.00. Five ques-
tions answered, $5.00. Please explain
problem in detail.—Kaufman's, Box 574,
West Fargo, N. Dakota 58078

Your PHOTOSCOPE, carefully prepared,
describes influences of your name, birth-
date, etc., on Health, Happiness, Love,
Luck. Past, Present, Future. Send $3.50
(money order) with recent snapshot, full
name, address and birthdate to: PHOTO-
SCOPE, 8855 117th St,, Delta, B.C. Cana-
da

FIVE QUESTIONS' answered immediate-
ly with spiritual wisdom and meditation.
Send self-addressed stamped envelope
and $10.00 contribution in money order to:
Mary M. Mays, 8008 S. Ashland, Chicago,
IL 60620

PALMISTRY RESEARCH and Analysis.
Indepth personality and aptitude report
$15.00. Lessons, private and group. Make
appointment or send handprint.—M. H.
Worden. 2000 "N" St., NW, Washington,
D.C. 20036

ASTROLOGY WORKSI Send stamp plus
birthdate, year, time and place for FREE
prediction.—VIRGO. F-l. Box 717, Eagle,
CO 81631

I WILL AMAZE YOU! Three questions
answered $3.00.—Krlstal, Box 344 Yucai-
pa, CA 92399

SPIRITUAL ILLUMINATION through
Meditation and Prayer. Answers to three
questions, $2.00 contribution.—Rev. Nora
Mitchell, P.O. Box 5067, San Diego. CA
92105

UNHAPPY? We offer a tested and proven
remedy. Discover how you can learn to
create unlimited happiness. Send $1.00 to:
IW, Box 4765-P, San Jose, CA 95126

TAROT answers your questions. 3/$5.00

—

JOSEF, P.O. Box 3441, N. Las Vegas, NV
89030

FIVE QUESTIONS answered through In-
ner Vision. Have helped thousands. Send
self-addressed envelope, birthdate and
$5.00 contribution.—Jeannie Duprey, P.O.
Box 53321, Istrouma Station, Baton
Rouge, La. 70805

THREE QUESTIONS answered $2.00
PLUS Extras.—J. Bell, 4664 34th No. 3,
San Diego, CA 92116

SOUL SEARCHERS—Free consultation to
serious seekers of fulfillment. — DUMA
P.O. Box 9. Staten Island, NY 10305

TAROT READINGS. Give birthdate.
$7.00.—P. A. Roberts, Box 1787, Orange,
CA 92668

WANT MONEY? SUCCESS? Try Nat-
ural Laws. Complete Details. $1.00.—Carl
Cato, Plumerville, AR 72127

Especially yours; Fsychometry reading
from your signature. $5.00. Thirty years
experience.—Rev. Hazell, Box 2372, Dept.
F, San Francisco, CA 94126

HORARY CHART will answer your five
briefly stated questions. Send $5.00, exact
time and date of writing.—Robert Hazell,
Box 2372, Dept. F, San Francisco, CA
94126

GOD'S GREAT PLAN REVEALED.
Know it. Join our Study Group. Complete
information $1.00.—LENNART, Amery,
WI 54001

AMERSYCHE IS FOR THOSE DARING
few ready to Risk ALL in the name of

Truth ! Information?
AMERISYCHE
141 Arsenal St.

Watertown, New York 13801



TOO MANY PROBLEMS? Send for free
book that shows how to whip them—fast!
Explains natural God-given powers you
can use, as others do. Write: Rose Dawn,
P.O. Box 2710, Dept. N-3. San Antonio,
TX 78299

STARVED FOR AFFECTION? Try an-
cient Mexican talisman used by brujas—
the Piedra Iman! Instructions in English
included. $2.50 postpaid. — Mamacita.
1841 East 6th St., Tucson, AZ 85719

ASTRO-TAROT Extensive reading by the
"friendly Neighborhood Leprechaun"
$10.00. .—D. Kendrick Johnson. P.O. Box
4591, Carmel, CA 93921

THE SUBCONSCIOUS IS YOU. Know
your inner most thoughts. Pendulation
Method, fullv described, $3.00 check or
money order to: ALBASTAR, Box 2411,

Cincinnati, OH 45201

PERSONAL GUIDANCE. Three questions.
$2.00 — Tia Mesa. Route 2, Sevierville,
TN 37862

ANSWERS THROUGH Psychometry.
Send photo, contribution of $2.00 to: C.
Namias. Box 686, Flushing, NY 11355

CONFUSED ABOUT THE OUIJA Board?.
Three questions, $2.00—Nick Kozmeniuk.
P.O. Box 2617 Station "A", Edmonton.
Alberta. Canada T5J 2G3

IN DEPTH SENSORY READINGS. Three
questions. $3.00. Addressed stamped en-
velope to: Grace I. Ferguson, 1814 4th
Street, Snohomish, Washington 98290

IN DEPTH reading thru all Inspired
channels. Clients pleased. Three questions
$2.00—Rev. E. G. Martin D.Ma. Box
14542. Las Vegas, NV 89114

FREE FAITH Handkerchief. Prayer re-
quests. — Universal Prayer Group, Box
42, Mlra Loma, CA 917S2

NEED MONEY? Secret technique brings
all you want. $3.00—Argosy, P.O. Box 422,
Miiford. NJ 08848

PERSONAL COUNSELLING. Three ques-
tions. $1.00. — M. Knight Bell, Route #2,
Sevierville, TN 37862

ASK — UNDERSTAND — OVERCOME
through her sensitive empathy. Send a
penny cleaned, then held only by you.
Plus Three questions, $5.00—Joyce Day-
ton, P.O. Box 914F, Oak Park. IL 60303

HANDWRITING REVEALS REAL YOU!
Sample analyzed. $2.00. — SMITH. 35F
High, Waterville, ME 04901

CARD READING — Excellent insight.
Clients amazed. $2.00 for each question.
Dreams analyzed for $3.00 each. $5.00 for
short reading. $10.00 for longer reading.
$25.00 for fantastic life reading. $50.00 for
reading involving specific people and
dates. $100.00 for yearly forecast. Give
color of hair and eyes and date of birth.
Enclose self addressed stamped en-
velope.—F. Bryant, Main P.O. Box 1712,

Topeka. KS 66601

THEOTHERAPY TO DISPEL DIFFI-
CULTIES! Helps bring you health, wealth
and happiness. For your valuable Good
Luck Pamphlet and Personal Spiritual
Horoscope, send $1.00 and your birth-

date.—St. Lawrence Fine, Box 365-FH,
Cathedral Station, New York. NY 10025

CARD READINGS. Send stamped enve-
lope for information.—Jay Diamond, 1608
S. El Molino. Alhambra. Calif. 91801

UNUSUAL READING
$5.00

P.A.M. Box 2044-F. Inglewood. CA 90305

It looks like everyone wants the GOLDEN
KEY <VII-FP). Why? That's easily an-
swered. Moses. Joshua, Jesus used it with
amazing results! You too can acquire its

secret. $1.00. — James Mitchell, 1516 6th
Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90019

SEVEN QUESTIONS plus horoscope.
$3.00. Stamped envelope,
hirthdate.—Peterman, 2585 Aqueduct
Road, Schenectady. NY 12309

MEET YOUR IDEAL MATE — Scientific
Computerized Matching, nationwide, all

ages, FREE questionnaire. Write:
•'TEAM", 1270 Broadway, New York, NY
10001

THREE QUESTIONS answered. Gifted
reader $1.00.—Barbara. Box 2002, Sepul-
veda, CA B1343

FOUR QUESTIONS answered, $3.00.-
—Samantha Fisher. Box 446. Rensselaer,
NY 12144

CONTACT ASCENDED MASTERS.—Sir
Valiant. Box 830, Dept. 10, Alhambra.
Calif. 91802

POOR NO MORE! Voice of God tells you
how your Bible, a One Dollar Bill and a
Slice of Bread can help make you RICH
and Successful ! For this valuable and
wonderful miracle Letter of Instructions,
mail $3.00 — The World's Greatest Value!
For FREE spiritual horoscope, state
birthdate when you reply. — St. Lawrence
Fine. VOG Box 365-FI, Cathedral Station.
New York, NY 10025



PAST LIFE READINGS and present Hie
analyses available through intuitive in-

spiration of gifted mvstic. Detailed
descriptions and Spiritual Evaluations
given. Free information. — Reincarnation
Research Lab-B. P.O. Box 43. Palos
Verdes Estates, CA 90274

FOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED. Insight
through prayer. Amazingly accurate. $1.00

and stamped self-addressed envelope.—
Francis, P.O. Box 3312, Federal Way,
Wash. 98002

TAROT and Psychometry readings by
expert. Exact data given. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Five questions,
$5.00. — Wilma Thomas. 616 6th Ave..
Marco. FL 33937

THREE QUESTIONS on Career, Family,
Romance. $2.00. Send birthdate. — Fran-
ce Bloom, P. O. Box 464, Trenton, NE
69044

ST. GERMAIN'S Freedom Group invites
you. 11:00 A.M. Sundays. Taped Ascended
Master Dictations. 1308 South New Hamp-
shire, Los Angeles. Phone 291-2753. For
free information, write: Sir Valiant, Box
830. Alhambra. Calif. 91802

ESP LABORATORY. The new research
service group can help you. For FREE
information write: Al. G. Manning, ESP
Laboratory, 7559 Santa Monica Blvd.,
Los Angeles, Calif. 90046

EXPERT HANDWRITING ANALYSIS
Special $1.00

Eva. Box 202-F, Eagle, Idaho 83616

IN DEPTH PSYCHOMETRIC and Sense
ry Reading by Charlotte Holt. $5.00.
Request in your own handwriting.— 1724
Fulton. Everett, Wash. 98201

REINCARNATION? ARE YOU living in

accordance with your Soul? Do you feel
an inner turmoil? Get a Soul Reading,
and see how much it can help You. Send
birthday along with $1.00. Personalized
reading, $2,00 to: Inner-Self, P.O. Box 454.
Green Valley, AZ 85614

WHAT IS YOUR PROBLEM? 25 years
experience. State preference, automatic
writing or crystal ball. $1.00 per question.
Include birth date, postage—Desea Davis,
2203 N. Clybourn, Chicago, 111. 60614

CHURCH OF TZADDI
P.O. Box 3082. Orange, CA 92665

Bishops—Rev. Dr.'s Amy & Dorothe
Book of Lessons, Developing Spiritually,
$6.00. (Meditation, Reincarnation, etc.).
Three questions, $5.00. Life Reading,
$45.00.

TZADDI GARDEN OF PRAYER
P.O. Box 3082, Orange, CA 92665

Attention: Dr. Joe, Garnet and Rev.
Peggy- Write to our Garden of Prayer
today, for you or another. Put prayer In
sealed, self-addressed, stamped envelope.
Will return in six weeks : send with
church contribution in envelope addressed
to above.

FOUR QUESTIONS answered. $1.00,
stamped envelope.—Adde, 88 Wlllett,
Albany, NY 12210

JOIN GREAT WHITE BROTHER-
HOOD.—Sir Valiant. Box 830, Dept. 10,
Alhambra. Calif. 91802

INNER VISION—five questions answer-
ed. Send birth date (Stamped envelope*
$3.00.—Merritt Reed. P.O. Box 6400,
Tucson, Ariz. 85716

SEVEN QUESTIONS, $3.00. Send
stamped envelope, birthdate, eye color-
ing.—Barrett, 2585 Aqueduct Road. Sche-
nectady, NY. 12309

PSYCHOMETRY. Send photo or article
(returned), questions. $5.00.—Ann Fisher,
6 South Lake Ave., Albany, N.Y. 12203

FREE—YOUR NAME placed on our
mailing list to receive all types of occult
and psychic material.—Psychic News, 436
Germania St., Williamsport, PA 17701

HOW TO FIND GOD.—Sir Valiant, Box
830-L. Alhambra, Calif. 91802

WISH TO LEARN to be a minister and
have a charter? Write: Church of Tzaddi.
P.O. Box 3082. Orange, CA 92665

CLIENTS AMAZED! Four Questions,
Birth date. $3.00. stamped envelope—Dis-
ciple of David, 9528 Detroit Ave.. Cleve-
land, OH 44102

MINISTER, COUNSELOR—Three ques-
tions answered through Insight on Higher
Planes of Prayer, $2.00. Clients claim
"Remarkable Accuracy."
SPIRITUAL AID through Divine Channels
of Prayer for problems of health, happi-
ness, finances. Send stamped envelope
for details.

LESSONS "Clairvoyance"—Spiritual Med-
itation"—"How To Get Spirit Ans-
wers"—"Spiritual Power"—"Life In The
Spirit World." Each $1.00.—Rev. Jeanette
Molus, Box 188, Northridge. Calif. 91324

PORTRAITS-PAINTINGS

CHARISMATIC PORTRAITS — brochure
25c. Portraits by: Morrow, 2280 Lansing,
Aurora, CO 80010



PRODUCTS- NOVELTIES

ESSENTIAL OILS I Sandalwood. Musk.
Jasmine and many other exotic tropical
fruit, spice and floral scents. Free cata-
log.—Ram Importer, Inc. Bl Second Ave.,
New York, NY 10003

INCENSE I Create an Exotic Atmo-
sphere! Sample pack, only $1.00. Free
brochure.—Ram Importer, Inc. 81 Second
Ave., New York, NY 10003. Wholesale
catalog available to shipowners on re-
quest.

MINIATURES, jewelry, shells, novelties.
Discount catalog 25c.—Craft House, 910
St. Vincent, Santa Barbara, CA 93101

"GREEN CHAMPA". Import scent from
India. Exotic, Mystic. Monev, Meditation.
(Alleged). Three grms. $1.25 ppd. ALSO
an interesting short Handprint "The Age
of Aquarius and the old religion Witch-
craft". $1.00 ppd. We carry a stock of
"Legendary" supplies. Catalog 25c on
request.—Mystic Candle Shop, 4916 York
Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90042

LEGENDARY TALISMAN for wealth 50c.
Stamp for catalog of charms, occult
items.—Fortune House, P.O. Box 422,
Milford. NJ 08B48

"TAHITIAN" PERFUME! ROMANTIC.
Unique, Heavenly Fragrance! Bewitching-
ly Fragrant Sample 45c—O'DELLS, Box
1703-A, Prescott, Arizona 86301

BEELZEBUB, adorners of the adept!
Wear the Image of Satan— sterling, $14.00,
brass, $7.50. Amulets, talismans, altar
Images, Custom designs our specialty.
New Catalog ! Send 50c to : Beelzebub,
Box 119, Hyde Park, VT 05655

ZODIAC PENDANT or Keyring $2,25.
Specify sign. Large Poster $2.25. — Sun
Signs and Scopes, 54 Putnam Road, Somer-
ville. MA 02145

RELIGION

ICBM, Zechariah 5:1-4. H-bomb, Matthew
24:1-22. Nuclear War (time) Daniel 12.

ORDINATIONS BY MAIL. Information
for stamp. — Crown of Life Fellowship,
Inc.. Box 9048. Spokane. WA 99209

TIBETAN TANTRA: Lama to found
Monastery for Sangha/Layfolk Teach,
Practice Philosophy Language Help For
Land/Funds Contact: Am Pema Choden
Temple, Box 116, RR3, Farmingdale. NJ
07727

WOTAN or ODIN! Which is it? Both
Write: The RUNESTONE, Box 2552
Wichita Falls, TX 76307

HAVE YOUR OWN Tax Free, Carefree.
Money-Making, Legal Church. Become
an Ordained Minister with Honorary De-
gree of Doctor of Divinity. $10.00 or with
impressive deluxe frame. $20.00. — Church
of Universal Brotherhood. Dept. F-5, 6311
Yucca St., Hollywood, CA 80028

APPLY FOR ORDINATION: Non-denom-
inational: Please send' stamp for applica-
tion. Chartered 1942. — A.C.S. Inc.. Dept.
F, P.O. Box 115, East New York Station.
Brooklyn, NY 11207

THE CATHOLIC CHURCH of Pre-Vati.
can I still lives! Free information. Old
Catholic Information Service, Box 528.
Zuni, NM 87327

MINISTERS ARE NEEDED. Be legally
ordained by Universal Life Church, a well
established growing Church. Perform
marriages, baptisms, start your own
church. Send $10.00 (complete cost) to:
Rev. Sheil, 8609 E. 92nd, Kansas City, MO
64138

RECORDS-TAPES

"MAGIC OF THE GONGS." Two rec-
ords. Superb for Meditation, Healing.
Nesta Crain renders inspiring Rhythms,
Melodies on her Oriental Gongs. Set of 12"
LP and 7" EP. Special $4.00. Send check
or money order (No COD) to: Doris
Herzog, 344 West 72 St., fl-L, New York.
NY 10023

WHAT'S NEW IN HYPNOSIS? Cassettes-
Courses, etc.—Hypno-Media. Taran Build-
ing. 3401 N.W. 36th St., Miami. FL 33142

MEDITATIONS WITH LEW HOWARD.
Ten 30-Minute inspiring, integrating ex-
periences. Five cassettes, Center In your
Christ-Self. Instructions on Inner feed-
back. $25.00. — Unfolding Path. 1578 Wil-
lowmont Ave.. San Jose. CA 95118

P E R S O NALIZED SELF-HYPNOSIS
Tapes. Send for free brochure. "What's It

All About."—TAPES, Box 190 F, Quincy,
MA 02169

SERVICES

NUMEROLOGICAL HANDWRITING AN-
ALYSIS . . . completely personal. Mail
full name, sex and full page ink
specimen. Fee $5.00—Kathy. P.O. Box
705. South Orange, NJ 07079

FREE — Name-Birthdate Analysis. Luckv
Partners, Periods, $6.00. — OSTARO, BP-
230. 75012 Paris. France

GRAPHOSYNTHESIS® 100 traits
charted from your writing. $5.00.—P.O.
Box 62, Tyner, TN 37392



DREAM INTERPRETAT10NS—write ev-
ery little deiail no matter how small.
Send with (3.00,— Inner-Self, P.O. Box 454.

Green Valley. AZ 85614

TAROT READINGS $10 00. Send photo,
birthdate.—Miss Able. 100 W. 73rd St..

New York. NY 10023

STUDY COURSES

HEALING HANDS! Learn how to heal the
sick by the "laying on of hands."
Wonderful results. Complete course $3.00.

—Healing. Box 190-F. Quney. MA 02169

ESP AND MYSTICISM. Advanced meth-
od. Knowing the future can make you
Successful. Previous study suggested
Sample lesson. $2.00.—Baldun A. Little,
Box 674. Pony. MT 59474

THERE IS PSYCHIC UNFOLDMENT for
you. Let this channel show you the way.
Correspondence course in mysticism and
spiritual phenomena. Twelve lessons dic-
tated from the Spirit World. Mediumistic
Development assured upon completion of
course and sincere living, spiritual guid-
ance upon request. Medium, Healer. Mvs-
tic Teacher.—Rev. Darrell W. Pringle,
1317 E. 45th St., Kansas City. MO. 64110

METAPHYSICAL HOW TO DO IT
Correspondence course. Become self-real-
ized. Send $1.00 for Intro. Lesson.—SR,
Box 4765-E, San Jose, CA 95126

METAPHYSICAL SCIENCE CORRES-
PONDENCE STUDY. Quality instruction
through qualified instructors. Write for
free catalog.-LIGHTHOUSE. P.O. Box
4877. Tampa. Fla. 33607

TAROT PRODUCTS

TAROT COLOR CATALOG describes Tar-
ot Decks, books, games, cartomancy, etc.
Send 15c—U.S. Games. Dept. F. 468 Park
Ave., South, New York, NY 10016

WITCHCRAFT

WITCHCRAFT SUPPLIES. Largest inven-
tory! ! Lowest Prices ! | Spells, Books.
Talismans. Records. Voodoo, Herbs, In-
cense, etc. We have everything!!! 2.000
items illustrated Caialog 50c ( refund-
able!—CAROL. Box 2074-F. Sepulveda, CA
91343

Myles V. G. REVEALS witchcraft se-
crets. First time available through Inner
Earthe Trading Co. For further informa-
tion and catalogue, send 50c to: Inner
Earthe Trading Co.. 13107 Ventura Blvd.,
N. Hollywood, CA 91604

WITCHES SPEAK, Isle of Man Import.
$3.00; ARADIA, Gospel of Witches. $5.20:
Witches Newsletters, $4.00.—MARTELLO,
153 W. 80, New York. NY 10024

CANADA — OCCULT SUPPLIES, tarot.
crystal balls, oils, herbs, candles, crosses,
talismans. Send 50c for catalog.—Witch-
craft, 104 Yorkvllle, Toronto, Canada

WILL YOU TEST the legendary powers of
Witchcraft? Four questions, $2.00. Free,
Cleopatra's love incense. — Countess As-
taroth. P.O. Box 1413. Oakwood Station,
Gretna. LA 70053

YOU CAN HELP prevent your mail or-
ders from being "unanswerable" or
"lost." Clearly PRINT your name, ad-
dress and Zip code, both on your letter
or MONEY ORDERS. And mention that
you "saw it in FATE!"

REPORT FROM THE READERS
(Continued from page 148)

knew well in Excelsior Springs when
I was a pharmacist at Ford's Phar-
macy.
My first wife's father who had

treated Jesse James for "nerves"
saw the corpse in the casket and
swore it was not Jesse James.
Not meaning to disconcert Mrs.

Parker I just wonder if she knows
the eventual history of the two Ford
murderers after they landed in Col-
orado? — W. D, Chesney, Janesville,

Wis.

THE EYE OF THE BEHOLDER
In "The 'Wicked' City of Babylon"

(September 1972 Fate) nowhere do
I find details to justify the word
"wicked" nor any description of its

"goodness."
No one doubts the beauty of the

city at that time but are we still

judging a people by their possessions
rather than their characters? How
many victims of sacrifice — men,
women and children — walked
through the Ishtar Gate, down the
Processional Way to their deaths in

the fires burning before the idols

Marduk and Shamash?
Author L. Sprague deCamp tells us

nothing of the oppression of the

159



ISO FATE

PROVE YOUR PSYCHIC POWERS
WITH A

PLANCHETTE

THE PLANCHETTE IS USED AS A MECHANI-
CAL MEANS FOR AUTOMATIC WRITING. IT

AIDS MANIFESTATIONS WHICH HAVE NO
OTHER WAY OF BECOMING CONCRETE.

Successful experimenters report finding
the Planchette a highly effective aid to

automatic writing and say they prefer it

to any other method. They particularly
find it much faster than the Ouija Board,
which is used to spell out letters one by
one. The Planchette is especially favored
by those who prefer to work in medita-
tive solitude. Our authentic Planchette,
about six inches in length, is beautifully
hand-crafted of smooth wood and given
a high lustre with a wood-resin polish.

HOW THE PLANCHETTE WORKS:
Specially-fitted pencil forms one leg of
planchette, the other two rolling free on
ball bearings. These ball bearings permit
the slightest indication of movement to
take effect, the tiniest wisp of pressure
transmitted through your hand. Only a
superior product, an authentic psychic
appliance, could have this expensive
ballbearing feature.

Complete instructions for use of the plan-
chette, as well as for its care and protection,
are included with this advanced psychic in-

people, the licentiousness and greed
that dominated the wealthy, nor of

the wild celebrations to the glory of

their gods ending in vile sexual or-

gies.

Many beautiful cities were de-
stroyed because of the nature of the
people who built and resided in them.
Take the story of Lot, or of Sodom
and Gomorrah. They too had magni-
ficent temples and other edifices—
but what of the people? Men clamor-
ed at Lot's door for the male mes-
sengers so they could have sexual
relations with them. Human sacri-

fice, cohabitation with animals, rape
and murder were condoned. Does
building beautiful structures make a
moral city?

To the Jew of that day, as to the
man of morals today, the city of
Babylon was evil because of its prac-
tices, not its architecture, — Cecile
Soba, East Islip, N. Y.

VENTURE BOOKSHOP
P.O. Box 249, Highland Park, III. 40OSS

Please send me planchettes a
only $4.95 each, plus 50c postage am
handling.

I enclose check _„, or money orde
for $ ....

Address

City Stats Zip

VON DANIKEN VINDICATED
In the June 1972 Fate "Report from

the Readers" Mr. Pierre Tissot states

he will be "the first to apologize" if

the intriguing slab which Erich von
Daniken illustrates in his book Chari-
ots of the Gods can be produced.
The film "Chariots of the Gods"

based on von Daniken's book has just

been shown for the second time in

many of the eastern areas of Aus-
tralia and for the first time on South
Australia television and it has stirred

up quite a controversy. The film

crew was able to film the original of
this slab which allegedly depicts an
"astronaut" in a "space capsule," in

the pyramid at Palenque, Mexico.
Moreover, a replica is in the Maya

gallery of the Mexico City National
Museum of Anthropology. A good
colored photograph of it appears on
page 177 of the Time-Life volume,
Ancient America, one of their Great
Ages of Man series. The slab, what-
ever the carvings may represent,
apparently was the top of a sar-
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cophagus of a high priest whose
remains, complete with jade death

mask, were found in 1952. The cap-

tion with the picture refers to the

slab as "one of the most important

relics of Maya culture."

While I do not support von Dani-

ken's theory 100 percent, perhaps

Mr. Tissot might have been a little

more cautious in his criticism, since

it is so easily disputed. — John Bur-

ford, Blair Athol, South Australia.

TWINS BY INHERITANCE
An interesting coincidence in my

family concerns my cousin Roy and
me who always have been called the

"twin cousins" because we were
born on the same day — November
19, 1942. The amazing fact is, how-
ever, that my mother and my cous-

in's father actually are fraternal

twins. — Nina Bratt, Moss Point,

Miss.

LAW BY THE STARS
I am convinced that astrological

guidance can be of exceptional value

to the average person in matters

related to the law. whether it be his

method of dealing with a lawyer, the

proper timing of agreements, the

means of avoiding legal difficulties

and the most practical approach to

seeking cooperation from courts and
governmental agencies.

I would like to solicit reports from
Fate readers on any experiences

they have had in using astrological

guidance in legal matters and what
results they have obtained. — Dauid
Ravin, 3600 WUshire Blvd., Los An-
geles, Calif. 90005.

MINISTER of DIVINE TRUTH
problems through Splr-

._ _.' Prayer. Clients claim
amazing results. 3 questions answered.
(2 .00. Postage appreciated.

Spiritual Aid throuRh Prayer for problems
of health, happiness and finances Testi-
monials prove PRAYKR works wonders
Send stamped envelope.

ASTROLOGY
Thouiandi amaiedl It you ar« not ufmtd
of whtt you miiht read, send |1.00 for a

PREPARED HOROSCOPE. Send name,
blrthdate. addressed stamped envelope.

CLAIRE COMPANY, Dept. F

P.O. Box 4307, Mtn. View, CA 94040

How to

IIA VF GOD ANSWER
Your Prayers

A simple but effective plan that is

MOVING?
TELL US WHERE!

Don't take a chance on missing a sinsle
j

issue of PATE! At least six weeks before
J

you move, type or print your new address I

— with ZIP code — on this form. Attach
|

the address label from the wrapper in
j

which you receive FATE. Mail both to:

FATE Magazine. Subscription Dept.,

Hyacinth Place. Highland Park. 111. 60035. I



WHAT HASFATE IN STORE

FOR YOU?

. . . A chance to explore the
unknown . . . truths you find
nowhere else . . . articles and
stories to fire your imagination—
that's what FATE has in store

for you. Here is Editor Mary
Fuller's report on stories plan-
ned for future issues;

w Man's approach to mysterious

falls from the sky seesaws between
outrage and awe. Even scientists say
such things as "Fafrotslcies and
Oopths" can't exist—but Ivan Sand-
erson can prove they do.

« Is abortion murder? Or does the

soul enter at birth? W. D. Chesney
reveals the surprising answer he re-

ceived through spirit communication.

» Near a tributary of the Zambezi
in Africa lies a hoard of gold, dia-

monds and ivory—the priceless trea-

sure of King Lobengula of the Mata-
bele. One man knows where it is—but
he also knows the power of the curse

that protects it.

™ An unusual form of healing is

practiced by the IKung Bushmen of

the Kalahari Desert, where half the

adult population experiences trance

during nocturnal healing dances.

ff« t

w
MARY MARGARET FULLER

Each month FATE publishes more
than 40,000 words of true articles on the

strange, the unusual, the unknown. You
can read such stories only In FATE be-
cause FATE Is the only magazine of

Its kind in the world!

DON'T MISS A SINGLE ISSUE-
SUBSCRIBE TODAY!

CLARK PUBLISHING CO.
500 Hyacinth Place
Highland Park, III. 60035

State Zip Code „
FATE Magazine for)I wish to subscribe

(check square):

24 Issues, S8.0I) 12 Issues, |4.50

(Foreign subscriptions: 13 issues. 15.00)
Enclosed is cash check Q money
order for $ _________
Begin my subscription with . .. _ — lHUe.

Check if this renews a previous sub-
scription 279
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COME WITH US...

TO THE
FIRST AFRICAN SUMMIT CONFERENCE

HELD AT
THE UNIVERSITY OF GHANA, LEGON

ON JULY 21-23. 1972

IN THE ETERNAL NOW
YOU CAN TRANSCEND TIME AND SPACE

THROUGH THE MARVEL
OF MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING!

Six full hours of Ascended Master

instruction no student should be

without! Includes all seven dictations

from the African Summit Conference

plus excerpts from six lectures and an

informative question-and-answer

period with the Messengers, Mark and

Elizabeth Prophet. The Masters
recommend these tapes because of the

valuable introductory material they

contain for new students of the Law.

The three albums of three tapes or

six cassettes include in part:

Album I

OPENING PRAYER by Mark L. Prophet

INVOCATION by ElUabeth Clare Prophet

MESSENGERS' WELCOME
LET THE CHAKRAS OF A NATION GLOW; by

Kuthumi—In this memorable dictation the name or the

"Star of Arrlca" is rekindled, and Kuthumi Introduces

a new Master, one who has stood as a sponsor for

Africa lor ages and the one after whom the continent

THOU SHALT DECREE A THING AND IT SHALL BE
ESTABLISHED UNTO THEE—Excerpts from a

lecture in which the science of decreeing is explained.

GO FORTH WITH THIS MIGHTY GIFT! by Pallas

Athena—Stepping forth to sponsor the people of Africa

in the name of the Divine Mother, the beloved Repre-

sentative of Truth carries a fiery ball of dispensation to

be used as holy manna in ministering unto the sick, the

poor, the dying, the hungry, and the Illiterate masses.

Album II

CLIMB THE HIGHEST MOUNTAIN sung by Claire

DuBols. soprano, accompanied by R. Fllippo.

THE RENEWAL OF OPPORTUNITY by Saint

Germain—Coming before his students to give them a

greater degree of awareness of the Importance of their

divine mission, the Knight Commander renews an

ancient covenant of hope with mankind.

THE FREEING OF A CONTINENT by the Elohlm

Astrea—Witness a special Treeing action from the

Elohlmic level which nullifies all patterns of witch-

craft, black magic, and human darkness In Africa.

THE TEACHING OF JESUS AND MARY—Excerpts

from a lecture revealing the mystery of the birth of the

Christ through the union of the Father-Mother Flames

within each one.

COME INTO THE ARMS OF THE DIVINE MOTHER
by Mother Mary—In returning the Flame of the Divine

Mother to Africa, beloved Mary Instructs her children

on how to bring the teachings of the Divine Mother to

all mankind by becoming Her representatives.

THE HOLY SPIRIT—Excerpts from a lecture

examining the teachings of the Maha Chohan on the

Holy Spirit.

To: The Summit Lighthouse, Box A,

Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901

Please rush me my three album-set of the First

African Summit Conference on 7-Inch two-track

tapes / cassettes.

I enclose £17.50 which includes postage and handling.

Name

Address__

City State Zip Code

A NEW ADVENTURE IN SOUL PROJECTION



The
Human
Aura

Develop your

PSYCHIC POWER OF ATTRACTION
What strange forces pull you toward
another? Why do you at times experience

uneasiness in the presence of some person

. . . without any apparent cause? The hu-

man organism radiates psychic energy.
This is an aura — a field of supersensi-

tivity surrounding the body. Our thoughts

and emotions continually vary the vibra-

tory nature of this psychic aura. This aura

can and does impinge upon the inner self

of others. The auras of others also can and
do react upon your aura.

You are subject to such psychic radia-

tions of persons daily. It can account for

your moods— even your intuitive im-
pressions. This is a natural phenomenon— it is part of the subliminal, mysterious

inner powers of self which everyone has,

but few understand. Learn to master this

phenomenon. The full application of your
natural powers can provide a greater per-

sonal achievement and happiness in life.

FREE BOOK
The Rosicrucians, a worldwide cultural

fraternity, have for centuries taught men
and women to understand and utilize

fully all the faculties of self. The Rosicru-
cians are not a religious sect. No creeds or

dogmas are offered but factual informa-
tion on man and his cosmic relationship.

Write today for the free booklet, the Mas;
tery of Life , that tells how you may use
and share this workable knowledge.

Please use this coupon

SCRIBE: E.F.Y.

mi
ROSICRUCIANS

(AMOtlO

San Jose. California 95114. U.S.A.

Scribe
'l ilt; ROSK'RI'f'TANS (AMORC)
San Jose, California 95114, U.S.A.

Gentlemen:
In sincere interest, not out of curiosity, I ;

free copy of The MASTERY OF LIFE,

Name

Address

City State Z




